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THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE 
,J (IVAN ITKIN) PRESIDING 

PRAYER 

REV. CLYDE W. ROACH, Chaplain of the House of 

SESSION OF 1990 174TH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY No. 24 

Representatives, from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, offered the 
following prayer: 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
The House convened at 11 a.m., e.d.t. 

Let us pray: 
Almighty God, unto whom all hearts are open and all 

desires known and from whom no secrets are hid, we rejoice 
in knowing that You understand us so completely. You said 
that a bud could not fall to  the ground without Your knowing 
it and that even the hairs on our heads are numbered. 

We come to You this day conscious of our weakness, that 
You may make us strong; aware of our ignorance, that You 

This is to advise that I have appointed the Honorable Ivan 
Itkin, as Speaker Pro Tempore, for such portion of Wednesday, 
April 4, 1990, as may be necessary. 

may make us wise. 
Free us from all error of false proportion in our 

judgments, and quicken our desire to please You in all that we 
say and do. Help us to  be still and know that You are God. 

In Your dear name we pray. Amen. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

(The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and vis- 
itors.) 

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the 
approval of the Journal of Tuesday, April 3, 1990, will be 
postponed until printed. The Chair hears no objection. 

COMMUNICATION FROM SPEAKJIR 

SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE APPOINTED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is in receipt of the 
following communication from the Speaker, which the clerk 
will read. 

The following commu~cation was read: 

April 4, 1990 
To the Honorable House of Representatives: 

Sincerely, 
Robert W. O'Donnell 

Speaker 

HOUSE BILLS 
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED 

No. 2436 By Representatives PICCOLA, JOHNSON, 
TIGUE, D. F. CLARK, NOYE, McVERRY, 
MORRIS, PHILLIPS, NAHILL, 
DEMPSEY, RITTER, SAURMAN, 
HERMAN, JOSEPHS, MERRY, BUNT. 
THOMAS, TRELLO, LEH, LAUGHLIN, 
VEON, ADOLPH, E. Z. TAYLOR. 
MAINE, CLYMER, RICHARDSON, 
ALLEN, CIVERA, OLASZ and 
LASHINGER 

An Act amendmg the act of December 31, 1965 (P. L. 1257. 
No. 511), known as "The Local Tax Enabling Act." further pro- 
viding for collection of delinquent per capita, occupation, occu- 
pational privilege and earned income taxes from spouses and 
spouses' employers. 

Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
April 4, 1990. 

No. 2437 By Representatives McNALLY, MORRIS, 
GANNON, KOSINSKI, PRESSMANN, 
BILLOW, HERSHEY, BLAUM, BUNT, 
COHEN. TANGRETTI, DeLUCA, VEON 
and WOGAN 

An Act amending the act of June 3, 1937 (P. L. 1333. NO. 
320), known as the "Pennsylvania Election Code," providing for 
information on candidates for judicial offices. 

Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT, 
April 4. 1990. 

No. 2438 By Representatives MAYERNIK and VEON 

An Act amending the act of June 11,1968 (P. L. 149, No. 84). 
known as the "Volunteer Firemen's Relief Association Act." 
further providing for volunteer fuefighters' retirement plans. 

Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT, 
April 4, 1990. 

No. 2439 By Representatives S. H. SMITH, TRELLO, 
FARGO. PESCI, GAMBLE, JOSEPHS. 
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DeLUCA, STABACK, PETRARCA, I An Act amending the act of July 7, 1947 (P. L. 1368, No. 
J. H. CLARK, J. L. WRIGHT, GEIST. 542). known as the "Real Estate Tax Sale Law," providing for 
SAURMAN, DEMPSEY, ARGALL, I duplicate notices of certain delinquent taxes to be sent to parties 

FAIRCHILD. CHADWICK. CARLSON. designated on Third-Party Tax Notice Cards. d 
SCHULER, DISTLER, McVERRY, NOYE, Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
JACKSON, PHILLIPS, NAHILL, April 4, 1990. 
LANGTRY, JADLOWIEC, GODSHALL, 
HECKLER, FOX, WOGAN, 
MOEHLMANN, HESS, MARSICO, 
D. W. SNYDER, CORNELL, WASS, 
HASAY, LEH, JOHNSON. BURD and 
E. Z. TAYLOR 

An Act rcquiring.State funding for programs and services 
which political subdivisions are mandated to provide; establish- 
ing the Office of Local Mandates and the Political Subdivision 
Mandates Appeal Board; conferring powers and duties upon the 
office, the board, and the Department of Community Affairs; 
providing for remedies; and making an appropriation. 

Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
April 4,1990. 

No. 2440 By Representatives RUDY, GEORGE, 
BARLEY, NAILOR, PESCI, COY, 
HECKLER, DeLUCA, PISTELLA, 
JOSEPHS, FREEMAN, PRESSMANN, 
KUKOVICH, BILLOW, CORRIGAN, 
R1TlT.R. GRUITZA, CAWLEY, 
BELARDI, TANGRETTI, LEVDANSKY, 
BISHOP, E. Z. TAYLOR and COLAIZZO 

An Act prohibiting the release of certain balloons into the 
atmosphere; further providing for the powers and duties of local 
municipalities, the Fish Commission, the Game Commission and 
the Department of Agriculture; and providing a penalty. 

Referred to Committee on CONSERVATION, April 4, 
1990. 

No. 2441 By Representatives GANNON, ADOLPH, 
MAYERNIK, DURHAM. PERZEL, 
R. C. WRIGHT, FLICK, CIVERA, 
FREIND, BOYES, ANGSTADT, 
KONDRICH, FARMER, LANGTRY, 
GRUPPO, VAN HORNE, McNALLY, 
DeLUCA and SERAEINI 

An Act amending the act of May 25. 1945 (P. L. 1050. No. 
399, known as the "Local Tax Collection Law." providing for a 
Third-Party Tax Notification Service Program. 

Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
April 4,1990. 

No. 2442 By Representatives GANNON, ADOLPH, 
MAYERNIK, MICOZZIE, PERZEL, 
DURHAM, R. C. WRIGHT, FLICK, 
CIVERA, FREIND, BOYES, ANGSTADT, 
KONDRICH, FARMER, GRUPPO, 
VAN HORNE, McNALLY, DeLUCA and 
SERAEINI 

No. 2443 By Representatives PETRONE, DeLUCA, 
FAIRCHILD, KASUNIC, LaGROTTA, 
LASHINGER, McCALL, O'BRIEN, 
OLIVER, ROBBINS and WASS 

An Act amending Title 5 (Reserved) of the Pennsylvania Con- 
solidated Statutes, changing the name of the title; adding provi- 
sions relating to boxing and wrestling; and making repeals. 

Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT, 
April 4,1990. 

I No. 2444 By Representatives BROUJOS, HAYES, 
KOSINSKI, FLEAGLE, COY, LLOYD, 
McNALLY, TANGRETTI, GEORGE, 
LEVDANSKY, PISTELLA, SCHULER, 
JACKSON, JADLOWIEC, VEON, STISH, 
COLE, D. W. SNYDER, GODSHALL. 
HALUSKA, LANGTRY, MURPHY, 
BELFANTI, DISTLER, MERRY, NOYE, 
MICOZZIE, CARLSON, KASUNIC, 
KAISER. ARGALL, LAUGHLIN, 
PRESSMANN, FOX. TRICH, WOGAN, 
DIETTERICK, HERMAN, TRELLO, 
CORNELL, NAHILL, MAINE, ALLEN, w 
BLAUM, KONDRICH, D. R. WRIGHT, 
FARMER, SAURMAN, SERAEINI, 
TIGUE. FREEMAN. KENNEY. SEMMEL. 

I BORTNER, MELLO. JOHNSON, 
HARPER, RUDY, MORRIS, STABACK, 
GANNON, VAN HORNE, RAYMOND, 
TELEK, JOSEPHS, ADOLPH, PHILLIPS, 
BELARDI and E. Z. TAYLOR 

An Act amending the act of November 4, 1983 (P. L. 217, No. 
63). known as the "Pharmaceutical Assistance Contract for the 
Elderly Act," providing that a cost-of-living increase in Federal 
Social Security benefits received by an eligible claimant shall be 
excluded from the computation of income. 

Referred to Committee on YOUTH AND AGING, 
April 4,1990. 

No. 2445 By Representatives COLE, COY, 
WAMBACH and BELARDI 

An Act regulating and requiring the licensure of plumhers; 
establishing the State Plumbing Board and providing for its 
powers and duties; providing for minimum Statewide plumbing 
standards, including those for water conservation; providing pen- 
alties; and makiig an appropriation. 

Referred to Committee on PROFESSIONAL LICEN- 
SURE, April 4,1990. 
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HOUSE RESOLUTIONS 
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED 

No. 2% By Representatives McNALLY, TRELLO, 
GIGLIOTTI, KAISER, MICHLOVIC, 
KUKOVICH, PISTELLA, MURPHY, 
COWELL, PETRONE and McHALE 

Commending the Mobay Corporation for its refusal to supply 
chemicals which may be used in chemical warfare, based upon a 
socially responsible corporate policy. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4,1990. 

No. 2% By Representatives RICHARDSON, CARN, 
LINTON and HUGHES 

Directing the Health and Welfare Committee of the House of 
Representatives to conduct a study of the Commonwealth's Low 
Income Home Energy Assistance Program and the future 
funding needs of the program. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4, 1990. 

No. 297 Bv Renresentatives McCALL. MORRIS. -~ ~. ~r~~~ 

J. L. WRIGHT, KOSINSKI, COY, 
ARGALL, RYBAK, MARKOSEK, 
FAIRCHILD, PESCI, CARLSON, 
BILLOW, MAINE, TIGUE, MERRY, 
ANGSTADT, CORRIGAN, HALUSKA, 
SERAEINI, MELIO, JAROLIN, 
LAUGHLIN, ADOLPH, BELARDI, 
CLYMER, STABACK, MARSICO, 
GIGLIOTTI, PETRARCA, DALEY, 
TELEK, BURD, E. Z. TAYLOR and 
ROBBINS 

Memorializing Congress and the Secretary of Defense to take 
all appropriate action to preserve and continue the Junior 
Reserve Officer Training Corps (JROTC) program. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4, 1990. 

No. 298 By Representatives PETRONE, BUNT, 
BROUJOS, GEIST, DeLUCA, BELFANTI, 
PISTELLA, VEON, DALEY, 
COLAFELLA, WASS, STISH, CARN, 
RAYMOND, J. TAYLOR, VAN HORNE, 
ANGSTADT, STABACK, COY, 
COLAIZZO, MAINE, CAWLEY, 
SERAEINI, McVERRY, R. C. WRIGHT, 
PESCI, JOHNSON, MELIO, BILLOW, 
RYBAK, ACOSTA. McHALE and 
BELARDI 

Memorializing the Governor and the Secretary of Public 
Welfare to investigate the possibility of utilizing unused former 
State hospital facilities as drug treatment centers. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4, 1990. 

No. 299 By Representatives O'BRIEN, COHEN, 
KOSINSKI, SALOOM, FARGO, 
D. W. SNYDER, COY, WAMBACH, 
CESSAR, MELIO, BRANDT, DEMPSEY, 
MORRIS, BROUJOS, GIGLIOTTI, 

JACKSON, RYBAK, SCHULER, 
GODSHALL, DIEITERICK, CARLSON, 
NOYE, LAUGHLIN, ARGALL, 
E. Z. TAYLOR, KAISER, FOX, 
ANGSTADT, WESTON, TRELLO, 
MAINE, NAHILL, KENNEY, PHILLIPS, 
GEIST, HERMAN, STRITTMATTER, 
MICHLOVIC, McVERRY, SAURMAN, 
FARMER, SERAFINI, TIGUE, SEMMEL, 
ADOLPH and DONATUCCI 

Recognizing the accomplishments of the Hugh O'Brian Youth 
Foundation's Pennsylvania Leadership Seminars. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4, 1990. 

No. 300 By Representatives REBER, GEORGE, 
HASAY, SAURMAN, REINARD, 
S. H. SMITH, JAROLIN, LEVDANSKY, 
ARGALL, CLYMER, MARSICO, 
DIETTERICK, WOZNIAK, NAHILL, 
BOWLEY, MAINE, FREEMAN, 
MURPHY, BILLOW, STISH, 
YANDRISEVITS, SCHEETZ, PHILLIPS, 
J. H. CLARK, FOX and BUNT 

D i i n g  the House Conservation Committee to investigate 
the overall operation of the Department of Environmental 
Resources in relation to its ability to administer and enforce the 
statutory reswnsibilities currently entrusted to its care and to . . 
make recommendations to the H O ~  of Representatives concern- 
inn the future responsibilities for the administration and enforce- 
ment of the environmental protection statutes of this Common- 
wealth. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4, 1990. 

No. 301 
(Concurrent) By Representatives FLICK, O'DONNELL, 

DeWEESE, RYAN, ITKIN, ACOSTA, 
ADOLPH, ALLEN, ANGSTADT, 
ARGALL, BARLEY, BATTISTO, 
BELARDI, BELFANTI, BILLOW, 
BIRMELIN, BISHOP, BLACK, BLAUM, 
BORTNER, BOWLEY, BOYES, BRANDT, 
BROUJOS, BUNT, BURD, BURNS, BUSH, 
CALTAGIRONE, CAPPABIANCA, 
CARLSON, CARN, CAWLEY, CESSAR. 
CHADWICK, CIVERA, B. D. CLARK. 
D. F. CLARK, J. H. CLARK, CLYMER, 
COHEN, COLAEELLA, COLAIZZO, 
COLE, CORNELL, CORRIGAN, 
COWELL, COY, DALEY, DAVIES, 
DeLUCA, DEMPSEY, DIETTERICK, 
DININNI, DISTLER, DOMBROWSKI, 
DONATUCCI, DORR, DURHAM, EVANS, 
FAIRCHILD, FARGO, FARMER, FEE, 
FLEAGLE, FOSTER, FOX, FREEMAN, 
FREIND. GALLEN. GAMBLE, CANNON, 
GEIST, GEORGE, GIGLIOTTI, 
GLADECK, GODSHALL, GRUITZA, 
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GRUPPO, HAGARTY, HALUSKA, 
HARPER, HASAY, HAYDEN, HAYES, 
HECKLER, HERMAN, HERSHEY, HESS, 
HOWLETT, HUGHES, JACKSON, 
JADLOWIEC, JAMES, JAROLIN, 
JOHNSON, JOSEPHS, KAISER, 
KASUNIC, KENNEY, KONDRICH, 
KOSINSKI, KUKOVICH, LaGROTTA, 
LANGTRY, LASHINGER, LAUGHLIN, 
LEE, LEH, LESCOVITZ, LEVDANSKY, 
LINTON, LLOYD, LUCYK, MAIALE, 
MAINE, MARKOSEK, MARSICO, 
MAYERNIK, McCALL, McHALE, 
McNALLY, McVERRY, MELIO, MERRY, 
MICHLOVIC, MICOZZIE, MILLER, 
MOEHLMANN, MORRIS, MOWERY, 
MRKONIC, MURPHY, NAHILL, 
NAILOR, NOYE, O'BRIEN, OLASZ, 
OLIVER, PERZEL. PESCI. PETRARCA. 

Referred lo Committee on TRANSPORTATION, April 4, 

Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, April 4, 
1990. 

Referred to Committee on AGRICULTURE AND 
RURAL AFFAIRS, April 4,1990. 

SB 1031, PN 2049 

Referred to Committee on EDUCATION, April 4,1990. 

SB 1099, PN 2050 

Referred to Committee on INSURANCE, April 4,1990. 

SB 1120, PN 1360 

Referred to Committee on MILITARY AND VETERANS 
AFFAIRS, April 4,1990. 

RIEGER, R I ~ R ,  ROBBINS, ROBINSON, 
ROEBUCK, RUDY, RYBAK, SALOOM, 
SAURMAN, SCHEETZ, SCHULER, 
SCRIMENTI, SEMMEL, SERAFINI, 
B. SMITH, S. H. SMITH,D. W. SNYDER, 
G. SNYDER, STABACK, STAIRS, 
STEIGHNER, STISH, STRITTMATTER, 
STUBAN, TANGRETTI, E. Z. TAYLOR, 
F. TAYLOR, J. TAYLOR, TELEK, 
THOMAS, TIGUE, TRELLO, TRICH, 
VAN HORNE, VEON, VROON, 
WAMBACH, WASS, WESTON, 
WILLIAMS, WILSON, WOGAN, 
WOZNIAK, D. R. WRIGHT, 
J. L. WRIGHT, R. C. WRIGHT and 
YANDRISEVITS 

PETRONE, PHILLIPS, PICCOLA, 
PIEVSKY, PISTELLA, PITTS, 
PRESSMANN, PRESTON, RAYMOND, 
REBER, REINARD, RICHARDSON, 

Urging the Governor to proclaim May 1990 as "Pennsylvania 
Physical Fitness and Sports Month." 

SB 1511, PN 1992 

Referred to Committee on BUSINESS AND COM- 
MERCE, April 4,1990. 

Referred to Committee on RULES, April 4,1990. 

SENATE BILLS FOR CONCURRENCE 

The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, presented the 
following bills for concurrence: 

SB 295, PN 2077 

Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, April 4,1990. 

SB 679, PN 2032 

Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, April 4, 
1990. 

SB 717, PN 780 

Referred to Committee on BUSINESS AND COM- 
MERCE, April 4, 1990. 

Referred to Committee on HEALTH AND WELFARE, w 
April 4,1990. 

I LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Are there requests for leaves 
of absence? 

The Chair, in its capacity as majority whip, requests leaves 
of absence for the gentleman from Lawrence, Mr. FEE; the 
gentleman from Washington, Mr. COLAIZZO; the gentle- 
man from Philadelphia, Mr. PIEVSKY; the gentleman from 
h s t r o n g ,  Mr. PESCI; the lady from Centre, Mrs. RUDY; 
and the gentleman from Philadelphia, Mr. MAIALE, all for 
today's session. 

Without objection, the leaves of absence are granted. 
The Chair now recognizes the minority whip. 
Mr. HAYES. Thank vou. Mr. Swaker. 
I request a leave for the gentleman from Lehigh County, 

Mr. Donald SNYDER, for the day; the gentleman from 
Delaware County, Mr. Robert WRIGHT, for the day; and the 
gentleman from Montgomery County. Mr. LASHINGER, 
for the day. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the 
leaves of absence are granted. 

MASTER ROLL CALL 'd 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair is about to take 
the master roU call. Members will proceed to vote. 
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The following roll call was recorded: I EDUCATION. 

m s t a  
Adolph 
M e n  
A n a a d t  
A r s d  
Barley 
Banisto 
Belardi 
Bslfanti 
Billow 
Birmelin 
Bishop 
Black 
BLzum 
Bomer 
Bowley 

- Boys 
Brand1 
Broujor 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
CaNagironc 
Cappabianca 
Carlson 
Cam 
Caaney 
Ccrrar 
Chadwick 
Civera 
Clark. B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J. H. 

Cole 
Cornell 
Comgan 
coweu 
Coy 
DeLuca 
Ilewcese 
Daley 
Davies 
Dsmpsey 
Didterick 
W e r  

Dombrowski Kukovich 
Donatucci LaGrotta 
Dorr Langfry 
Durham Laughlin 
Evans Lee 
Fairchild Lch 
Fargo L C S C O ~ ~ ~ Z  
Farmcr Lcvdansky 
neaglc Linton 
Flick Lloyd 
Foster Lucyk 
Fox Md;zll 
F m a n  McHale 
Frrind McNally 
Gallm McVerry 
Gamble Maine 
Cannon Markosck 
W Marsiw 
George Mayemik 
Giglioni Melio 
Gladeck MW 
Oodshall Michlovic 
Gruitra Miconie 
ONPW Miller 
Hagmy Moehlmann 
Haluska Moms 
Harp1 Mowery 
Hasay Mrkonic 
Hayden Murphy 
Hayes Nahill 
Heckler Nailor 
Heman Noye 
Hershey O'Brim 
Hess Olasz 
Howlen Oliver 
Hughes P m d  
Itkin Pdrarca 
lackson Petrone 
Jadlowiec Phillips 
lames Piccola 
Jarolin Pistella 
Johnson Pins 
10sephs Pressmann 
Kaiser Preston 
Kasuoic Raymond 
K m e y  Reber 
~ondr ich  Reinard 
Kosinski Richardson 

Rieger 
Riner 
Robbiis 
Robinson 
Rocbuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Saloom 
SaLmnan 
Schcnz 
khuler 
Scrimenti 
Semmel 
Serafini 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stain 
Steighncr 
Stish 
Svinmatter 
Stuban 
Tangmti 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, I. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Time 
Trello 
TriCh 
Van Home 
Veon 
v r w n  
Wambach 
W a s  
WeRon 
Williams 
Wilson 
wogan 
Womiak 
Wright, D. R 
Wright, I. L. 
Yandrisnifs 

NOT VOTING-4 

Colaivo Lashinger Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Pesci 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMIlTEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 
majority leader. 

Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that the following 
bills be taken from the tabled calendar and placed on the 
active calendar: 

HB 2029; 
HB 22%; 
HB 2361; 
HB 2425; and 
SB 266. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

WELCOME 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair at this time wishes 
to welcome students from the PhiiadelphiaGirls High School. 
These students that have been selected to be here today are 
academically exceptional students. They are the guests of 
Representative W. Curtis Thomas. Would they please stand 
and be recognized. They are in the rear of the House. 

CALENDAR 
BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

I The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 2362, 
P N  3199, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of July 13, 1987 (P. L. 348, No. 67). 
known as the "Vietnam Veterans Health Initiative Act." extend- 
ing the expiration date. 

I On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

BILL RECOMMITTED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 
majority leader. 

Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, 1 move that HB 2362 be . 
recommitted to the Appropriations Committee for a fiscal 
note. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

* * .  

I administrative departments, boards, commissions, and officers 
of the State Government," further providing for investments of 

SB 927, PN 2Q96 (Amended) 
By Rep. COWELL 

An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P. L. 30. No. 14). 
entitled "Public School Code of 1949," providing for individual 
transition plans for handicapped students. 

The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1777, 
PN 2231, entitled: 

Act amending the act of ~ ~ ~ i l  25, 1929 (P. L. 723, No. 
315). entitled "An act regulating the investment of funds by 
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On the question. 
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

BILL RECOMMI'lTED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 
majority leader. 

Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 1777 be 

Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

* * *  * 
The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 1946, 

PN 3313, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of April 12, 1951 (P. L. 90, No. 21), 
known as the "Liquor Code," further providing for the quota on 

recommitted to the Appropriations Committee for a fiscal I the, issuance of distributors licenses and retail licenses; and autho- 
nntc rlzlng the l~m~ted  exchange of certain hotel licenses for restaurant 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 2333, 
PN 3156, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of July 6. 1984 (P. L. 642. No. 132), 
known as the "Cash Consumer Protection Act," further provid- 
ing for credit card numbers as a condition of acceptance of 
checks. 

I licenses. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

I BILL R E C O W E D  

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 
majority leader. 

Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 1946, PN 
3313, be recommitted to the Appropriations Committee for a 
fiscal note. 

BILL RECOMMITTED 

The SPEAKER oro temoore. The Chair recoenizes the 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

- 
majority leader. 

Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that HB 2333 be 
recommitted to the Appropriations Committee for a fiscal 
note. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

On the question, 
Will t h e ~ o u s e  agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

* * *  

The House proceeded to second consideration of SB 1140, 
PN 2076, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of December 19, 1988 (P. L. 1262, 
No. 156). entitled "Local Option Small Games of Chance Act," 
funher providing for the conducting of games of chance, the 
organizations which may conduct such games, how, where and by 
whom they may be conducted, referendums, powers of the 
department and penalties. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 

RESOLUTIONS 

Mr. MELIO called up HR 282, PN 3250, entitled: w 
Designating the month of May 1990 as "Retired Steelworkers 

Month" in Pennsylvania. 

On the question, 
Wffl the House adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-190 

Barley 
BattiRo 
BElaIdi 
BelSanti 
Biiow 
Birmelin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
Bonner 

Distler 
Dombrowski 
Donatucci 
Don 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Fargo 
Farmer 

Flick 
Foster 
Fox 
Frctman 
Frcind 

Kosinski 
Kukovich 
LaGrotta 
Langvy 
Laughlin 
Lee 
Leh 
Lexovitz 
Levdmky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McW 
McHale 
McNallv 

Riegsr 
Ritter 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Rccbuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Saloorn 
Saumw 
Scheetr 
Schula 
Scrimenti 
Semmel 
W l n i  
Smith, B 

majority leader. I George Mayemik Stcighna 
Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that SB 1140, PN iZs Gigliotti Melio Stish 

Gladak Merry Strittmattcr 
2076, be recommitted to the Appropriations Committee for a s,h Godshall Michlonc Stuban 

BILL RECOMMITTED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 

fscal note. 

On the question, 

Bowley Gallen McVeny Smith, S. H. 
Boys Gamble Maine Snyder. G. 
Brandt Gannon Markwk Staback 
BIOU~OS Geist Marsaco Stairs 

&agirone Gruitza Micome Tangrmi 
Taylor, E. Z. 

w 
Cappabianca Gmppo Miller 
Carhn Hasarty Mcchlmann Taylor, F. 
Cam Haluska Morris Taylor, J. 
Cawley Harper Mowcry Telek 
Cessar Hasay Mrkonic Thomas 
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Chadvick Hayden Murphy T i e  
Cinra H a y s  Nabill TreUo 
Clark. B. D. Heckler Nailor Trich 
Clark. D. F. Hennan Noye Van Home 
&k, J. H. Hershey O'Brien Vmn 

H s s  Olasl Vrwn 
Cohen Howlnt Oliver Wambach 
ColaSella Hughes Perrel Wass 
Cole It!& Pctrarca Wenon 
Cornell Jackson Petrone Williams 
Corrigan Jadlowiec PhiUips Wilson 
CoweU J a m s  Piccola Wogan 
COY Jarolin Pistella Womiak 
DeLuca Johnson Pitts Wright. D. R. 
D e W e  Josephs Pressmann Wright, 1. L. 
Daley Kaiser Preston Yandriswits 
Davies Kasunic Raymond 

Kenney 
DempScy Kondrich 

Reber O'Donnell, 
Dintcrick Reinard S~eakrr  

NAYS-0 

NOT VOTING-I 

Richardson 

EXCUSED-10 

Colai7m Lashinger Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F u  Pac i  

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
resolution was adopted. 

* * 

Mr. NOYE called up HR 285, PN 3253, entitled: 

Urging the Secretary o f  Commerce to institute a "Century 
Business Recognition Program" to honor Pennsylvania busi- 
nesses. 

On the question, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-190 

Awsfa Distler Kosinski Riegcr 
Adolph Dambrowski Kukovich Ritter 
AUcn Donatucci LaGrotta Robbinr 
Angstadt Dorr ~ a n g t r ~  Robinson 
A@ Durham Laughlin Roebuck 
Barley Evans Lee Ryan 
Battino Fairchild Leh Rybak 
Belardi Fargo Lescovitr Salwm 
Belfanti Farmer Levdansky Saurman 
Billow Flcagle Linton Scheetr 
Birmelin Rick Lloyd Schuler 
Bishop Foster Lucyk Scrimenti 
Black Fox McCall Semmel 
Blaum Freeman McHale Serafini 
Borlncr Freind McNally Smith, B. 
Bowley Gallen McVerry Smith, S. H. 
~ 'YS Gamble Maine Snyder. G. 
Brandt Gannon Markosek Staback 
Broujos Gelst Marsico Stairs 
Bunt Gmrgc Mayemik Steighner 
Bud Gigliotti Melio Stish 
Bums Gladeck Merry Strittmatter 
Bush Godshall Michlovic Stuban 
Caltagironc Gmiua  Micouie Tangretti 
Cappabianca Gmppo Miller Taylor, E. 2. 
Carlson Hagany Moehlmann Taylor, F. 
Cam Haluska Morris Taylor, J.  
Cawley Harper Mowery Telek 
Cessar Hasay Mrkonic Thomas 

Chadwick Hayden Murphy Tigue 
Civera Hayes Nahill TRUO 
Clark, B. D. Heckler Nailor Trich 
Clark, D. F. Herman Noye Van Home 
Clark, J. H. Hcrshey O'Brim Vmn 
Clymer Hess Olasz Vroon 
Cohen Howlett Oliver Wambach 
ColafeUa Hughes Penel Wass 
Cole Itkin Pnrarca Weston 
Cornell Jackson Parone Williams 
Comgan Jadlowiec Phillips Wilson 
Cowell James Piccola W o w  
COY Jarolin Pinella Womiak 
DeLuca Johnson Pitts Wright, D. R. 
DeWuse Josephs Pressmann Wright, 1. L. 
Daley Kaiser Preston Yandriscvits 
Davies Kasunic Raymond 
Dempwy Kenney Reber O'Donnell, 
Dletterick Kondrich Reinard Speaker 

NAYS-0 

NOT VOTING-I 

Richardson 

EXCUSED-10 

Colaino Lashinger Pievsky Snyder. D. W. 
D i n i  Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Pcxi 

The question was determined in the affumative, and the 
resolution was adopted. 

* 

Mr. J. L. WRIGHT called up HR 287, PN 3291, entitled: 

Designating the week of April 22 through 28, 1990, as "Con- 
sumers' Week in Pennsylvania." 

On the question, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-191 

Acosta Dombrowrki Kukovich 
Adolph Donatucci LaGrotta 
Allen Dorr Lanary 
Angstadt Durham Laughlin 
A r d l  Evans Lee 
Barley Fairchild Leh 
Battisto Fargo Lexovitz 
Belardi Fanner Levdansky 
Belfanti Fleagle Linton 
Billow Flick Lloyd 
Birmelin Foster Lucyk 
Bishop Fox McCall 
Black Freeman McHale 
Blaum Freind McNally 
Bortner Gallen McVerry 
Bowley Gamble Maine 
Boyes Gannon Markosek 
Brandt Geirt Marsico 
Broujos George Mayemik 
Bunt Gigliotti Melio 
Burd Gladeck Merry 
Burns Godshall Michlovic 
Bush Gmitza Micouie 
Caltagimne Gruppo Milkr 
Cappabianca Hagany Moehlmann 
Carlson Haluska Morris 
Cam Harper Mowery 
Cawley Hasay Mrkonic 
Cessar Hayden Murphy 
Chadwick Hayes Nahill 

Rieger 
Ritter 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
Saurman 
ScheetZ 
Schuler 
Scrimenti 
Semmel 

Smith, B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stirh 
Strittmatter 
Stuban 
Tangrnti 
Taylor, E. Z 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor. J .  
Telek 
Thomas 
Tigue 
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C*aa Heckler Nailor TreUo 
Clark, B. D. Herman Noye Trich 
Clark, D. F. Hmhey O'Brien Van Home 
Clark, 1. H. Hers O h z  Vwn 
C l ~ m n  Howlm Oliver Vrwn 
C o h a  Hugha P a e l  Wambach 
CoLzfclla Itkin ~ e t n u c a  W a s  
Cole Jackson Petrone Weston 
Cornell ladlowiec Phillips W i m  
Corrigan James Piccola Wilson 
CoweU J a r o h  PistcUa WOSan 
Coy Johnson Pitts Womiak 
DeLuca Josephs Pmssmann Wright, D. R. 
D e w e x  K a i x ~  Preston Wright, J. L. 
Da lc~  Kasunic Raymond Yandrivvits 
Davies K m e y  Reber 

Kondrich Reinard O'DonncU, 
D i e r i c k  Dempwy Kosinski Richardson Speaker 
Distler 

NAYS-0 

NOT VOTING--0 

EXCUSED-I0 

Colain0 Lashinger P i w d y  Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Pesd 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
resolution was adopted. 

* * .  

Mr. WASS called up HR 288, PN 3292, entitled: 

Directing the House Education Committee to tour and hold a 
public hearing at the Scotland School for Veterans' Children. 

On the question, 
Will the House adopt the resolution? 

The foUowing roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-191 

AEosta Dombrowski Kukovich Rieger 
Adolph Donatucci LaGrotta Ritter 
Alkn DOE LanSrY Robbins 
w t  Durham Laughlin Robinson 
A r d  Evans Lee Roebuck 
Bprky Fairchild Leh Ryan 
Battino Fargo Lncovitz Rybak 
Belvdi Farmer Levdansky Salwm 
Bellanti R@e Linton Saurman 
Billow Flick Lloyd SchceCr 
Binnclin Faster L u c ~ k  Schuks 
Bishop Fox McCaJ Snimmti 
Black Freeman McHalc Semmel 
Blaum Freind McNally Serafni 
Bonner Gallen McVerry Smith. B. 
Bowley Gamble Maine Smith. S. H. 
80 Yes Cannon Markowk Snyder, G. 
B m d t  Geist Marsiw Staback 
Broujos -1s Mayemik Stairs 
Bunt Gigliotti Mclio Stdghner 
Burd Gladeck M e w  Stish 
Bums Godshall Michlovic Slrittmatter 
Bush Gruifza Miwuie Stuban 
Cdtagirone Gmppo Miller Tangretti 
Cappabianca Hagarty Moehlmann Taylor. E. 2. 
C u h n  Haluska Morris Taylor, F. 
Cam Harper Mowery Taylor, I. 
Cawley HWY Mrkonic Tclek 
Casar Hayden Murphy Thomas 
Chadwick Hayes Nahill Tiguc 
Civera Heckler Nailor Trello 

Clark, B.D. H m a n  Noye Trich 
Clark, D. F. Hemhey O'Brim Van Home 
Clark, J. H. Hess O h  Veon 
Cl~mer Howlen Oliver Vrwn @ 
Cohm Hughes Perzel Wambach 
Colafeh It kin P ~ a r c a  Wass 
Cole Jackson Petrone Weston 
Cornell Jadlowiec Phillips Williams 
Corrigan James Piccola W i h n  
Cow eU Jarolin Pist& Wogan 
COY Johnson Pitts Womhk 
DeLuca Josephs Pmsmann Wright, D. R. 
DeWeese Kaisn Pmton Wright, J. L. 
Daley Kasunic Raymond Yandrisevits 
Davies Kcnncy Re& 

Kondrich Rcinard O'Donnell, 
Dempm Kosinski Dietterick Richardson Speaker 
Distler 

NAYS-0 

NOT VOTING--0 

EXCUSED-10 

Colaiuo Lashinger Pievsky Snyder. D. W. 
Dininni Maialc Rudy Wright, R. C. 
FCC Pesci 

The question was determined in the affimative, and the 
,so~ution was adopted. 

* * *  

Mr. STAIRS called up HR 290, PN 3294, entitled: 

Designating April 1990, as "Pennsylvania Volunteer Apprecia- 
tionMonth." 

On the question, 
w 

Will the House adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-191 

Awsta Dombrowski Kukonch Ricger 
Adolph Donatucci LaGrotta Ritter 
AUm Dorr LangtrY Robbins 
Ansstadt Durham Laughlin Robinson 
AQd Evans Lee Roebuck 
Barley Fairchild Leh Ryan 
Battisto FWO Leswvitz Rybak 
Belardi Farmer LNdansky Salwm 
Bclfanti Flcagle Linton S a u m  
Billow Flick Lloyd Schenr 
Birmeh Foster Lucyk Schuler 
Biihop Fox McCall Scrimati 
Black Freeman McHale Semmel 
Blaum Frdnd McNally Serafini 
Bonner Galla McVerry Smith, B. 
Bowley Gamble Maine Smith. S. H. 
Boyes Cannon Markosek Snyder. G. 
Brand1 Gdst Marsico Staback 
Broujos George Mayemik Stairs 
Bunt Gigliotli Melio Steighnn 
Burd Gladcck Merry Stish 
Bums Godshall Michlovic Strittmatter 
Bush Gmitza Micouie Stuban 
Caltagirone Gmppo Miller Tangrctti 
Cappabianca Hagany Mochlmann Taylor. E. 2. 
Carlron Halurka Morris Taylor. F. 
Cam Harper Mowery Taylor, J. 
Cawky HWY Mrkonic Tclek 

w 
Cesw Haydcn Murphy Thomas 
Chadwick Hayes Nahill Tigue 
Civcra Heckler Nailor Trello 
Clark. B. D. Herman Noye Trich 
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NOT VOTING4 

EXCUSED-I0 
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Colain.0 LPshinger Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininoi Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 

Clark, D. F. Haahey O'Bricn Van Home 
Clark. J. H. H a r  Olau Veon 

lymSr Howkt Oliver Vroon 
& h a  Hugha Pcrrel Wambach 
Colafella It kin Pstrarca Wass 
Cok Jackson Pstrone Wcston 
Cornell Jadlowiec Phillips Williams 

Jams 
J a r o b  

Piccola Wilson 
Comll Pistella WOW 
COY Johnson Pitts Womiak 
D e L w  Joasphs Pmsmann Wright, D. R. 
DeWeae Yaiwr Rcston Wright, I. L. 
Daley Kasunic Raymond Yandriwvits 
Davia K'=nsY Rebu 

Kondrich 
DemPW Kosinski 

Rcinard O'DonneU, 
Dicttcrick Richardson Spcaker 
D i d 5  

F a  P a d  

Clark, J. H. Har  O h z  Vwn 
ChTIer Howlctt Oliver Vroon 
Cohm Hugh- Peml Wambach 
Colafella It kin PeMrca Wass 
Cole Jackson Pumne Wcston 
Cornell Jadlowiec Phillips Williams 
Corrigan Jama Picwla W h o  
Cowell J a m b  Pisfella WOW 
COY Johwn Pitts Womiak 
DeLuca Josephs Pressmanu Wright, D. R. 
DcWeae Kaisrr Presfon Wright, J. L. 
Daley Kasunic Raymond Yandnbevts 
D a n a  Kmey Reba 

Kondrich Rcinard O'DonneU. 
Dictterick Dcmpscy Kosioski Richardson Speaker 
Distln 

NAYS-0 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
resolution was adopted. . 

Mr. MELIO called up HR 293, PN 3309, entitled: 

hoclaiming April 6 through 8, 1990, as "Alcohol-Free 
Weekend" in Pennsylvania. 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

Amste 
Adolph 
Mcn 
AQ.wadt 
M 
B a r b  
Battist0 
Bclnrdi 
wanti 
BiOW 
B i b  
B i o p  
Black 
Blam 
edrmo 
Bowey 
Boys 
Brandt 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
Cabgione 
Cappabianca 
Carbon 
'm 
lwley 

Ccsslr 
Chad* 
Civm 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 

Dombrowski 
Donatucd 
Dorr 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
F w  
Farmer 
nsssle 
Rick 
Foster 
Fox 
Freeman 
Frrind 
GPLkn 
Oambk 
Gannon 
Odst 
0-w 
Gidioni 
Gladeck 
Godshall 
Gruitra 
GNPPO 
Hasarty 
Haluska 
Harpr 
Hasay 
Haydm 
H a m  
Heckla 
Herman 
Hashey 

Kukovich 
Lacirntta 
Laoary 
Laughlin 
Lee 
Leh 
LMovitr 
Levdansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
LUcyk 
McCall 
McHale 
McNaUy 
McVcrry 
Maine 
Markosek 
MarsiW 
M a y d k  
Melio 
Merry 
Michlovic 
Mimnie 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Morris 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Brim 

Riescr 
Ritter 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Rypn 
Rybak 
Salwm 
s a w  - 
Schuln 
Serimenti 
SuJImel 
M m i  
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Steighnn 
S m l  
SUmmattcr 
Stuban 
Tangrctti 
Taylor. E. 2. 
Taylor. F. 
Taylor, J. 
Tclek 
Thomas 
T i  
T d o  
Trich 
Van Horne 

NOT VOTING--0 

Colain.0 Lashinsrr Picvsky Snyder. D. W 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee P a d  

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
resolution was adopted. 

* * *  

Mrs. TAYLOR called up HR 294, PN 3310, entitled: 

Memorializing the Governor to prodaim April 9, 1990, as 
"POW Recognition Day" in Pennsylvania. 

On the question, 
W i  t h e ~ o u s e  adopt the resolution? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-191 

Amsta 
Adolph 
Aum 
AnBstadt 
&dl 
Barley 
&mist0 
Belardi 
Eelfanti 
Billow 
Birmslio 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
Bortna 
Bowley 
B o w  
BIandt 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
Caltagirone 
Cambianca 
Carlson 
Cam 
Cawley 
CesJar 
Chadwick 
Civm 
Clark. B. D. 
Clark. D. F. 
Clark, 1. H. 

Donatucd 
Don 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Farso 
Farmcr 
neaple 
Fiick 
FOstcr 
Fox 
Frnman 
Frrind 
Galkn 
Gamble 
Cannon 
Gdst 
George 
Gigliotti 
GLpdak 
Godshall 
Gruitza 
GrnPpo 
Hagarty 
Haluska 
Harper 
HUY 
Haydm 
H a m  
Hskler 
Hnman 
Hershey 
Has  

Kukovich 
LaGrona 
Laustry 
L a w  
Lee 
Leh 
Laeovitr 
Levdansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McCall 
McHale 
McNaUy 
McVerry 
Mains 
Markwk 
Marsim 
Mayan* 
Melio 
Mnry 
Miehlovic 
Mimnie 
Miller 
Mahlmann 
Morris 
Moww 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
NOW 
O'Brim 
Oiasz 

Rieger 
Rittcr 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
s a w  
Schetu 
Schula 
scrinmlti 
Scmmd 
Scrafmi 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Stcighnsr 
Stish 
s t r i t m e r  
Stuban 
Tangrmi 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, 1. 
Tdck 
Thomas 
r ' i  
T d 0  
Trich 
Van Home 
Vwn 
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Howl& 
Husha 
Itkin 
Jackson 
Jndlowiec 
Jnma 
JaIOlin 
Johnson 
Jowls 
gpiser 

Olivn Vroon 
Penel Wpmbach 
P*mrca wars 
PeVonc wa ton  
Phillips Wliliams 
Piccola wilron 
Pistella Wosan 
Pins WOmiaL 
ReSSmiu~n Wright, D.R 
p m o n  wrigbt, 1. L. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This b i i  has been considered 
on three different days and agreed to and is now on f d  
passage. 

The question is, shall the bill pass f d y ?  
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas 

and nays will now be taken. 

DEkY Kuunic Raymond Y&~S 

I(enney Rekr  mvics 
ocmpvy R e i d  Kondrich O'DonneU. 

Riehvdson Llicuaick K&ki spcakff 
D i s k  

N A Y S 4  

AaMa Dombrowki Kukovich Riger 
Adolph Lhnlatusd LsGrona Rittcr 
m e n  Don LaWlW Robbins 

Durham 
E v w  

Laughlin Robinson 
ArsaU Les Roebuck 
h l e y  Fairebild Leh Rvan 

NOT VOTING4 

EXCUSED-10 

CoLipo hh inge r  Snyda, D. W. 
Dininni Mpiak Rudy W m t .  R. C. 
Fet P a d  

Bat& Fargo h v i t z  ~jrbak 
Belardi Farmer Levdnnsky Salwrn 
Beltanti msade Linton Saluman 
BUOW mck  Woyd SC~CCIZ 
Birmelin Fosta Luc~k Schuicr 
Bishop Fox McCd  Saimati 
Black Frcrman McHaie Semmel 
Blnm Frrind McNallv Smfi  

The question was determined in tbe affmtive,  and the 
resolution was adopted. 

WELCOMES 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair taLes personal 
privilege today in welcoming Mr. Bob Cox, Mr. Rich 
Hamilton, and Mr. Jack Haver, all of the West Penn AAA. 
They are the guests of Representative Rick Cessar and the 
entire Allegheny County delegation. They are located to the 
left of the Speaker. Will they stand and be recognized. 

The Chair at this time would also like to welcome faculty 
members at the Philadelphia High School for Girls - Dr. Cora 
Turpi~~, the science teacher; Ms. Shirley, a counselor; and Ms. 
Jones, the librarian. They are also the guests of Representa- 
tive Thomas. Will they stand and be recognized. 

VOTE CORRECTION 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the gen- 
tleman from Allegheny, Mr. Olasz. 

Mr. OLASZ. Mr. Speaker, yesterday on HB 21 16, amend- 
ment No. 1164, my switch failed to function. I wish to be 
recorded in the af fmtive .  Thank you. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman's remarks will 
be spread upon the record. 

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 502, PN 
3264, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of February 1,1%6 (1965 P. L. 1656, 
No. 581). known as "The Borough Code." further providing for 
tax levies. 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
Bii was agreed to. 

BoMa Gallm MCV& Smith, B. 
Flowle~ Gamble Maine Smith. S. H. 
Boyes Gannon Mark& Snyder. G. 
Brnndt Gdn Marsia Staback 
Broujos *r~e Mayan* Stain 
Bunt Giglioni Melio Stcighna 
Bvrd Gladeck Mary Stish 
6- 00dab.LI Mialovic Svittrmtter 
Bush Onritza Miconie Stubrn 

gPz& Miller T m  Mahlmann Taylor, E. 2. 
Halush Morris Taylor. F. 
Hupa Mowery Taylor. 1. 

a w l c y  H=Y hfrkonic Telek d 
Csssar Hoyden Murphy Thomas 
ct,&,ick bw NPhill Tsuc 
Civm Heckler Nailor T d o  
Clark, B. D. Human 
(3ark, D, F. Hrrshey Noye 

Trich 
O'Brim Van H o r n  

clnrk, J. H. nesr O k  vcon 
Clymer HowM Oliver Vroon 
Cohen Hu&a P d  Wmbach 
Colafella ltkin Pctnrep Waw 
Cok Jackmu Pdmnc weston 
C o d  ladlowkc Phillip Williams 

Jama Piccola WSon 
Cowdl Jarolin PisWLa Wogpn 
Coy Johnson Pins womiak 
DeLuca Josephs Ressmann Wright. D. R. 

Kaias Preston Wright. J. L. 
DPky Karunic Raymond Yrndds4u  
Davia KmncY Re& 
~ p ~ e y  Kondrich ~ d o a r d  O'Donndl. 
D*ttuick Koda*i Richudson SpePker 
Distler 

N A Y S 4  

NOT VOTING4 

EXCUSED-10 

Cohizm IashiLP Pievsb Snyder. D. W. 
~i~i, , , , i  Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
~ e s  Pssd 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the af fmtive ,  the question was determined in the a f fm-  
tive and the bill passed fmally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
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The House proceeded to third consideration of BB 2353, 
PN 3180, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of May 1, 1933 P. L. 103, No. 69), 
known as "The Second C h s  Township Code," providing for 
residence requirements for supervisors. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bi on third consideration? 
Bill was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill has been considered 
on three different days and agreed to and is now on fmal 
passage. 

The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas 

and nays wi l l  now be taken. 

YEAS-190 

Amna mff Kosinski Riga 
Adolph Dombrowski Kukonch Rina 
AUm Donatueci L.aGrotta Robbins 
-1 Don LangVy Robinson 
A d  Durham Roebuck 
Barb Evans Lee Ryan 
Banisto Fairchild Leh R Y ~ A  
W d i  FwO Lacovitl Saloon 
Belfanti Farmer I.mdansky Saurman 
Biiow flea&- Linton Sch& 
Birmelin Flick Lloyd Schuler 
Bishop 
Black 
Blnum 
Bomn 
Bowb 
B o w  
Brand1 
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
a b a 0 1 1 5  

CarIson 
CPm 
Cawley 
Caur 
ChadwiCk 
Ciwra 
a r k ,  B. D. 
aa rk ,  D. F. 
a r k ,  1. H. 
a y m u  
C o h a  
ColafeUa 
Cole 
Cornsll 
Cnrrigan 
Coweu 
COY 
DeLUCa 
IkWctsc 
M e y  
Davk 
osmpaey 
Dimcrick 

Fmter 
FOX 
Frrnoan 
FrCind 
Oaikn 
Gemble 
Oaonon 
Gdst 
h r s e  
~ O t t i  
Gladcck 
Oodrball 
Gmitrn 
GNPPO 
Hasarty 
Haluska 
Harper 
HMY 
Hayden 
Hays  
Hcd;ls1 
Human 
H h e y  
Hess 
Howktt 
Hughes 
ltkin 
Jackson 
ladlowin: 
Jamn 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
Joseph 
Kaiser 
Kasunic 
KWey 
Kntdrich 

LUG 
M a  
McHalc 
McNally 
McVerry 
Maine 
Markoxk 
W r n  
Mayemik 
Melio 
Merry 
MiFhlonc 
Mimzzie 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Bria 
Olau 
Oliver 
Pmel  
panuca 
Parone 
Phillips 
Piccola 
Pistella 
Pitu 
PmSmann 
P m o n  
Raymond 
Reba 
Rdnard 
Richardson 

Saimenti 
Scmmel 
Wi 
Smith. B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder. G. 
Staback 
stairs 
Steighner 
Stish 
Sviflmaner 
&ban 
Tangrati 
Taylor, E. Z. 
Taylor. F. 
Taylor, J. 
Telek 
Thomas 
T i  
TreUo 
Trich 
Van Home 
V a n  
v r w n  
Wambach 
Wats 
Waton 
WillLMs 
Wilson 
wogan 
Womiak 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, 1. L. 
Yandrkvits 

O'DomeU, 
speaker 

Morris 

NOT VOTING-1 

EXCUSED--I0 

Colaizzo Lashingrr Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maialc Rudy Wright. R. C. 
Fez Paci 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affinna- 
tive and the bi passed f d y .  

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

The House proceeded to third consideration of SB 684, PN 
1905, entitled: 

An Act authorizing and directing the Department of General 
S e ~ a s ,  with the approval of the Governor, to convey to 
Richard C. and T. Anne Barber a certain parcel of land situate in 
Cambria Township, Cambria County, Pennsylvania. 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree to the bi on third consideration? 
Bii was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bi has been considered 
on three different days and ameed to and is now on fmal - 
passage. 

The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas 

and nays will now be taken. 

YEAS-191 

Amsta 
Adolph 
AUen 
Angsadt 

Barley 
Battist0 
Belardi 
Belfanti 
Billow 
Birmelin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
BoMer 
Bowley 
eoyn 
Brandt 
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Burns 
Bush 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
CarIson 
Cam 
Cawley 
Ccrrar 
Chadwick 
Civcra 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, 1. H. 

Dombmwki 
Donatucci 
Don 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Fargo 
Farmer 
n w l e  
Flick 
Foster 
FOX 
Freeman 
Freind 
c a l l a  
Gamble 
Cannon 
GeisI 
W r s e  
G i a a t i  
Gladcck 
Godshall 
Gmitra 
GNPPO 
Ha~arty 
Haluska 
Harper 
Haray 
Haydm 
Hays  
Heckler 
H e m  
Hershey 
H a s  

Kukovich 
IdGrotta 
wry 
LauBhlin 
Lcc 
LCh 
LacoviI2 
Lcvdansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McCpLl 
McHale 
McNally 
McVerry 
Maine 
Markosek 
Marsiw 
Mayemik 
M 6 0  
Merry 
Michlovic 
Miwrzie 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Monis 
Mow ery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Brien 
Olasz 

Riegff 
Rifler 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Ryh* 
Salwm 
Saurman 
sch& 
schuler 
Saimmti 
Semmel 
serafi 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stain 
Steighner 
Stish 
Strinmaner 
Stuban 
Tangrctti 
Taylor, E. Z. 
Taylor. F. 
Taylor. J. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Time 
Trello 
Trich 
Van Home 
Veon 
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Hoarlctt Oliva 
Hushes parcl  
Itkin petrarca 
Jackson P e t m e  
Jadlowiec Phillips 
James Piemla 
Jamlin Pistella 
Johnson Pitts 
Joseph Prrrunann 
Kabu P m o n  
Kasunic Raymond 
Kenmy Rcbn 
Kondricb Reinard 
Kminski Richardson 

.' NOT VOTING-4 

Vrwn 
wambach 
wkss 
wmm 
W i  
Wilson 

Womiak 
Wright. D. R 
Wright, J. L. 
YandIiwits 

CdaiUo LPshinscr Pievsky ~ U Y ~ U .  D. W. 
Diniuni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fct Pssd 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the af fmtive ,  the question was detemhed in the affirma- 
tive and the bii passed fmally. 

Ordered. That the clerk return the same to the Senate with 
the information that the House has passed the same without 
amendment. 

* * .  
The House proceeded to third consideration of SB 1W1, 

PN l380, entitled: 

An Act authorizing and directing the Department of General 
Services, with the approval of the Governor and the Department 
of Agriculture, to mnvcy to Snyder County a tract of land and 
the buildings erected thereon in Penn Township. Snyder County; 
and making a repeal. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
Bi was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill has been considered 
on three different days and agreed to and is now on final 
passage. 

The question is, shall the biU pass finally? 
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas 

and nays will now be taken. 

Amafa 
Adolph 
AUm 
Angnsdt 

m.q 
B.ttist0 
w 
Bdfanti 
Billow 

Dombrowski 
Donatuai 
Don 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
F a 0  
F m n  
ncaslc 
Flick 

Kukovich 
LaGmtta 
Lanary 
Laughlin 
lee 
Leh 
LsaMvitr 
LevdanskY 
Liiton 
Lloyd 

Ricgcr 
Riner 
Robbinr 
Robinson 
Rosbuck 
R ynn 
Rybalr 
Saloom 
~ ~ I I I I D M  

sChca.7 
Birmslin Foster Lucyk Schuler 
Bidlop Fox McCall Serimenti 
Black F m a n  McHale Scmmel 
Blnum Frdnd McNaUy Smaffi 
Banner GJlen MeV- SmiUI. B. 

Brandt Odst 
Bmujos 
Buot 

~ X P  
Giglioni 

B u d  Gladeck 
Bums Oodshall 
Bush oruitra 
Caltagirone Gmppo 
Cappabianca WY 
Cariwn Haluska 
cam Harpr  
Cawley 
Casar 

HMY 
Hayden 

Chadwick Hayes 
Civna Heckler 
Clark. B. D. Herman 
Clark, D. F. Hrnhey 
Clark, J. H. Hesr 
wmcr Howlut 
Cohen Hughes 
Colafella Itkin 
Cole 
Comell 
Corrigan 
Cowell 
COY 
DeLUCa 
Dew= 
Dd.q 
D a n a  
k p s s y  
Dimcrick 
w e 1  

Jackson 
Jadlowiec 
James 
Jarolin 
lohnwm 
Joseph 
Kaixr 
Kasunic 
Kenney 
Kondrich 
Kodnski 

M& 
Mayernik 
M d o  
Merry 
Michlonc 
Mimme 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Morris 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Naiior 
Nove 

Parone 
Phillips 
Piemla 
Pinella 
Pins 
PrcsmaM 
Pmton 
Raymond 
Re& 
Reinard 
Richardson 

I NOT VOTING-0 

-- 

Staback 
stairs 
steighnn 
stish 'J 
Svinmatfcr 
Stuban 
T- 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, I. 
Telek 
Thomas 
T i e  
Trello 
Trich 
Van Home 
Vwn 
Vroon 
Wambach 
ww 
Weston 
Williams 
Wilson 
w o w  
WomiaL 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, J. L. 
Yandrixvits 

Cohi7m L~h inze r  Pinnky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F a  P& 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was detennined in the affirma- 
tive and the bii passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk return the same to the Senate with 
the information that the House has passed the same without 
amendment. 

* I .  

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 2181, 
PN 3268, entitled: 

An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania Con- 
solidated Statutes, further providing for fines for parking viola- 

( tions relating to handicap& parking spaces. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
Bill was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bill has been considered 
on three different days and agreed to and is now on f d  
passage. 

The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 

On that question, the Chair recognizes the gentleman from 
Luzerne, Mr. Tigue. w 

Mr. TIGUE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
. -- 

Bow1.q &ble Maine Smith. S. H. 
BOW Gannon Markoxk Snyder, G. 
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Mr. Speaker, I just want to bring the House's attention to 
the bid, HB2181, and what it does. 

As far as 1 am concerned, this is another gimmick in 
funding a program which has value, because we do not have 
the, well, for lack of a better word, let us say guts to stand up 
and fund programs properly. So what we are doing is we are 
adding another $50 on top of a parking violation, supposedly 
so wecan fund attendant care. 

Now, the attendant care program is one of the better pro- 
grams for the handicapped, without question. There are dis- 
cussions that we are $5 million short in what they would like 
to receive because of waiting lists and what they are in fact 
receiving. However, by placing a $50 surcharge onto a 
parking ticket because you park in a handicapped spot is not 
the way to fund this program. 

Currently the fines for parking in a handicapped spot are 
anywhere from $25 to $200. What we are saying now is let us 
use the police to collect revenues for a social program. This is 
another example of our Geptitude at dealing with the problem 
properly. So what we have done is we have come up with this 
gimmick. 

Now, nobody wants to stand up and speak against the 
handicapped or vote against them, and I understand the situa- 
tion that my colleagues are in. However, this bill has nothing 
to do with whether you have compassion. It just is, again, 
another way of saying, well, we do not know what to do; let 
us fmd a way to play games. 

ESBE (equalized subsidy for basic education) has a funding 
problem with education. Why do we not give a $50 surcharge 
to everyone who is arrested driving through a school zone too 
fast? How about a $50 surcharge for people who park in front 
of a fue hydrant and give it to volunteer fue companies? 

If we want to be serious about people parking in a handi- 
capped, let us use common sense. Let me see a law that says if 
you are caught parking in a handicapped zone, the police 
officer has to let the air out of your tires. You are not going to 
came back and park. What you are going to do now is you are 
going to have less enforcement than you did before, because 
now the police are going to have to charge another $50 
because you parked in a handicapped spot. 

Let us not be dishonest with the handicapped or anybody 
else. Defeat this proposition. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recognizes the 
gentleman from Crawford, Mr. Merry. 

Mr. MERRY. Mr. Spaker, I rise to oppose fmal passage of 
HB 2181. I certainly have to agree with the previous speaker. 
Handicapped people are deserving of a more reliable funding 
source than what this bffl would provide for. 

What I would like to draw your attention to is a recent inci- 
dent that we had with the CAT Fund (Catastrophic Loss Trust 
Fund). Do you remember the magical way that we were going 
to support the CAT Fund, by putting a surcharge on all the 
vehicle traffic fmes? I have been told that what is happening 
out there is that many policemen are reluctant to even impose 
finesbecause of the exorbitant nature of vehicle traffic fines. 

I suggest that this very same thing could happen with fmes 
on handicapped people, that local municipalities, local police- 
men, are going to look at the situation: Am I going to impose 
an additional $50 on the fact that a person parked in a handi- 
capped zone where there may very well have been three or 
four empty spaces right next to it? Is he going to arrest his 
friend and neighbor and get the ire of that person when the 
municipality is only going to make 2 dollars and a half from 
that fine? 

I suggest that this bill is not in the best interests of either the 
municipalities or the handicapped. Therefore, I urge its 
defeat. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle- 
man and recognizes the gentleman from Indiana, Mr. Wass. 

Mr. WASS. Mr. Speaker, I rise in favor of the legislation. I 
cannot believe tbat we would deter any fine or object to any 
fine when someone is illegally parked in a handicapped spot. I 
have had the experience where there was an illegal park and 
the handicapped person could not get into that spot. 

We do not have many spots out in rural Pennsylvania. In 
Indiana we have one or two at catain places, and if they are 
taken by people who should not be in them, it creates a real 
problem for those that are handicapped. The fine has nothing 
to do with this. 

Let us enforce that particular law. They are well marked. 
Let us recognize that these are for the handicapped and vote 
for this bi. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recognizes the 
gentleman from Washington, Mr. Daley. 

Mr. DALEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The gentleman, Mr. Tigue, has eloquently got up on the 

floor and stated that no one wants to talk about or debate 
handicapped individuals, but he just did. And Mr. Tigue, in 
his effort to try to make light of this situation, said that why 
do we not just leave air out of the tires of individuals who 
park in handicapped spots. If you were ever handicapped and 
had to park in a spot that someone who was not handicapped 
parked in, you would hope that someone did leave air out of 
that tire. 

We heard in committee from Mr. Tigue that, what is wrong 
with someone parking in a handicapped spot? Some kid parks 
and runs a videotape back into a video store. The mere fact 
that that individual can run in means tbat he should not be 
parking in that handicapped spot. 

What we are saying, Mr. Speaker, in this legislation is 
simply this, that there is a social policy that needs to be stated 
here, and that social policy is that people that are ambulatory 
should not be parking in handicapped spots. If it is $50 or 60 
bucks-and yes, indeed, it goes to the attendant care 
program-that is fine. That is where it should go. 

I ask for an affirmative vote on this bi. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the 
minority leader. 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, I am not rising on this question 
as a caucus leader but rather personally. 
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I agree with this. In fact, I would even go further. I think 
we should keep track of people who park in handicapped 
zones. The stcoad offense, fme them a couple hundred 
dollars. The third offense, shoot them in the knee so they 
qualify for a handicapped sticker. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recomizes the 
other gentleman from Delaware, Mr. Civera. 

Mr. CIVERA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Would the gentleman, the maker of the bill, Mr. Kukovich, 

stand for interrogation, please? 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman consents to 

interrogation, and the gentleman from Delaware may 
proceed. 

Mr. CIVERA. Mr. Speaker, in the bill where the 5-percent 
share that the municipality would collect if the f i e  was 
increased to $50, those dollars would then go over to a 
program labeled in the biU as the "Attendant Care Program." 
What is the exact percentage of money that the municipality 
has to turn over to the State for that program? 

Mr. KUKOVICH. Mr. Speaker, for every ticket that would 
be handed out pursuant to this law, an extra $2.50 would go 
to the municipality to help with their enforcement, and the 
rest of the money, $47.50, would go to the attendant care 
program. 

Mr. CIVERA. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, may I make a brief statement, please? 
ne SP-R pro tempore. ~h~ gentleman is in order and 

may proceed. 
Mr. CIVERA. Mr. Speaker, I do not have a problem with 

increasing the fine if you are parked in a handicapped zone. I 
think that there is nothing wrong with that, because it should 
be strictly enforced for the handicapped people. However, if 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or this General Assembly 
wants to fund the attendant program, which I think should be 
funded through the General Fund that we are going to work 
on in a budget that is coming up within the next couple of 
weeks, that is where the money should be taken from for such 
a program. 

You cannot continue to pass laws in Harrisburg mandating 
that the municipalities come under a wrtain man&te that 
they have to return dollars back to the State when in fact, 
when those enforce the ~~t~~ vehicle code, 
the additional cost goes onto What in reality we are 
going to have is this, that $47 of those dollars are now going 
to wme back to Pennsylvania to fund this program when the 
local police departments are not going to he directly enforcing 
the handicapped zones. That is what I am concerned about. 

If we are to increase this f i e ,  which I do not have a 
problem with, then give it back to the municipalities. The 
General Assembly should take the responsibility that if they 
want to fund additional donars for the attendant 
which I do not have any problem with, then let us do our job 
as a legislature and add the additional money to that program. 
Now, I know that we have a problem with our budget this 
year and that we are into a deficit, but do not pass it on to the 
municipality and have them do our work when it is our 
responsibdity to do that. 

Because that clause is in there, I urge you not to s u p p o ~  
this bii and take the burden off the local government. If we 
are going to do it, then do it the right way. Increase the fines W 
for the handicapped; give the dollars to the municipality. 
When we do our budget, then appropriate the amount of 
dollars for that program, and everybody will be happy. 

MOTION TO RECOMMIT 

Mr. CIVERA. Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a motion 
to put this back into the Transportation Committee for 
further study on this. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from 
Delaware, Mr. Civera, moves that HB 2181, PN 3268, be 
recommitted to the Committee on Transportation. 

onthequestion, 
will the H~~~~ agree to the motion? 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. On the motion, the Chair rec- 
ognizes the gentleman from Wesunoreland, Mr. ~ukovich. 

Mr. KUKOVICH. Thank you, Mr. 'Faker. 
I members for a 
The Trans~onation Committee considered this. voted over- 

whelmingly in favor of it. The issue has been overly wmpli- 
cated by this debate. It is very straightforward. It is supported 
by the Disability Coalition and all their groups in this State. 

I would ask for a "no" vote on the motion to rewmmit and 
get on with passage of the bill. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair On the 
recommittal motion, the gentleman from Laneaster, Mr. 
Schuler. 

Mr. SCHULER. Thank yous Mr. Speaker. 
I' oppose this motion. 
There are a great many people Out there who can benefit 

from this proposal. I would think that we could get this on the 
floor and Vote it now, and let us help these people who are in 

need of Thank you* Mr. 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the gen- 

tleman from Bucks, Mr. MeliO. 
Mr. MELIO. Mr. Speaker, I just would like to recommend 
my coueagues that they vote "no" on recommitting this 

bill. It is something that is sorely needed by the handicapped 
people, and no matter how you fund it, I think that we should 
pass this 

The SPEAKER pro The Chair recoeesthe gen- 
tleman from Montgomery, Mr. Saurman. 

Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I, too, rise to oppose this motion to recom- 

mit. 
that the maker of the wid would indicate 

that anything could he done to improve this legislation, and I 
would therefore suggest that we vote down the motion to 
recommit and then vote on the original ~ iece  of legislation. 
Thank you. w 

On the question recurring, 
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W i t h e  House agree to  the motion? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-28 

Adolph 
Aum 
ksaU 
Barley 
Birmclin 
Cawley 
Civera 

Amsta 
h 3 - d t  
Bat!hto 
Bslsrdi 
Bdfpnti 
Billow 
Bishop 
Black 
BLsum 
BoRncr 
emln 
soya 
Bnodf 
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bmnr 
Bush 
c.lIa&one 
CnppabianCa 
CPTIson 
Cam 
Ccssar 
clwiwick 
Clark. 0 .  D. 
Clark. J. H. 
Clymcr 
Cohm 
Cohfe1la 
Cok 
C o d  
C o w  
Coweu 
Coy 
DeLUCa 
Dew ex 
Daley 
hvia 
Dempsey 
Dienaick 
h b r o m k i  
DoMtucci 

DOII 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
F n n m  
m e  
Foster 
Fox 
Frreman 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Odst 
-rgc 
Gi ioni  
GLPdsk 
Godahall 
Gruitla 
Grnppo 
Hasany 
Haluska 
HarWr 
-Y 
Hayden 
H a m  
Heckln 
Haman 
Herrhey 
Hsrr 
HOWletI 
Hughes 
It kin 
Jaclrson 
Jad19ariec 
James 
Jamlin 
Johnson 
Josephs 
Kaircr 
Kssvnic 
Kmsey 
Kondrich 

NOT 

Kosinski 
Kukorich 
LaGmIIa 
Lsnglry 
Laughlin 
Lacoriu 
L~dansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
MeCall 
M c W  
McNally 
McVmy 
Maine 
MarkOSCk 
Maycmik 
MdiO 
MiehlOvie 
Miller 
Moms 
M o w  
Mrkonic 
Mvrphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
O'Bricn 
O h  
Olivcr 
PeIzel 
PdIaIca 
PNonc 
Phillips 
Pinella 
Pins 
prasmann 
Preston 
Rdnnrd 
Richardson 
Riegcr 
Ritter 

VOTING- 

Raymond 
Reba 
Snurman 
Smith, S. H 
Taylor, J. 
T w  
Vrwn 

Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
R W  
Saloom 
Schs*z 
Schulcr 
Saimenti 
Semmel 
Ssrafi 
Smith, B. 
Snyder, G. 
Suback 
SIain 
Stcighnn 
Stish 
suit- 
Stuban 
TawetIi 
Taylor. E. 2. 

Thomas 
TmUO 
TriCh 
Van Home 
Vmn 
Wambach 
 was^ 
wmon 
W i  
Wilson 
Wosan 
WomiaL 
w m t ,  D. R. 
w m t ,  J. L. 
yandrissviu 

Cohi7zo Picvsky Snyder. D. W. 
Dininni Mdale LYhingcr Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Psri 

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
motion was not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bill pass finally? 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recognizes, on 
that question, the gentleman from Lehigh, Mr. Ptessmann. 

Mr. PRESSMANN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman from Somerset, Mr. 

Lloyd, stand for a period of interrogation? 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Somer- 

set consents to be interrogated, and the gentleman from 
Lehigh may proceed. 

Mr. PRESSMANN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman in the recent past was involved 

with our situation with the CAT Fund, and we put a surcharge 
on moving violations in order to fund the unfunded liability in 
the CAT Fund. I wonder if he would have any information 
available to us on has there been a significant falloff of tickas 
written by the police forces in this Commonwealth because of 
that added surcharge. 

Mr. LLOYD. In my opinion, the answer to that is no, and I 
need to explain because, obviously, the conventional wisdom 
is that the answer must be yes. 

If you look at the $10 surcharge which we impose for emer- 
gency medical services, we impose that surcharge on moving 
violations. We also impose for that same fund a $25 surcharge 
on drunk drivers who get ARD (accelerated rehabilitative dis- 

, position). That is bringing in at the present time around $11 
million a year. In fact, the State Senate is saying the Governor 
is hoarding that money. 

The CAT Fund surcharge is on the same offenses. Instead 
of a $10 surcharge on violations, it is a $30 minimum and 
some are higher. Instead of $25 for ARD, it is $50. I do not 
see, once you get past the startup months and you get out of 
the lag in collection, from the time that the magistrate collects 
the money and he has to turn it over, appeals, hearings, 
people paying on installment, I do not see any reason to 
believe that we are not going to collect approximately three 
times what we are collecting on the same kind of a surcharge 
on emergency medical services, which wiU yield $30 to $33 
million, on which the original proposal was based. Assuming 
that that is correct and assuming that the figures that are 
being used on the EMS surcharge are correct, I do not see any 
evidence that there has been any measurable drop in the 
number of citations issued. 

Mr. PRESSMANN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I thank 
the gentleman for standing for interrogation. 

Mr. Speaker, my questions were directed to him because my 
concern was that if there was an increase in the surcharge for 
parking in a handicapped area, the enforcement would go 
down. There is a problem with enforcement in handicapped 
zones now. We hear often from the handicapped about the 
problems with those who are nonhandicapped parking in their 
areas. I was concerned that this would lead to less enforce- 
ment in this area. I think that Mr. Lloyd has answered my 
questions satisfactorily, and I urge a "yes" vote on the bill. 
Thank you. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bill pass finally? 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Agreeable to the provisions 

of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 
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Acrma 
Adolph 
AUen 
Anmadl 
A d  
klr, 
Battist0 
Bdardi 
Belfanti 
Billow 
e i o p  
Bhck 
Blaum 
Bonnn 
Boalcy 
Bow 
Brandt 
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Burns 
Burh 
Cabgkone 
W b i a n c a  
Cuhn 
CM 
CesJar 
Chndwkk 
Clark. B. D. 
Clark. J. H. 
Cohen 
CoMclla 
Cole 
Co111ell 
C o w  
Cwnil 
COY 
DcLvca 
Dcwccse 
h*y 
%via 
h p s n  
Dicnerick 
m 
Dambrowski 

cawsy  
Civera 
Clark, D. F. 

Domucd 
D0rr 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Farma 
Fkasle 
Flick 
Foster 
FOX 
Framan 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Gannoo 
Gdn 
Gmw 
Giioni 
Gladsk 
GodchPll 
Gntaza 
GNFW 
HasPrty 
Halwka 
Hnrpa 
H a y  
Hay& 
Haw 
Hskler 
Herman 
Henhey 
Hsss 
Howleft 
Husha 
Itkin 

Kukwich Robbins 
LaGroM Robinson 
L m W Y  Roebuck 
Laughlin Rya0 
Lcseovitl Rybak 
L~dansky Woom 
Lintw S a m  
Lloyd S c h e  
Lucyk Schuler 
McCpli Snimmti 
McHale Scmmel 
McNally Srmfini 
McVmy Smith, B. 
Maine Snyder, G. 
MarLOssk Stnback 
Mamico Stairs 
Mayemik Steighner 
Mclio Stish 
Michlovic Strinmatter 
Mimme Stuban 
Miller Tangmi 
MoshlmaM Taylor. E. Z. 
Moms Taylor, F. 
Mowery Taylor. J. 
Mrkonic Tslck 
Mvrphy ~homa~ 
Nahill TreUo 
Nailor Trkh 
O'Brim Van Home 
O k  V a n  
Oliva Vroon 
Pmel Wambach 
P a m  W a s  
Pmne Wnon 

Jdson Phillips 
ladlowis Pistella 
James Pitts 
Jarolin Prarmann 
lohoson Pmton 
Joxphs Raymond 
Kniaa Reba 
Karunic Reinard 
KmneY Richardson 
Kondrich Riegcr 
Kosinski Riner 

NAYS-14 

Clyma Leh 
Fargo Merry 
Frsind Noye 
Lee 

NOT VOTING--0 

EXCUSED-10 

W i s  
W i  
wosan 
womiak 
Wright. D. R. 
Wright, J. L. 
Yandrisevits 

Piccola 
Smith. S. H. 
Tigue 

Colaieo Pievsky Snyder, D. W 
Dilirmi Wright. R. C. 
Fee Pnci 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the aff i ia t ive,  the question was determined in the affirma- 
tive and the bill passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

FORMER SPEAKER PRESENTED 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. At this time it is a great 
pleasure for the Chair to introduce to the House a former 
Speaker of the House who is here in the Capitol today 

1 showing that there is life after speakership. He is looking 
great. I would like to introduce hi, and I have urged him to 
say a few words, and he has reluctantly consented. Mr. Jack rJ' 
Seltzer, former Speaker of the House. 

Mr. SELTZER. Thank you very much. 
Twenty-four years in the House - they were wonderful 

years. Nine years since 1 left the House -they have been better 
years. Try it. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Did you hear that, Benny? 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, they have been better for us, too. 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Touch$ for the minority 

leader. 

BILLS ON THIRD 
CONSIDERATION CONTINUED 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 2116, 
PN 3210, entitled: 

An Act providing for a capital project for the construction of a 
new prison; authorizing the Department of General Services to 
enter into lease/~urchase ameements for ~ r i son  mace: authoriz- . . 
ing capital budget projects for  certain opiion purchases; provid- 
ing for the issuance of bonds; making av~rouriations authorizing - .. . 
indebtedness with the approval of the electors, to make low-inter- 
est loans to counties for county or multicounty regional prison 
facilities; and authorizing the Department of Corrections to wn- 
tract with county or regional prison facilities for the housing of 
State inmates. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

u 
amended? 

Mr. PICCOLA offered the following amendments No. 
A1 167: 

Amend Table of Contents, page 3, tines 1 through 4, by strik- 
ing out all of said lines and inserting 
Chapter 9. Construction of New Prison 
Seaion 901. Total authorization. 
Section 902. Itemization of public improvement project. 
Section 903. Debt authorization. 
Section 904. Issue of bonds. 
Section 905. Estimated useful life and term of debt. 
Section 906. Appropriation. 
Section 907. Federal funds. 
Chapter 11. Miscellaneous 
Section 1101. Re~eals. 
Section 1102. ~eiroactivity. 
Section 1103. Effective date. 

Amend Bill, page 19, by inserting after line 30 
CHAPTER 9 

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW PRISON 
Section 901. Total authorization. 

The total authorization for the additional capital project in 
the category of public improvement projects itemized in section 
902 and to be acauired or constructed by the Deoartmmt of 
General Services, ils successors or assigns. &d to bifinanced by 
the incurring of debt, shall be 120,000,000. 
Section 902.- ltemiration of public improvement project. 

Additional capital project in the category of public improve- 
ment projects to he acquired or constructed by the Department of w 
General Services, its successors or assigns, and to be financed by 
the incurring of debt. is hereby itemized, together with its respec- 
tive estimated financial cost, as follows: 

Total 
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Project 
Project Allocation 

(1) State Correctional lnstitution - 
Wernersville, Berks County 
(i) Desii and Construction of a 500-Bed 

Medium Seeuritv Prison for Drug and 

Amend Sec. 902, page 20, line 8, by striking out "902" and 
inserting 

1102 
Amend Sec. 903, page 20, line 11, by striking out "903" and 

inserting 
1103 - - - 

~ l c o h o l . ~ r e a t m ~ t  
(Base Project Allocation - $16,000,000) 20s000*000 On the question, 

(Desii and Contingencies - W i t h e  House agree to the amendments? 

authorktion heretofore or hereafter enacted, oh I the constr&ion of a correction facility for drug and alcohol 

S4,000.000) 
Section 903. Debt authorization. 

The Governor, Auditor General and State 
Treasurer are hereby authorized and directed to 
borrow. from time to time. in addition to anv 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. On that question, the Chair 
recognizes the gentleman from Dauphin, Mr. Piccola. 

Mr. PICCOLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Yesterday the House adopted an amendment to authorize 

improvement projects specifically I is the same. It authorizes the construction of a drug and 

the credit of the Commonwealth, subject to the 
limitations provided in the current Capital 
Budget, money not exceeding in the aggregate 
the sum of $20,000,000 as may be necessary to 
 can^ out the awuisition and construction of the 

itrmizcd in a capital budget. 
Section 904. Issue of bonds. 

The indebtednss authorized in this chapter 

treatment at the Wernersville State ~ospi ta l .  The amendment 
passed the House, but because it was reconsidered and 
because it had to be redrafted, we are offering a slightly dif- 
ferent amendment, although the substance of the amendment 

shall be incuned, from time to time, and sh& be 
evidenced by one or more scries of general obli- 
gation bonbs of the ~ommonwdth  in such 
aggregate principal amount for each series as the 
Governor, Auditor General and State Treasurer 
shall determine, but the latest stated maturity 
date shall not exceed the estimated useful life of 
the project being f m c e d  as stated in section 
905. 
Section 905. Estimated useful life and term of 
debt. 

(a) Estimated useful life.-The General 
Assembly states that the estimated useful life of 
the public improvement projects itemized in this 
chapter is 30 years. 

@) T m  of debt.-The maximum term of 
the debt authorized to be incurred under this 
chapter is 30 years. 
Section 906. Appropriation. 

The net proceeds of the sale of the obligations 
authorized in this chapter are hereby appropri- 
ated from the Capital Facilities Fund to the 
Department of General Services in the maximum 
amount of $20,000,000 to be used by it aclu- 
sively to defray the financial cost of the public 
improvement projects specifically itemized in a 
capital budget. After resaving or paying the 
expenses of the sale of the obligation, the State 
Treasurer shall pay to the Department of General 
Services the moneys as required and cenified by 
it to be legally due and payable. 
Section 907. Federal funds. 

In addition to those funds a~~rooriated in 
&on 906, all moneys received frbm the Federal 
Government for the ~roiect specifically itemized 
in this chapter are &o hereby appro&ted for 
those projects. 

Amend Chapter 9, page 20, h e  1, by striking out "9" and 
inxning 

11 
Amend Sec. 901, page 20, line 3, by striking out "901" and 

inseIting 
1101 

alcohol treatment correction facility at ~ernersville-state 
Hospital. The only difference from yesterday's amendment is 
that after consultation with the chairman of the Judiciary 
Committee, Mr. Caltagirone, we have reduced the amount 
from $35 million to $20 million, because Mr. Caltagirone 
accurately pointed out to us that there are buildings down 
there that have already been surveyed by the House Judiciary 
Committee which would reduce the amount of money needed 
to convert that facility into a correctional facility. 

Therefore. Mr. Speaker, I think the House should reaf fm 
its vote yesterday, adopt this amendment, so that we can 
authorize the administration to proceed with this project. 1 
urge the adoption of the amendment. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recognizes the 
gentleman from Northumberland, Mr. Belfanti. 

Mr. BELFANTI. Mr. Speaker, for the same reasons as 
stated yesterday, I would respectfully request that the 
members vote against this amendment and other amendments 
which would Christmas-tree this legislation and make it 
totally unaffordable for us to commence with the main con- 
struction at hand, and that is the three statewide prisons. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle- 
man. 

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Berks, Mr. 
Caltagirone. 

Mr. CALTAGIRONE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, the House Judiciary Committee over the past 

year and several months has undertaken an intensive review of 
surplus facilities that are available throughout this Common- 
wealth. One of the important findings that we uncovered 
through the hearings on overcrowding, through the trips 
throughout the Commonwealth, through the facilities that we 
had toured, one of them being Wernersville, had indicated 
very clearly that 70 to 80 percent of all of those that are being 
incarcerated in the State prisons have a drug and alcohol 
problem. Just remember that number. Of the repeat offenders 
that are coming into the system, 70 to 80 percent have drug 
and alcohol problems. I think for the small amount of money 
that we are talking about here to put some type of a dent to 



The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the p n -  
tleman from k k s ,  Mr. Davies. 

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, for all the reasons listed by 
Representative Caltagirone and Representative Piccola, 1 
support this amendment. I think it is probably one of the best 
parts of the entire piece of legislation as far as getting what 
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YEAS-167 

Distler K o s b k i  
D o m b r o d  LaGmttp 
Donrtucci Lpoarv 
Dom Lauy in  
Durham Lee 
E m  Leh 
Fairchild Lacavitz 
Fargo Lloyd 
Farmer Lucyk 
F W e  ~ e ~ a l l  
Flick McHale 
Fostn McVmy 
Fox Mpine 
Frranan Markosek 
Frriod M w  
Galla Mayernik 
Gamble MerrY 
Gannon Michlovic 
Gein Miwm'e 
W r W  Miller 
G i i  Moehlmana 
Gladeck Monis 
Godrhall Mowcry 
GNPW Mrkonic 
x.gsRy Murphy 
Hnluaka NahiU 
Harpr Nailor 
Hasay N O Y ~  
Haydm O'Brien 
Hayea 01aa 
Heckler Oliver 
Hem~vl Parel 

petrarea 
Har H*n Petroue 

afford the drug and alcohol treatment program that is abso- 
lutely essential to cut back on the recidivism rate and the drug 
problem that we have in this Commonwealth, for that $20 
million, I think it is well spent. 

We have a net increase into the State prisons every month 
of almost 300 prisoners, 300 prisoners. In addition to that, the 
20-plus thousand it costs to house and incarcerate a prisoner 
in our State system only compounds the fiscal nightmare that 
we are looking at. 

One of the stories that has not been told about Camp Hill is 
that on the center compound where those prisoners were 
housed in the modular units-and it totaled some 300 to 
-they did not riot; they did not participate in burning 
down any of the buiidings. As a matter of fact, they helped to 
f a t  off prisoners from burning down those modular units, 
they escorted the drug treatment and the corrections officers 
out of the modulars over to the State Police so that they 
would not be harmed and then went back and remained there 
to f a t  with other inmates to pressrve those modular units 
where they were being treated for drug and alcohol addiction, 
and they also helped to keep the fue from spreading into those 
modular units. That is a fact, and I think it really points out 
that many of the prisoners within the system are looking for 
that k i d  of help. 

I rise today to support the Piccola amendment because I 
think that that is the right direction we should be taking. 
Thank you. 

APRIL 4, 

AwstP 
A ~ O I P ~  

A U m  

%dey 
Battino 
Belardi 

~irmelin 
B ~ O P  
Black 
Blaum 
kmer 
Bowley 

pz, 
emujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
B,, 
~ u a h  
CaUasirone zipoea 
Chndwick 
Civan 
a r k .  D. F. 
Clark. J .  H. 

gE 
colafclla 

R i g a  
Rina w 
Robbios 
R o b i i  
Roebuck 
Ryan 
R W  
&horn 
~ u m w l  
%hat2 
Seh& 
Saimati  
Scmmd 
ScrPfini 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder. G. 
S* 
steigher 
swl 
snkmatter 
Stuban 
T- 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, J. 
Telek 
Thomas 

Jadoon 
Jadlowia 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
Kaiser 
Kasunic 
Kmcy  
Kondrich 

pmps weston 
Piemla Willisma 
Pistella W W n  
Pitts w o w  
RmmaM Wright, D. R. 
Raymond Wright, J. L. 
Reber Yardlimits 
Reinard 

the best buy that you could possibly get in this k i d  i f  legisla- 
tion. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair now recognizes the 
gentleman from Northumberland, Mr. Belfanti, for the 
second time. 

Mr. BELEANTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. S~eaker. 1 am under no illusion that the Piccola 

you need for your dollar. Twenty million dollars is ~ h b a b l y  

amendment before us will not receive the necessary votes for 
passage, but once again I would like to alert the members to 
the fact that yesterday we passed a Michlovic amendment 
which adds about $400 million overall to the cost of this legis- 
lation, and while I believe that a facility such as this is very 
warranted and very needed, it is an additional $20 million, 
and we must get to a point at some point where these amend- 
ments are not going to put this legislation completely out of 
reach and therefore negate any construction of any prisons. 
So once again, although I understand the members' concerns, 
I am asking for a negative vote. 

1 NAVL~I) 

On the question recurring, 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

Bellanti 
Clark. B. 
cowell 
Coy 
Deweese 
GNim 

HuBho Linton Trieh 
D. l t b  McNaUy Van Home 

James Mslio Womial; 
Joaepb Praton 
Kukovich Richardson O'DonnSn. 
LNdmsk~ Staback %&=a 

NOT VOTING-2 

Colaieo - P*vskY Snyder. D. W. 
Dininni Mainle Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fez P s d  

The question was detemined in the affmative, and the 
amendments were agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bi on third consideration as 

amended? 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. On that question, the Chair 
recognizes the gentleman from Montgomery, Mr. Saurman, W 
who offers the following amendment, which the clerk will 
read. 
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Mr. SAURMAN. Mr. Speaker? 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the gen- 

tleman fromMontgomery, Mr. Saunnan. 
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you. 
Mr. Speaker, I am going to withdraw this amendment. It 

has been circulated. I would appreciate it if everyone would, 
in their leisure, take a look at it. It is a way, I think, to address 
this prison overcrowding and save money. The Judiciary 
Committee has agreed to look at it, so I am going to withdraw 
this. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair thanks the gentle- 
man. 

It is the understanding of the Chair that Mr. Wass also 
withdraws his amendment. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bii on third consideration as 

amended? 
Bid as amended was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. This bii has been considered 
on three different days and agreed to and is now on fmal 
passage. 

The question is, shall the bid pass finally? 

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Northumberland, 
Mr. Belfanti. 

Mr. BELFANTI. Mr. Speaker, irrespective of the fact that 
a number of amendments were passed which dramatically 
impact this legislation, I am urging all the members of the 
House to vote "yes" on f d  passage of this bii. 

The bii d m  a number of things, the most important of 
which is the fact that the State and counties may now engage 
the private sector in the construction of prison facilities. This 
will dramatidy shorten the amount of time that it normally 
taka to construct a prison. The prisons will be operated by 
governmental entities. In the case of the State, Department of 
Corrections officers will operate the prisons, and in the case 
of wunty institutions, either wunty government or multi- 
county prison authorities will operate the institutions. So the 
safeguards remain. The amount of money that will be 
available is yet to be seen as we see what happens to HB 2116 
as it travels through the Senate and perhaps a conference com- 
mittee, but I believe that the major parts of the legislation are 
intact and we have gone a long way to  helping to remedy a sit- 
uation on overcrowding which we in the legislature helped to 
create. 

I would urge the members to vote "yes" on final passage. 
Thank you. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bill pass finally? 
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Agreeable to the provisions 

of the Constitution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 

AcosIa Dombromki Kukovich Riegcr 
Adolph Donatued LaGrona Ritter 
AUm Dorr wr~ Robbins 
-1 Durham Lnughh Robinson 
A W u  Evans Lcs Rcebuck 
B a r b   airc child ~ e h  Ryan 

Banino 
BeLydi 
Be1fnnti 
Billow 
Bi ie l in  
Bishop 
Black 
Bhum 
Bomer 
Bowley 
Boys 
Brand1 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Bud  
Burns 
Bush 
Caltagirone 
Cappabizoca 
Carlson 
Cam 
Cadw 
Ccrsar 

FWO 
Farmer 
i e d e  
Flick 
FOsteI 
FOX 
Freanan 
F*d 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Oda 
George 
Gighotti 
Gladeck 
Godshall 
GNifla 
ONPP 
Hasarty 
Haluska 
Harps 
b Y  
Havden 

Lcsmvit7. 
b b l r y  
Linton 
WYd 
LUcyk 
Mecall 
McHale 
McNally 
McVew 
Maine 
Markowk 
M a n i a  
Mayemik 
Melio 
Merry 
Michlovic 
Miwme 
Miller 
Moehlmann 
Morris 
Mowmy 
Mrkonic 
Mumhv 

Rybak 
Salwm 
Sawman 
Sehau 
Schuler 
Saimmti 
Semmel 
Saafi 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder. 0. 
Stlback 
stain 
Steighncr 
stiah 
Strittmmer 
S t u h  
Tanglnti 
Taylor. E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, J. 
Tdek 
Thomas 

Chadwick HaYa N&I. Tiwe 
Civera Heckler Nailor T d o  
Clark. B. D.  ama an Noyc Trich 
Clark. D. F. Husky  O'Brien Van Home 
Clark, J. H. Hsa  Olau Vmn 
Clymer Howlett Oliver Vrwn 
Cohm Hughes Peml Wambach 
Colafcb ~ t k i  Pe~rarra wass 
Cole Jackson Pctrone Weston 
Cornell Jadlowiec Phillips W i  
Corrigan James Piccola Wdxm 
Cowell Jamlin Pistella WOW 
COY J o h  Pitu Womiak 
D ~ L U C ~  Joseph ~ r t s m ~  wright, D. R. 
Dew- Kaiser Prmon Wright. J. L. 
Daley Kasunic Raymond Yandrisnits 
Davies Kmney Re& 

Kondrich Rdnard O'Donncll. 
Dimerick -pw Kminski Richardson Speaker 
Distler 

N A Y S 4  

NOT VOTING--0 

EXCUSED-I0 

Colaiuo Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale mger Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Psci 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the a f f m -  
tive and the bill passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the S a t e  for 
concurrence. 

RECESS 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without objection, the Chair 
will now declare a recess until 1:15. The Chair hears no objec- 
tion. This House stands in recess until 1 :IS. 

AFTER RECESS 

The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 
order. 
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THE SPEAKER (ROBERT W. O'WNNELL) 
IN THE CHAIR 

CALENDAR CONTINUED 
BILL ON FINAL PASSAGE 

The House proceeded to consideration on fmal passage of 
HB 1743, PN 3112, entitled: 

An Act creatin~ a fee system to cova the costs related to the I 
establishment of a low-leiel radioactive waste disposal regional 
facility in Pennsylvania; and regulating certain low-level waste. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the biffl pass f~nally? 
The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the Consti- 

tution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 

YEAS-185 

AcaRp 
AUen 
-1 

Bsrley 
Banisto 
Belardi 
B d f d  
Billow 
Birmelin 
Bishop 
Black 
Bhmn 
Bormu 
Bow& 
B o w  
Brandt 
Broujor 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bumr 
Bush 
Clltagimne 
~ p e b ' i c a  
C d r h n  
Gun 
CaWIey 
CeMsr 
Chadwick 
C ivm 
CLrk. B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark. J. H. 

Distlsr 
Dornhromki 
Donnfuw 
Durham 
Evans 
FaiIchild 
Farso 
Fuma 
Fleaye 
Flick 
Fosta 
Fox 
FruJnan 
Frdnd 
GPUm 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Gdrt 
- O ~ P  
C i o t t i  
Gladeck 
Godrhpll 
GrUitLp 
GNPPO 
Hasarry 
Haluska 
Harper 
WY 
Haydm 
H e c k  
Haman 
H d c y  
H a s  
Howleft 
Hu%a 
Itkm 
Jackson 
Jadlowiec 
l a m a  
Jarolin 
Johnson 
Josephs 
Kaisn 
Kasunic 
Kemey 
Kondrich 
Kosinski 

Kukovich 
LaGrona 
W n  
Lavshlin 
Lee 
Leh 
Lmamitl 
Levdansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
M a  
MCHak 
McNPUy 
McVary 
Maine 
Markowk 
Marsiw 
Mayernik 
Melio 

Moehlmsnn 
Monk 
MOWay 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahiu 
Nailor 
O'Brim 
Olpu 
O t i ~  
peral 
Pnrarep 
Pnmne 
Phillips 
Piccola 
PisteUa 
Pitts 
Prusmann 
R a t o n  
Raymond 
Reber 
Rehard 
Richardson 
R i g n  

NAYS-0 

Rim 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
R Y M  
Saloom 
SDurman 
SCheefL 
Sehula 
Scrimmti 
Sanmel 
W m i  
Smith. B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, 0. 
Staback 
stain 
stdyncr 
StiSil 
S t r i u m a l ~  
Stuban 
Tangctci 
Taylor, E. Z. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, J. 
Telek 
Thoma3 
Tigue 
Trello 
Trich 

Horne 
Vmn 
vmoo 
WnmbPch 
wars 
Wcston 
Williams 
Wilson 
wogan 
Womiak 
Wright, D. R. 
w r w .  1. L. 
Yandriwits 

NOT V O T I N G 4  

~ d o l p h  H a w  Now Ryan 
Dorr Miwrde 

C o b  Lashings Pinnky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiak Rudy Wright, R. C. 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the afflrma- 
tive and the bid passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

BILLS ON THIRD 
CONSIDERATION CONTINUED 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1984, 
PN 3263, entitled: 

An Act amending the act of August 26, 1971 (P. L. 351, No. 
90,  known as the "State Lottery Law," permitting the Secretary 
of Revenue to enter into contracts for the placement of comma-. 
cia1 advertisements on lottery tickets. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
Mr. MERRY offered the following amendment No. A1069: 

Amend See. 1 (See. 6.1). page 1, line 20, by ins- afta 
"contracts" * W' 

On the question, 
W i  the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the Chair recognizes 
Mr. Merry. 

Mr. MERRY. Mr. Speaker, this is really a technical amend- 
ment, and it has been agreed to. In this bill that calls for com- 
mercial advertising on lottery tickets, it is the intent of the 
original bill to assure that these contracts be bid on, so what 
this amendment does is add only the word "only" on line 20 
after the word "contracts," so it reads that "The Secretary of 
Revenue may enter into the contracts only after completion of 
the bidding procedure.. . ." 

I urge the adoption of this amendment. 
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman, Mr. Gigliotti, seeking 

recognition? 
Mr. GIGLIOTTI. Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman may proceed. 
Mr. GIGLIOTTI. We agree on Mr. Merry's amendment. I 

ask all my colleagues to vote it. 

On the question recurring, 
Wffl the House agree to the amendment? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-189 

Ac& Dornbrowski Kukovich Ritter 
Adolph Donatucci LaGrona Robbins 
Allm Dorr L a ~ ~ r y  Robinson 
Ansstadt Durham Laughlin Roebuck 
Argall Evans Let Ryan 
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8.rl.V 
%ttirto 
*lardi 

%Ifanti 
Biiow 
Birmclin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
Bormer 
Bowley 
Boys 
B m d t  
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Burns 
Bus6 
Calugirone 
Cappsbianca 
C a r h n  
Carn 
C a w b  
Cessar 
Qlpdwick 
Civaa 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark. J. H. 
a m  
Cohen 
Colafslla 
CQk 
C o d  
CQrrisan 
-awU 
b" 

Fsirshild 
Fargo 
Fsrmrr 
w e  
Flick 
Foster 
Fox 
Freeman 
F d n d  
m e n  
Olmble 
Cannon 
Gdst 
*rge 
Gigliotti 
Glndcck 
Godsha 
Grvifla 
G ~ P W  
Hasarty 
Haluska 
Harpr 
Hasay 
Hayden 
Hayes 
Heckler 
Human 
Hershey 
H a s  
Howlm 
Hvgha 
It kin 
Jackson 
Jadlowicc 
James 
larolin 
lohnson 

Leh 
L,sw"itz 
LevdanskY 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McCall 
MeHaie 
McNaUy 
McVerry 
Mnine 
Markosek 
Marsim 
Mayemik 
Melio 
Merry 
Michloric 
Miwzde 
Miller 
Mahlmann 
Morris 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nailill 
Nail01 
Noye 
O'Bria 
Olay 
Oliver 
Pms l  
Pctrarca 
Parone 
Phillips 
Piccola 
Pistella 
Pins 

R W  
Saloom 
Spunnan 
Maw. 
Mvler  
scrimenti 
Scmmel 
seratimi 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snydsr, G. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Steigbncr 
Stish 
Stsinmaner 
Stuban 
Fangmi  
Taylor. E. Z. 
Taylor. F. 
Taylor. J. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Time 
~ r j l o  
Trich 
Van Home 
Vmn 
Vrwn 
Wambach 
Wass 
Weston 
Williams 
Wilson 
w o w  
Womiak 
Wripht. D. R 

& w e  Jo~ephS~ Prrsunann wight;  J. L. 
Dalw Kaiser R a t o n  Yandrireriu 
Davis Kasunic Raymond 

Kmncy 
Dempsty Kondrich 

Rebn O'Donnell, 
~ * n e r i c k  ~dnard S W a  
Disller Koaioski R i m  - 

N A Y S 4  

NOT VOTING72 

IkLuca Richardson 

EXCUSED-10 

Colaino L*gsr Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni W e  Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F a  P a d  

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendment was agreed to. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Ryan. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, a moment ago, in fact at exactly 

33 minutes after 1 o'clock, which is about 20 minutes after we 
were to wme into session, you called a quick roll call, in my 
judgment, on HB 1743 with no prior notice over the micro- 
phones, at least none that reached my office. I was not voted 
n that particular bii. There were a number of other people 

who have been here all day, are here now, who were not voted 
on that particular bill. I am going to fde a reconsideration 
motion so that- I am way behind times. Tony Barbush, 

reading my thoughts, had already fded on behalf of some- 
body a reconsideration motion. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair appreciates the gentleman's 
advice as well as the implications behind it, and a reconsider- 
ation motion has been filed. There was a grand total of six 
members who had not voted. 

For the information of the gentleman, I will remind him of 
the practice of the Chair, which is to hesitate after calling the 
bffl, at the point at which debate is permissible, and then after 
announcing the vote, to ask if all the members have voted, to 
hesitate again at that point and ask if all the members have 
voted, and if the Chair notes that the overwhelming number 
of members have voted, then to proceed with the record. 

The Chair thanks the gentleman. There is a reconsideration 
motion which will be moved. 

BILL PASSED OVER TEMPORARILY 

The SPEAKER. HB 1984 is temporarily over. 

HB 1743 RECONSIDERED 

The SPEAKER. The Chair is in possession of a reconsider- 
ation motion on HB 1743, PN 31 12. The reconsideration is of 
the vote by which it was passed on the 4th day of April. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

A m t a  Dombrowski LaGrotta Rina 
Adolph D o m c c i  LanBtr~ Robbms 
AUsn Don Robinson 
Angstadt Durham Lee Roebuck 

Barley 
Battist0 
&Lardi 
W a n t i  
Billow 
Birmclin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
Bormer 
Bowley 
Boyes 
Blandt 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
BuJh 
Calt@ne 
Cappabianca 
CarIson 
CaWley 
Csrsar 
Chadwick 
Civaa 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J. H. 
Clyma 
Coilen 
Colafella 
Cole 
Cornell 

Evans 
Fairchild 
Fargo 
Farmer 
n e e  
Flick 
Foster 
Fox 
Frseman 
FIeind 
Galla 
Gamble 
Cannon 
Gtist 

O i o t t i  
G W k  
Godshall 
Gnritla 
GNPW 
Hagany 
Haluaka 
Harper 
Haray 
Hayden 
Hayes 
Heckler 
Herman 
Hmhcy 
H a s  
Howlcn 
Hughes 
Itkin 
Jackson 

Leh 
Lncovifl 
Levdansky 
Lmton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McCall 
McHale 
McNaUy 
MCVerry 
Maine 
MaIk0sek 
Marsim 
Mayemik 
Melio 
Merry 
Michlovic 
Micome 
Miller 
Mochlmann 
Morris 
Mowcry 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Bricn 
0la.U 
Oliver 
P e m l  
PcMTca 
Pnrone 
Phillips 

Ryan 
Rybak 
Saloom 
Saunnan 
Schcal 
Schuler 
Scrimmti 
Semmel 
Scrakii 
smith, 8. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, 0. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Skigher 
Stish 
Strittmaner 
Stuban 
Tangrstti 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Tavlor. F. 

~ e i c k  
Thomas 
Tigue 
TrsUo 
Trich 
Van Home 
Vwn 
Vroon 
w a m w  
W a s  
Weston 
W i a m s  
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Corrinrn Jadlowicc Piccola W i n  I Linton. Pistella, Kosinski, Petrone. Morris. Nahill. Bunt. G. M. 
Jams Pistella w o w  
Jarolin Pins Womiak 
Joinuon Pnsunann Wright, D. R. 
Kaira Prrnon Wright. J.  L. 
Kasunic Raymond YpodriseviU 
Kmncy R e k  
Kondrich Reinard O'DoMell, 
Kodnrki R*ga S p k e r  
Kukovich 

N A Y S 4  

NOT VOTING-3 

Cam J~ocphs Richardson 

, EXCUSED-I0 

Coldno Pimky 
IASma Rudy 

Snyda, D. W. 
Dinioni W e  Wright, R. C. 
Fee Peri 

Snyder; HB 2412, Linton, Godshall, ~e t ro ie ,  Kosinski, Pistella, 
Morris, Nabill, G. M. Snyder; HB 2413, Godshall, Linton, 
Morris, Pistella, Kosinski, Nahill, G. M. Snyder; HB 2414, E. 2. w 
Taylor; HB 2415, Petrarca; HB 2416, Ritter; HB 2417, Rittn; 
HB 2418, James; HB 2419, Jarnu; HB 2420, James; HB 2422, 
Ritter, E. Z. Taylor; HB 2425, Stish, Yandrisevits, Bowley. 
Hacay; HB 2434, Trello; HB 2440. Colaizzo; HB 2444. E. Z. 
Taylor: HR 209. Lan~tw: HR 268. Hasav. Carlson: HR 272. 
Lei; HR 282, ~ i b b i i ;  &es, ~elek ,  ~tki~;~c~ale, 'Laughlin;  
I. H. Clark; HR 284. Serafi; HR 285. Serafini, Marsiw. E. 2. 
Taylor. Dorr; HR 286, Itkin, McHale. Telek, I. H. Clark. E. 2. 
Taylor, Vroon; HR 287, J. H. Clark, E. 2. Taylor; HR 290, 
Petrarca, Michlovic. McHale, Belardi. E. 2. Taylor; HR 294, 
Trich, Lucyk. Trello. Michlovic, Clymer, Melio, Rudy. Fox. 
Hagarty, D. R. Wright, Gigliotti, Nahill, Fairchild, Hennan. 

DELETIONS: 
HB 2227, Markosek; HB 2316, Cessar. 

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
motion was agreed to. I CONSIDEMTION OF HLI 1743 CONTINUED 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bii pass fmdy? 

DECISION OF CHAIR RESCINDED 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the Chair rescinds its 
announcement that this bid has been considered and agreed to 
for the third time. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman. Mr. Bowley. offers the - . . 
following amendment, which the clerk will read. 

The Chair understands that the amendment that the gentle- 
man is going to offer is still in duplicating. 

BILL PASSED OVER TEMPORARILY 

On the question recurring, 
W i t h e  House agree to the bii on third consideration? 
Mr. BOWLEY offered the following amendment No. 

A ..--I. 

Amend See. MI, page 6, by inserting between lines 27 and 28 
(e) Limitation on certain siting.-The regional low-lwel 

waste facility shall not be located on any federally-owned land 
within this Commonwealth. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? - 

BILL PASSED OVER TEMPORARILY 

The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the Chair recognizes 
Mr. Bowley. 

Mr. BOWLEY. Mr. Speaker, could you respectfully please 
The SPEAKER. This bill, HB 1743, will be over tempo- pass over this bill temporarily? 

rarily. The SPEAKER. This b i i  will be passed over temporarily. 

ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS OF SPONSORS I CONSIDERATION OF HLI 1984 CONTINUED 

The SPEAKER. The Chair acknowledges receipt of dele- On the question recurring, 
tions and additions for sponsorships of bills. Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

The following list was submitted: 

ADDITIONS: 
HB 697, MeNally; HB 698, McHale; HB 895, Belfanti; HB 

1456, Telek; HB 1661, Howkt; HB 2300, Jams; HB 2320, 
It- HB 2322, McHale; HB 2330, S e r a f i  HB 2333, Itkin; HB 
2338, E. 2. Taylor, J. H. Clark, DeLuca. Weston, Michlovic. 
Itkin, Perzel; HB 2349, Freind; HB 2358, E. 2. Taylor, Cessar, 
It- HB 2360, E. 2. Taylor; HB 2361, James, E. Z. Taylor; HB 
2362, James, Matsiw; HB 2365, Michlovic, Itkin; HB 2366, 
James, Banisto; HB 2372, Itkin; HB 2375, E. 2. Taylor, Ritter, 
McHale. James: HB 2376. Michlovic. McHale: HB 2377. 

E. Z. ~aylor;  HB 2399; E:Z. ~aylo;; HB 2400;~. Z.  ailo or; HB 
2401, E. Z. Taylor; HB 2403, McHale, E. 2. Taylor; HB 2405, 
Ritter, E. Z. Taylor; HB 2406. Howlett; HB 2411. Godshall, 

amended? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair is advised that the gentleman, 
Mr. Fox, has withdrawn his amendment. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the on third as 

amended? 
Bi as amended was agreed to. 

The SPEAI(ER. This has hen On three dif- 
ferent days and agreed to and is now on f d  passage. 

~awley,.~elek. E. 2. ~ a y l o r ; ~ ~  2388. ~ b r r ,  ~ a r s i & ;  HB 2389; 
Hughes, Laughlin; HB 2393, E. Z. Taylor, McHale; HB 2394, 
McHale, Ritter, E. Z. Taylor; HB 2395, McHak. Ritter, E. 2. 
Tavlor: HB 2397. L a m .  E. 2. Tavlor. Rittcr: HB 2398. James. 

Mr. Speaker, this bi will permit commercial advertising on 
a lottery ticket for the Super 7 and the Lotto. 

The question is, shall the bill pass f d y ?  

Thechair recognizes Mr. Gigliotti. 
Mr. GIGLIOTTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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As you know, we are the second largest State in the country 
for senior citizen population, and this is one way to raise addi- 
tional money for the senior citizens of Pennsylvania. 

I would ask all of you for an a f f m t i v e  vote on this b i .  
Thank you. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bid pass finally? 
The SPEAKER. Agreeable to the provisions of the Consti- 

tution, the yeas and nays will now be taken. 

YEAS-186 

Aeostn 
Adolph 
AUm 
w t  
A@ 
ePrlcy 
Banislo 
BclaIdi 
Beifanti 
Billow 
Birmdin 
-P 
Black 
Blnum 
Borma 
Bowley 
eoycs 
B d t  
Brovjas 
Bunt 
Burd 
h 
Bush 
c.1psirone 
Ca@innca 
C a r h n  
cam 
Cawley 
Carar 
ciladwick 
Civera 
C M ,  B. D. 
Clsrk, D. F. 
Cluk. J. H. 
Cohm 
CoWella 
Cole 
Comell 
Corrisao 
Cowdl 
COY 
DeLuca 
Dew- 
Dnley 
Danes 
-pssy 
DimcIick 

Didla 
Dombrowski 
Donstum 
Don 
h h p m  
E V a m  
F a d  
Fargo 
Farma 
ncPsle 
Flick 
Fosta 
Fox 
FIcanan 
Frdod 
Galla 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Geist 
Gmrge 
GigliotIi 
Gladsk 
Oodshall 
O h  
GmPW 
Hngany 
Haluska 
Hl rpn  
H a y  
Ha* 
H a m  
Heckla 
Hamno 
H n a h y  
Hess 
Howlat 
Hughes 
Itkin 
Jackson 
J ld lowk 
James 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
1-b 
KaixI 
Kanm* 
Kenoey 

Kondrich 
KosiaJki 
Kukovich 
LaorOna 
Lansvy 
Laushlin 
Lee 
Leh 
usmvilz 
Levdansky 
Limon 
Lloyd 
Lunk 
M c W  
MeHak 
McNPlly 
MCVmy 
Maine 
MaIkowk 
Mars*o 
Mayernik 
Meti0 
Mmy 
Michlovic 
Miwme 
Miller 
Mahlmann 
M0"k 
M O W  
hfrkonic 
Mumhy 
Nahiu 
Nailor 
O'Btim 
Oiau 
Oliver 
Pmel  
Perrarca 
Petrone 
Picfola 
Pistella 
RcumaM 
P m o n  
Raymond 
Reber 
Rdnnrd 
Richardson 

NAYS-5 

ficsa 
Rim 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
Saumun 
schalz 
Schuler 
Saimrnti 
Scmmtl 
Smfini 
Smith, B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder. G. 
Staback 
stain 
Stcigbna 
Stish 
StIittmattn 
Stuban 
Tangrrtti 
Tavlor. E. 2. . . 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, J. 
T&k 

Trich 
Van Home 
Veon . Wambach 
was 
Wmon 
Williams 
W h o  
W o w  
WomiaL 
WIight, D. R. 
Wright. J. L. 
Yandriscvits 

Clymer Phillips Pitts Vmon 
Noye 

NOT VOTING-0 

EXCUSED- I0 

~~ bhinser Pimky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy W~ight, R. C. 
F a  Pcrci 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the a f fmt ive ,  the question was determined in the a f f m -  
tive and the b i i  passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

I CONSIDERATION OF HB 1743 CONTINUED 

On the question recurring, 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendment? 

I AMENDMENT WITHDRAWN 

The SPEAKER. The Chair understands the gentleman, Mr. 
Bowley, to have withdrawn his amendment. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
Bi was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three dif- 
ferent days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 

The question is, shall the biU pass finally? 
Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas 

and nays will now be taken. 

AEosta 
Adolph 
AUm 
A~grtadt 
hd 
k l c y  
Banino 
Bclardi 
Bclfanti 
Biiow 
Bi ie l in  
B i i o p  
Black 
Blaum 
Bomer 
Bowley 
B o w  
Brandt 
Bmujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
CarIson 
Cam 
Cawley 
Ccssar 
Chadwick 
Civera 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark. J. H. 
Clymer 
Cohcn 
Colafella 
Cole 
Comcll 
Conigan 
coweu 
Coy 
LkLvca 
LkWeese 

Dombrowski 
Donatucci 
Don 
hrrham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Fargo 
Farmer 
Fleagle 
Flick 
Foster 
Fox 
Freeman 
Frcind 
Gallen 
Gamble 
Gannon 
Geist 
George 
Gi io t t i  
Gladcck 
Godshall 
G ~ i m  
GNPP 
H a m y  
Haluska 
Harpr 
H a y  
Hayden 
Hayes 
Heckler 
Herman 
Hershey 
Hsrs 
Howlett 
Hughes 
Itkin 
Jackson 
Jpdlowicc 
James 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
Josephs 
Kaiser 

Kukovich 
LaGrotta 
Langfry 
Laughlin 
Lee 
Lch 
Lesmvitz 
Levdansky 
Linton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
McCall 
McHale 
MCNaUY 
McVmy 
Maine 
Markosek 
Manico 
Maycmik 
Metio 
M e w  
Michlovic 
Miwme 
Miller 
Mochlmann 
Morris 
Mowery 
Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Brien 
Olasr 
Oliver 
Penel 
Petrarca 
Petrone 
Phillips 
Piccola 
Pistella 
Pitts 
Prrsunann 
Preston 

Rieger 
Rittn 
Robbins 
RobillJon 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
Savrman 
sch& 
Schuler 
Suimmti 
Semmd 
Serafini 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Scyder, G. 
Staback 
Stain 
Stcighner 
Stish 
Striftmatter 
Stuban 
Tangreni 
Taylor. E. Z. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor, J. 
Telek 
Thomas 
Tiguc 
TreUo 
Trich 
Van Home 
Veon 
Vrwn 
Wambach 
wass 
weston 
Williams 
Wilson 
wogan 
Worniak 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, J. L. 
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NOT V O T I N G 4  

EXCUSED-10 

MCY Kuunic Raymond Yandrimits 
hvisa K m e y  Reber 
h P J e y  Kondtich Rcinard O'Domell, 
D*nsriek K&ki Richardson spaka 
Dder 

N A Y S 4  

I =wick 
Civera 

B u m  
Bush 
Caltaghone 
Cappabianca 
Cvlson 
Cam 
Cavlrv 

Colaiw Piwsky Snyder, D. W. 
Rudy Dininni W e  Wright, R. C. 

FCC Psad 

BILLS ON THIRD 
Dcwcge 

CONSIDERATION CONTINUED Danes 

Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, 1. H. 
Clym- 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affinna- 
tive and the bi passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurmce. 

The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 916, PN 
3un, entitled: 

Cnhm 
Cnlafella 
tole 
Ccrnell 
co* 
Cnwdl 
COY 
DCLUca 

An Act amending Title 42 (Judiciary and Judicial Procedure) 
of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, adding provisions 
relating to product liability and workplace safety actions; and 
making editorial changes. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the H o w  agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 

AMENDMENT A1102 RECONSIDERED 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Representative 
Cohen, who moves that the vote by which amendment 1102 to 
HB 916, PN  3207, was passed on the 3d day of April be recon- 
sidered. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-190 

Auwta 
Adolph 
AUm 
Awtadt 
ArsaU 
&ley 
Bsniao 
Bclardi 
Bdfanti 
Billow 
Bindin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaum 
Bormer 
BoWley 
Boy- 
Braadt 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Burd 

Distln 
Dombrwski 
Donatucci 
Dorr 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Farso 
Famer 
w e  
Flick 
Foster 
Fox 
Freeman 
FRind 
GaUen 
Gamble 
Cannon 
Gdst 
h r g c  
Gigliotti 

Kosinski 
Kukovich 
LaGrotta 
Lan~fry 
Laughlin 
L a  
Leh 
Lcwovitr 
Levdansky 
Limton 
Lloyd 
Lucyk 
M c W  
McHale 
McNaUy 
MCVmy 
Maine 
Markosek 
Marsicn 
Mayrmik 
Melio 

Riger 
Rinn 
Robbins 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
Saurman 
Scheecl 
Schvlcr 
Scrimenti 
Scmmel 
krafini 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stlin 
Staghnn 
Stish 

Gladsk Memy 
Oodshpll Michlovic 
Gruitra Mimnic 
~ P p o  Miller 
Hagsrty Mahlmpnn 
Haluska Mowery 
HarPr Mrkonic 

Murphy 
Haydm Nahill 
HnYa Nailor 
Heckla NOY~ 
Herman 0' Bricn 

O h  
Hmhcy HeSs Oliver 
Howlett Pcnel 
Hush- PNarca 
ltkin P*rone 
Jackson Phillips 
Jadlowis Piccola 
Jams PieUa 
Jarolio Pits 
Johnson P m a n n  
Josephs Preston 
Kaiser Raymond 
Kasunic R e k  
K m ~ e y  Reinard 
Kondrich Richardson 

NAYS-4 

NOT VOTING-1 

Svatmrtta 
Stuban 
T.ngrctti 
Taylor, E. 2. 
Taylor. F. 

* 
Taylor. J. 
Telck 
n o m ~ ~  
r w e  
T d 0  
Xch 
Van Home 
Veon 
Vroon 
Wsmbach 
wass 
Weston 
Williams 
Wilson 
wosan 
WOmiaL 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, 1. L. 
Yandrimits 

Colaiuo m g c r  Piwsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maialc Rudy Wright. R. C. 
Fee Pnci - 

The question was determined in the affiumative, and the 
motion was agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendments? 
The clerk read the following amendments No. A1 102: 

Amend BiU, page 1. by insating between lines 4 and 5 
The General Assemblv fm& that there is a need for leaislation 

to set forth certain rules governing product liability actions. The 
purpose of this legislation is to set forth clear rules so that manu- 
facturers and other suppliers of products are held responsible for 

I injuries caused by defective ~roducts and are enwurased to make 
improvements in product safety while recognizing that suppliers 
cannot be held responsible as insurers or guarantors of the abso- 
lute safety of theirproducts. 

Amend Bill, page 14, lines 10 through 30; pages I5 through 
20, lines 1 through 30; page 21. lines 1 through 19. by striking out 
all of said lines on said pages and inserting 

Section 3. Section 7102 of Title 42 is amended to read: 
5 7102. Comparative [negligence] responsibility. 

(a) General rule.-In all actions brought to rewver damages 
for [negligence resulting in] death or injury to person or property, 
the fact that contribut&y responsibility is attributed to the plain- 
tiff [may have been guilty of contributory negligence] shall not 
bar a recovery by the plaintiff or his legal representative where 
such [negligence] responsibility was not greater than the [causal 
negligence] responsibility of the defendant or defendants against 
whom recovery is sought, but any damages sustained by the 
plaintiff shall be diminished in proportion to the amount of beg- 
ligena] responsibility attributed to the plaintiff. W 

@) Recovery against joint defendant; contribution.-Where 
recovery is allowed against more than one defendant, each defm- 
dant shall be liable for that proportion of the total dollar amount 
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awarded as damages in the ratio of the amount of his [causal neg- 
ligence] responsibility to the amount of [causal negligence] 
responsibility attributed to all defendants against whom recovery 
is allowed. The plaintiff may recover the full amount of the 
allowed recovery from any defendant against whom the plaintiff 
is not barred from recovery. Any defendant who is so compelled 
to pay more than his percentage share may seek contribution. 

(c) Downhill skiing.- 
(1) The General Assembly fmds that the soort of down- 

hill skiing is practiced by a large number of htirens of this 
Commonwealth and also attracts to this Commonwealth larae 
numbers of nonresidents significantly contributing to t i e  
economy of this Commonwealth. It is recognized that as in 
some other sports, there are inherent risks in the sport of 
downhill skiing. 

(2) The doctrine of voluntary assumption of risk as it 
applies to downhill skiing injuries and damages is not modi- 
fied by subsections (a) and @). 

.. .. - 
words and phrases shall have the meanings given io them in thi3 

the Limiting principles set fonh herein and to make those limiting 
principles applicable to all oroduct liability actions. irres~ective 
of the-legal iheory or statution which the product l&bilit;action 
is based. Except insofar as this subchapter sets forth a defense, 
burden of proof or other limitation on liability, it shall not be 
construed to limit the theories upon which liability may be based 

~ ~ 

or to impose burdens of proof or other obligations upon plain- 
tiffs in addition to those imposed under otherwise applicable law. 
8 8373. Definitions. 

The following words and phrases when used in this suhchap- 
ter shall have the meanings given to them in this section unless the 
context clearly indicates othnwise: 

"Defendant." Includes impleaded defendants. 
"Harm." Death or injury to person or property. 
"Plaintiff." Includes counterclaimants and cross-clairn- 

ants. 
"Product liability action." Any action or claim against a 

supplier for recovery of damages for harm alleged to have been 
caked by a product (includingany action or cl&n for contribu- 
tion or indemnity), including, but not limited to, actions or 
claims based on strict liability in tort, negligence, breach of war- 
ranty or misrepresentation. 

"Supplier." A person who manufactures, sells or otherwise 
supplies a product and is engaged in the business of supplying 

= = 
"Responsrbllrty." Neghgence. and in a product habllrty dadgerouhor rts Intended use as a result of: 

action subject to Subchapter G of Chapter 83 (relating to product (I) a material dev~atron of the product from the destgn 
liability actions) also means the responsibrhty of a supplier under formulae or performance standards of its man- 

subsection: 
"Defendant or defendants against whom recovery is 

sought." Includes impleaded defendants. 
"Plaintiff." Includes counterclaimants and cross-daim- 

ants. 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

such a product. 
5 8374. Basic limitations on liability of suppliers. 

(a) General rule.-In a product liability action, a supplier of 
aproduct shall not be liable if the plaintiff does not prove that the 
oroduct was suonlied bv that suo~lier in a defective condition 

subchapter to read: 
CHAPTER 83 

PARTICULAR RIGHTS AND IMMUNITIES * * *  

.heon& of liabiity other than negligence, inXdiGtr ic t  Liability 
m tort, breach of express or implied warranty, or any other 
theory. 

Section 4. Chapter 83 of Title 42 is amended by adding a 

SUBCHAPTER G 
PRODUCT LIABILITY AND WORKPLACE SAFETY 

ufacturer or from otherwise identical units manufactured to 
the same specifications, formulae or standards; 

(2) the design of the product; 
(3) the failure of the supplier to provide adequate 

Sec. 
8371. Short title of subchapter. 
8372. Scope of subchapter. 
8373. Defdtions. 
8374. Basic limitations on the liability of suppliers. 
8375. Product design. 
8376. Warnings or instructions about products. 
8377. Alteration or modification of products. 
8378. Product misuse. 
8379. Admissibility of evidence of adherence to government or 

industry standards. 
8380. Inadmissibilitv of evidence of subseauent imorovements 

or measures. 
8381. Limitation on liability for punitive damages for harm 

caused by products regulated by the ~ e d &  Food and 
Drug Administration. 

1 warning or instruction about the pkoduct; or  
(4) the failure of the product to conform to an express 

1 factual reoresentation which was made bv that suoolier about 
that prodkt and on which there was reasonable reknce. 
@) Additional basic Limitation applicable to nonmanufac- 

nuing suppliers.- 
(I) Except as provided in paragraph (2), a supplier of a 

product who did not manufacture the product in whole or in 
part shall be liable in a oroduct liabilitv action onlv if the 
plaintiff proves one or more of the following in addition to 
other elements reauired bv this subcha~ter or otherwise a ~ ~ l i -  . - 
cable law for imposition df liability onihat supplier: 

(i) The supplier exercised substantial control over 
the design, testing, packaging or labeling of or the pro- 
viding of warning or instruction about that aspect of the 
product which caused the harm for which recovery of 
damages is sought. 

(ii) The supplier altered or modified the product, 
and that alteration or modification was a substantial 
factor in causing the harm for which recovery of damages 
is sought. 

(iii) The suo~lier had. at the time that suoolier s u p  

8383. Employers' liability for intentional ham. 
§ 8371. Short title of subchapter. 

This subchapter shall be known and may be cited as the 
'roduct Liability Act. 

6 8372. SWW of Subchaoter. 

8382. ~ r e s k p t i o n  and standard of proof as to the existence of I 
defect aftw expiration of I S  years. 

This subcLpter does nor and is not intended to xr fonh all of 
the proof rcquired or all of the defenses available in oroduct lia- 

plied'the product; h u a l  knowledge of the p r i i c t  defffl 
which caused the harm for which recovw of damages is 

bili& actions-. It is intended only to codify, clarify &d establish 

- 
sought. 

(iv) The supplier made an express factual represen- 
tation about that aspect of the product which caused the 
harm for which recovery of damages is sought. 
(2) Paragraph (I) shall not apply if: 

(i) valid in personam jurisdiction cannot be 
obtained in this Commonwealth over either a manufac- 
turer of the product or any other supplier dsmibed in 
paragraph (I)(i) through (iv); or 
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5 8380. Inadmissibility of evidence of subsequent improve- For purposes of this section, an employer intentionally c a m  
ments or measures. I iniuw to an em~lovee onlv if: 

When, after a supplier has supplied a product alleged to have 
caused ham, improvements are made or measures are taken with 
rapeft to that product or any similar product which, if made or 
mken previously, would have made the harm less likely to occur, 

ble regulations, including packaging i d  labeling reguliiions. 
This limitation on liability for punitive damages shall not apply if On the question recurring, 

the plaintiff proves that the product manufacturer intentionally the agree to the anendments? 

. . 
(I) th; &ploye; acts with the specific purpose to cause 

serious injury or death to an employee; or 
(2) the employer directs or assigns an employee to work 

under a swif ic  unsafe workinn condition des~ite the 
evidence of those subsequent improvements or measures is not 
admissible against the supplier in a product liability action to 
prove that the product was defective. Evidence of subsequent 
improvements or measures may be admitted when offered for the 
purpose of impeachment. 
Q 8381. Limitation on liability for punitive damages for harm 

caused by products regulated by the Federal Food 
and Drug Administration. 

Punitive damages shall not be awarded in a product liability 
action if a drug or device or food or food additive which caused 
the harm for which recovery of damages is sought was subject to 
premarket approval or licensure by the Federal Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) under the Federal Food. Drug, and Cos- 
m d c  Act (52 Stat. 1040, 21 U.S.C. 5 301 et seq.) or the Public 
Health M c e  Act (58 Stat. 682.42 U.S.C. 5 201 et seq.) and was 
approved or licensed; or is generally recognized as safe and effec- 
tive pursuant to conditions established by the FDA and a ~ ~ l i m  

employer's-actual knowledge that the specific w~hit ion is 
substantially certain to cause serious injury or death to the 
employee. 
(b) Damages.-In cases in which liability of an employer is 

alleged under the standards for loss of immunity set forth in this 
section punitive damages shall not be awarded, and any wmpen- 
satory damages shall be reduced by the amount of benefits paid 
by the employer pursuant to The Pennsylvania Workmen's Com- 
pensation Act. 

Section 5. Sections 3 and 4 of this act shall apply to any 
action wmmenfed on or after theeffective date of this act. 

Amend Sec. 5, page 21, line 20, by striking out "5" and 
inserting 

6 
Amend Sec. 6, page 21, line 25, by striking out "6" and 

insrrting 
7 

withheld or misrepresented information required to be submitted 
under the regulations of the FDA, which information was mate- 
rial and relevant to the harm for which recovery of damages is 
sought. F~~ the purposes of this =don, the terms sL&,,gs,,, 
"devices," "food" and "food additive" shall have the meanings 

fie sPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Coy, 
Mr. COY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, the amendment before us now on the product 

liability b i  is the amendment which was before us yesterday. 
given in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 
5 8382. Presumption and standard of proof as to the existence 

of defect after expiration of 15 years. 
(a) General rule.-Except as provided in subsection @), in 

any product liability action against a supplier for harm alleged to 
have been caused by the use or consumption of a product after 

@) Geptions.- I arguments, I think, made on both sides of the issue, but I am 

The amendment passed yesterday. Nothing has changed. 
M ~ .  speaker, the of the members of this H ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  I 

feel, saw the wisdom and the commonsense approach to this 
amendment, and I ask that those same members and perhaps 
a few more join us in passing this amendment. There are other 

the expiration of that supplier's period~of repose applicable to 
that product. there shall be a rebuttable presumption that the 
product was not in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous 
for its intended use at the time that supplier supplied the product. 
A "supplier's period of reposew shall mean the ~er iod ending IS 
years after that supplier supplied for use or consumption the 
product alleged to have caused the harm for which recovery of 
damages is sought or, if that supplier did not supply the product 
for use or consumption, the period ending 15 years after the 

was supplied for use or consumption by a subse- 
quent supplier. 

amendments here to be considered. Let us get on with the 
business of the day, L~~ us our position on this 
amendment and get on with the business of the day. 

'1 ask for an affirmative vote. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Kukovich. 
Mr. KUKOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
1 had not intended to speak to this  amendment-^ did not 

yesterday-but after listening to the debate and spending 
some time thinking about this, and there were a lot of good 

(1) This section shall not apply to a product liability 
action if harm caused by the product did not manifest itself or 
could not reasonably have been diwvered at or immediately 
following the time at which the product was used or con- 
sumed. 

afraid that it is too easy with this type of complicated issue to 
get lost in the legal what it really comes down to is a 
philosophical question, and that is what we have to decide 
here today. 

(2) If a supplier makes an express warranty about a 
product and the express warranty explicitly refers to a time 
beyond that supplier's period of repose for that product, this 
section shall not apply to an action for breach of that express 
warranty to the extent that the express warranty explicitly 
extends beyond that supplier's period of repose. 
(c) No extension of limitations.-This section shall not 

extend the period within which any civil action or proceeding may 

I be lost if the employer intentionally causes in&ry to an employee. 

In this whole area, for over half a century there has been a 
very fine line between allowing business and industry to 
govern itself and the inherent responsibility of government, be . n regulatory bodies or any other type of government entity, to 
protect working people and consumers. And regardless of 
what amendments might or might not follow this, this is really 
the crucial vote. This is the vote on which we will all be - ~ 

be commenced under any provision of law. 
5 8383. Employers' liability for intentional harm. 

(a) General rule.-The immunity from suit against the 
employer under the act of June 2, 1915 (p.~.736, ~ ~ . 3 3 8 ) ,  
known as The Pennsylvania Workmen's Comwnsation Act. shall 

judged. I am convinced that a "yes" on this amendment 
crosses over that fine line and sends a clear signal that this leg- . lslature is not willing to meet its responsibility to a vast major- 
ity of our constituents - a group of constituents that do not 
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have a lobbying group, that do not give campaign contribu- 
tions, and that cannot be outside our chamber today. 

Now, the tort system that has been under attack, histori- 
cally, especially in light of what has happened the last decade 
with deregulation, is the only mechanism left in this State to 
protect consumers. It is the only existing deterrent to keep 
unsafe products out of the marketplace. That is one of our 
jobs, to protect consumers, and there are numerous valid ben- 
efits for holding companies strictly liable for safety flaws. Vir- 
tually every product we can think of that bas been in the head- 
lines, from the Dalkon Shield to the Ford Pinto to a laundry 
list of these products, was taken off the market not because of 
laws, not because of government regulation, but because of 
tort liability lawsuits. Lives have been saved because of it. 

Yesterday we heard consumer advocates from Washington 
called terrorists. Well, that is strong language, but my view of 
a terrorist is somebody who takes life, and I think what we 
can be doing, without being overly hyperbolic, is turning over 
to various manufacturers who have taken life in the past and 
will take life again from our constituents if we do not stand up 
and vote "no" on this amendment. 

I also question, the entire time that we debated this yester- 
day, there was not one argument made about the need for this 
legislation. There was no proof offered, based on statistics or 
even anecdotal stories, as to whether there was a need to 
change this law, whether there was a crisis. Some of our col- 
leagues ran through, again, a long litany of statistics as to why 
it was not the case. There was never an argument on the other 
side in support of this amendment as to where the need was. 
Never was that proved. 

The results of changing the statute of repose, the results of 
changing comparative responsibility, and eight other sections 
in this bill is this, and 10 years ago some of you were not here 
when we debated this then. The argument that I and some 
others made was that we were going to deny innocent injured 
people their day in court. Well, I will give this to the advocates 
of the Coy amendment: We cannot make that argument 
anymore. This amendment has been very craftily drafted so 
we cannot make that argument. What we can make, though, 
is that even though those innocent injured people will still get 
the opportunity to have their day in court, taking all these 
other aspects into consideration, they cannot win; they cannot 
recover. That aspect of providing a deterrent so we will have 
safe products created is being stripped away. 

Now, I am not saying that tort law might not need some 
change. As a matter of fact, the history of tort law has been a 
gradual change over the last 50 years. As society changes, as 
technology changes, tort law needs to be changed. But to 
comein with legislation like this which is drastic, which would 
strip away protections, is a mistake. And 1 would have a hard 
time- And I strongly oppose this amendment because I am 
worried about I guess what we could call our individual moral 
responsibility to our constituents, and I cannot in good faith 
go back home after something like this might become law and 
defend to any of my constituents who might be seriously 
injured, who might become ill, who might die, and again, 

without showing in this record in this Legislative Journal why 
we did it, I cannot defend that. I do not want to come back 
here next year or 5 years from now or know 10 years from 
now that my constituents were injured because we took an 
action to remove that deterrent from the law and unsafe prod- 
ucts were put into the market. That is what history hears out, 
and that is what I submit to you would happen if this law goes 
in in the way it is formed in this amendment. 

I think if we vote this down and pass HB 916 as it came out 
of committee, we are going to send a signal that is positive to 
consumers and businesses and say to consumers, we think you 
should remain safe, and say to businesses, we think you 
should make safe products. And let us face it, businesses gain 
by that. If businesses make safe products, there are fewer 
insurance claims; they will have lower costs; tbey have more 
sales: and in the long run, greater profits. That is the signal we 
need to send, and we can send that signal by voting "no" on 
the Coy amendment. If we do that, long after all these lobby- 
ists who have been in here from out of State representing the 
tobacco interests and the toxic waste interests and the chemi- 
cal interests, they are going to be gone. Win, lose, or draw, 
they are gone. We have to live and our constituents have to 
live with the effects of what tbey have wrought. 

I would suggest to you that we can help business, we can 
help consumers, and we can do the right thing by voting "no" 
on the Coy amendment and getting on with HB 916. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 

WELCOME 

The SPEAKER. The Chair welcomes Margaret Layland, 
Jane Leininger, May Bernard. Helen Romig, and Betty 
S t ~ n k ,  who are the guests of Representative Gallen. They are 
located to the left of the Speaker. Will the guests please rise. 

I CONSIDERATION OF HB 916 CONTINUED 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. McHale. 
Mr. McHALE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, yesterday, through the passage of amendment 

1102, we in the House of Representatives showed a substantial 
disregard for the working men and women of Pennsylvania by 
displaying a callousness that I think borders on the incredible 
with regard to workplace safety. 

Mr. Speaker, there is a great deal in this legislation that is 
legally and economically complex. There is a lot of terminol- 
ogy in this bill that frankly is not well understood even by 
those of us who went to law school. 

When someone hears "statute of repose," the meaning of 
that phrase is not readily clear. When someone is attempting 
to make a judgment of "comparative negligence" versus 
"strict liability," sometimes that interpretation of terminol- 
ogy is difficult to accomplish. 

I voted against this amendment yesterday because of w 
section 8383, and unlike some other sections of this bi, 
section 8383 is chilling in its simplicity. 
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I heard rhetoric yesterday from some who are on my side of 
the issue with which I disagree. I frankly think that some of 
the commmts that were presented to this House by Mr. Nader 
were improper in tone if not in content. 

I am not going to give an inflammatory speech today. I am 
simply going to ask the members to pause for a moment on an 
important issue. Turn to page 7 of the amendment and look at 
section 8383. i 

One of the members on the other side of the aisle came to 
me a moment ago and said, Paul, would you explain a little 
bit about workmen's compensation and draw a distinction 
between punitive damages and compensatory damages, 
hecause frankly, this member said, those concepts are not nec- 
essarily clear to the members of this body. It really is not very 
complicated. 

Decades ago we adopted a workmen's compensation 
system. We said that if you are hurt at the workplace and your 
injury was the result of an accident, you would collect under 
the workmen's compensation system. You would be guaran- 
teed insurance coverage in exchange for giving up your right 
to sue. No lawsuit, but a guarantee of at least reasonable cov- 
erage through the workmen's comp system. 

For decades it was believed to be the law in Pennsylvania 
that where the injury was not the result of an accident but 
rather the result of intentional misconduct on the part of the 
employer, that that was an exception to  the exclusivity provi- 
sion of the workmen's comp statute; that in short, if your 
employer hurt you on purpose and not by accident, you could 
still sue. 

In 1987, decades of case law was rejected by our Supreme 
Court when a decision was made in Poyser v. Neuman 
Company, and in that case-and I would ask the members' 
attention on this, hecause I think it is critically important to 
every working man and woman in Pennsylvania-in that case 
the Supreme Court said, whether the injury is accidental or 
intmtional, you are limited to a workmen's compensation 
claim. So in short, if you are hurt on the job, you may not 
sue. Workmen's comp is your only available remedy. And 
that brings us to section 8383 as it appears in this amendment. 

There are two parts to this amendment. The first part is 
pretty good; the second part is horrendous. In subsection 
(a)-and I ask you to read it with me; it really is not 
complex-in subsection (a) we partially override the Supreme 
Court's decision in Poyser. We say that contrary to the deci- 
sion in Poyser, if one of our constituents who is an employee 
is injured when an employer acts with the specific purpose to 
cause serious injury or death or where that employer directs or 
assigns an employee to work under a specific unsafe working 
condition despite the employer's actual knowledge that the 
specific condition is substantially certain to cause serious 
injury or death, that employee once again will be allowed to 
seek redress in the courts. 

Who can disagree with that? If an employee is intentionally 
hurt by an employer who consciously creates an unsafe 
working condition or consciously tries to injure or kill that 
employee, surely that employee should have the right to sue. 
Subsection (a) is a step in the right direction. 

But the advance of subsection (a) is more than negated by 
the coldblwdedness of subsection 0). Subsection @) says 
that when an employer acts as irresponsibly and outrageously 
as described in the previous section, that injured employee 
may not collect punitive damages. Now, what that means in 
the real world of a courtroom is this: If an employee is hurt, 
he may sue for compensatory damages. But what deterrent is 
there for the employer to avoid this kind of misconduct when 
the profit from removing those safety shields is greater than 
the likely compensatory damages if an employee has several 
fingers severed? What deterrent is there if the bottom line is 
that it is more profitable to risk the compensatory damages 
than to place those safety shields on the machinery where they 
belong? The simple fact is, bringing a lawsuit for compensa- 
tory damages may not make economic sense. 

Let me capture the issue for you, if I may, in just a few 
words. This amendment only deals with a situation where the 
employer has consciously and intentionally tried to hurt or kill 
an employee. When you have that kmd of thug, why should 
we, under the law, give him protection? When you have a 
choice to make, as you will in a few moments, to stand either 
at the side of an employer who has consciously tried to kill his 
employee, or in the alternative, the opportunity to stand by 
the side of that injured employee in seeking reasonable com- 
pensation in the courts, whose side do you want to take? For 
the life of me I cannot understand why we in subparagraph (b) 
would want to give any level of legal protection to an 
employer who is engaged in the kind of outrageous conduct 
described in subparagraph (a). That is the choice that we have 
to make. 

I urge the members of the House not simply to take my 
word for it. Read section 8383. We have no reason to protect 
employers, those very few employers, who would engage in 
the kind of conduct described in the fust paragraph. 

Let me close with this: Subsection @) protects an employer 
who acts with the specific purpose to cause serious injury or 
death. I am not going to stand by that person's side. If given 
the choice, I am going to stand by the side of the injured 
employee who simply seeks justice in the courts when he or 
she has been intentionally hurt by an employer. 

If this employer were a thug on the streets, we would not 
protect him. Just because there is an employer-employee rela- 
tionship, there is no reason to give him statutory relief. 
Someone who engages in that kind of misconduct deserves 
punitive damages. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Daley. 
Mr. DALEY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I am not an expert in strict liability; however, I think most 

of us are getting a very quick education in that particular 
aspect of the law. But I would like to boil this issue down 
from possibly sugar to syrup. Some people say that hard cases 
make bad law, and I say that hard legislation also makes bad 
law. 

Yesterday we had discussion talking about the business 
community and the unions and we as legislators and so forth, 
but we ought to boil the issue down to the common person - 
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the common man, the common woman. It goes right down to 
the very issue of people. 

Representative Kukovich is absolutely right that the policy 
of strict liability did not happen overnight; it happened by 
case after case after case enforced throughout this country, 
years of case law to fashion, and the public needed to be pro- 
tated from various abuses. Those abuses did not happen 
overnight; they happened in different situations and different 
cases, years that people were maimed, kffled, hurt -children, 
our friends, our relatives. And certain unscrupulous people 
were in a position to gain a buck in the process, and they were 
not tntly w a r n e d  about you and me and our friends and 
neighbors. When we leave this House as citizens of this Com- 
monwealth and after we are no longer in the positions that we 
hold, we still will be citizens of this Commonwealth with our 
friends and neighbors. 

What we have, the situation here, is David and Goliath. 
David is the public, and Goliath, of course, is the companies 
that can afford those types of attorneys and those types of 
legal interests that can protect their interests. David is our 
friends and our neighbors trying to get a fair fight. How often 
when we were children we walked down the street and we saw 
four or five people standing there wanting to fight us and we 
knew we were outnumbered, sort of like a gang f&t. What 
we have here is we are sending our citizens into a situation 
where it is a gang fight. It is one person with his meager fman- 
cia1 background or meager fmancial wherewithal to fight the 
companies, and we know, just like David and Goliath, that 
individual is going to be defeated. 

What this does, strict liabiility, it gives David the rock. 
Comparative negligence or comparative risk or whatever you 
want to call it is really the same thing. Some say that is the 
answer for fairness; that provides the balance test. But prior 
to strict liability, comparative negligence proved to be unfair. 
It did not work. That is why we have strict liability. Where 
would we be if we had comparative negligence in the Pinto 
fiasco with Ford Motor Company? And many of us that have 
young children remember our children being placed in cribs 
that were unsafe. Where would our families be and our 
friends be if we would have had to depend on comparative 
n@gence in that type of situation? 

Madison Avenue has people believing that if you buy a 
product, if you buy a Ford or a Chew or a Pontiac or what- 
ever it may be, it is going to be safe; if you buy certain candy 
bars or you buy Heinz baby food, that there is no glass in that 
BeechNut baby food. But we fmd out that this happens, and 
people need to be protected. 

Comparative negligence simply does not work. We now 
have the opportunity to turn the clock back or to stay where 
we are in the legal system and move ahead. 1 say let us defeat 
thecoy amendment. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Broujos. 
Mr. BROUJOS. Mr. Speaker, there have been references in 

the remarks made to this point of there being no need and no 
discussion of need. There was very clear discussion yesterday 
of the question of need, and that is the need for predictability 
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in the law and the need to bring all of the cases together in 
statute. You need evidence, by a statement even by an oppo- 
nent of the amendment, that a Judge Wieand said that it is up 
to the General Assembly to take action. So the variety of 
c;tses, the variety of law requires statutory determination, and 
this amendment does it. 

I regret that my friend, Representative McHale, referred 
oqly to the Nader remarks as "improper in tone." They were 
not improper in tone; they were gross misrepresentations of 
what in fact this act states. This amendment very clearly, as 
R~presentative Heckler indicated, states that the evidence 
regarding Federal and State standards is merely admissible in 
evidence, and that is not an immunity; that is not a denial of 
an action. It is admissible, and it is for consideration of the 
jury. 

The whole question of negligence was discussed yesterday 
and even at this point is being discussed. The question of neg- 
ligence is a very broad and open and relatively confused area. 
There is now contributory negligence in strict liability casa in 
Pennsylvania. There is a case today that simply says that if 
there is fault on the part of the plaintiff, then he may not nec- 
essarily recover on strict liability for product misdesign. Con- 
sequently, this variety of negligence in many areas, whether 
you call it by any other name, is still negligence. It is assump- 
tion of the risk; it is product misuse; or it is contributory neg- 
ligence or it is contributory responsibility. There still is this 
concept in law today. 

And we have to realize that one of the things that is accom- 
plished by this bffl is in fact to permit the recovery where it is w 
denied by contributory negligence. If in fact there is contrib- 
utory negligence under the old concept of law, that completely 
defeats a claim. Comparative negligence does not defeat the 
claim. It pennits the claim, although it may reduce the claim. 
Those that would argue that they do not want comparative 
negligence and insist that contributory negligence not be a 
defense are facing Pennsylvania law that says it is a defense, 
and if it is a defense, it defeats your claim completely. So 
those who are against the Coy-Heckler amendment that claim 
to be acting in humane motivation are in fact denying to a 
claimant the recovery if you use the presently existing contrib- 
utory negligence law. 

Now, let us look at the question raised on the employer's 
liability. Employer's liabiility for intentional actions does not 
exist now, and this biU permits it, even though it restricts it. 
And if it restricts it, it is restricted in a manner in which you 
are not defeated in the claim as you presently are now. So in 
fact, those who, again, claim to be working for the plaintiff 
and supporting the claimant's right to bring an action are in 
effect defeating that right if they want defeat of the 
employer's liability for intentional harm. 

Now, on the question of punitive damages, what I think the 
advocates against this provision are saying is that, weU, com- 
pensatory damages may be relatively small, and if they are 
small, then the plaintiff should be entitled to punitive w 
damages. Well, compensatory damages are not necessarily 
small because you may have pain and suffering, inconve- 



nience, and a number of other areas of damages other thar 
out-of-pocket expenses. 

So compensatory damages still exist. In fact, they arc 
created by this section 8383. The only thing that is elirninatec 
is the punitive damages. There is again a trend in law to gener 
ally eliminate punitive damages, and this movement is r 
proper movement, because punitive damages have gone f a  
beyond merely punishment to  a size and degree that it is ir 
effect punishing all of society and not just the wrongdoer. 

I would ask for support of the Coy-Heckler amendment a! 
an effort to solidify the law, to make it clearer, and to strike a 
balance in the existing law. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cohen. 
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Speaker, in Monday's Wall Street 

Journal there was a big ad taking up most of the page entitled 
"The Safest Investment You Can Buy," and the safest invest. 
ment you could buy, according to  this ad in Monday's Wall 
Street Journal, was the Cadillac. The reason a Cadiiac was 
the safest investment you could buy is because the Cadillac 
had endless safety features, all of which were enumerated in 
loving detail. So all the corporate executives, when they are 
looking for a new car this year or next year, would know that 
at least as far as General Motors is concerned, Cadiilacs are 
very, very safe cars to drive, and there is very little danger of 
getting into an accident with the Cadillac because they have all 
sorts of safety protections far in excess of the mandated 
Federal safety protections. 

Business executives are obviously concerned about their 
own personal health. If they were not concerned, if there were 
no market surveys showing business executives were con- 
cerned about their own health, then General Motors would 
not be spending tens of thousands of dollars to run that kind 
of ad. Unfortunately, business executives are not always as 
concerned about the health of the workers in the workplace. 
There are huge numbers of accidents in the workplace every 
day, and the amount of damages that people could get from 
the accidents is often very small in terms of the needs that the 
people who are in the accidents face. 

We know who the people are who favor this amendment. 
They have been here lobbying. We know who some of the 
organized groups are against the amendment, such as the 
AFL-CIO, the Sierra Club, the Bum Foundation, the AARP 
(American Association of Retired Persons), the Pennsylvania 
Council of Senior Citizens, the Pennsylvania Farmers Union, 
two groups of victims - Dalkon Shield victims and DES 
(diethylstilbestrol) action victims. But the real victims of this 
legislation are not going to be people who are part of these 
existing groups. The real victims are not going to be part of 
groups of injured victims who are already injured. The real 
victims are going to be people who are injured sometime in the 
future. And we today, because of our warm feelings of respect 
for a colleague or for some lobbyist or for some businessman 
Sack home, might feel that we want to vote for this legisla- 
tion, and we will do it, and whomever we are trying to please 
will thank us graciously, and then 5, 10, IS years from now 
people we know and people we care about are going to be suf- 
fering from this legislation. 

We have to realize that this legislation is going to really hurt 
real people with real problems. A lot of these standards, and I 
know there is a great deal of sincerity on the part of the advo- 
cates of this legislation, but a lot of these standards create 
very difficult burdens for people to meet. They have to prove 
actual knowledge that there is an unsafe condition on behalf 
of whoever has caused that condition. They have to prove 
intention to injure them specifically. Those are standards that 
are very, very tough for somebody to meet in a court of law. 

I would strenuously urge everybody who voted against this 
amendment yesterday to continue voting against this amend- 
ment. I would urge at least some of the people who voted for 
this amendment to see if it would not he possible to reconsider 
that vote. 

The stakes are not going to be very obvious immediately but 
they will be very obvious over the long term, and people we 
know and people we care about are going to  suffer if this 
amendment passes. They will suffer in two ways. Fis t  will be 
the victims who otherwise would have been victims. They will 
be able to get less money. And the second group is probably 
the larger group. That is the people who right now under our 
current law would not be victims at all, because very cost-con- 
scious managers would not allow equipment to be unsafe. 
They would worry about the huge cost of liability, and now. 
as a result of our legislation, they will get the message that 
they should not be getting. They will get the message that it is 
okay, that $1,000 here or $10,000 there is money that is not 
worth spending because there is no cost to them if somebody 
sues and gets injured. 

Yesterday we passed legislation saying that corporations are 
responsible to more than their stockholders. That is true, but 
corporations are primarily, whatever legislation we pass to the 
contrary, responsible to their stockholders, and they have to 
justify why they are making expenditures, and expenditures 
on product safety, when there is no chance for anybody to 
successfully sue for violations of product safety, would be 
considered in the opinion of many corporate executives to be 
total waste, and because many corporate executives and many 
shareholders would say that those expenditures are total 
waste, there are going to be more accidents. That is what the 
AFL-CIO is concerned about. That is what many unions, that 
is what many grassroots activists are concerned about, that 
there will be far less safe products in the future. 

This legislation does not guarantee a reduction in rates. 
When we passed the insurance reform act a short time ago, we 
passed guaranteed rate reductions. We had a 10-percent 
minimum rate reduction if the coverage would stay the same. 
We had a 22-percent rate reduction if the person would reduce 
his right to sue. This legislation contains no rate reductions at 
all. This legislation does not really guarantee anything to the 
business community in terms of rate reductions. It does guar- 
antee suffering to a lot of people whose names we do not 
know but whose names we will find out if this legislation 
passes. 

I urge the defeat of this amendment. 
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The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Morris. 
Mr. MORRIS. Thank you. 
Mr. Speaker, I voted yesterday for the Coy-Heckler amend- 

ment. I am going to do it today. But I have serious reserva- 
tions, just as Mr. McHale, concerning the workplace safety 
part of the amendment which comes right at the end, seaion 
8383. 

Now, before you knock out this whole amendment, if that 
section worries you, there are at least three other amend- 
ments, 1 think perhaps four, which will be offered no doubt if 
the Coy-Heckler amendment is passed, and those amend- 
ments take care of that problem. I ask you to look at them. 
Messrs. Veon, Thomas, and Reher all have amendments of 
that kind. 

The Coy-Heckler amendment, except for that one provi- 
sion, I think is highly satisfactory and will be helpful in regard 
to changing our tort law where the pendulum has swung too 
far in favor of the plaintiff. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mrs. Durham. 
Mrs. DURHAM. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I know that all of you are very familiar with 

the situation with the Ford Pinto, that when it was involved in 
an accident, the fuel tank would explode and the fue would be 
encapsuled inside the car and the victims would be burnt. But 
I think you are not familiar with an internal memo from Ford. 
I am bringing this up because in section 8375 it says that it is a 
defense to a product liability case if the manufacturer takes 
into consideration such factors as the substantiality of its wst  
and its potential for causing harm. Well, if Coy-Heckler were 
the law when those people brought those cases, they would 
have been precluded, because Ford decided that about 180 
pmple would be burnt; they would probably have to spend 
about $49 million in costs; and the cost to fvc the problem, a 
guard placed between the hatchback and the tank, which 
would cost $11 - $11 per car - was too expensive. So the engi- 
neers at Ford decided that it was more cost effective to let 
people be burnt and killed than to put the safety feature in the 
car. That is just one of the bad features of the Coy-Heckler 
amendment. 

Are people going to  be allowed to sue under Coy-Heckler? 
Yes. But are they going to be able to recover? No. What the 
Coy-Heckler amendment does is insure that an innocent 
victim will not be allowed to recover, because we all know that 
it costs more to make a safer product, and Coy-Heckler states 
in black and white that if cost is a problem, you do not have to 
make the product safer. 

On behalf of the burn victims from the Ford Pinto, I urge 
you to vote against Coy-Heckler. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Chadwick. 
Mr. CHADWICK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
You know, I am at a loss to understand why we are revisit- 

ing Coy-Heckler today. Over the last several months we have 
been bombarded with information from both sides about 
what is contained in this amendment. Lobbyists from both 
sides have been in our offices. In fact, you cannot get away 
from them. Yesterday we debated this amendment ad 

nauseam. By the time we voted it-I looked around the 
room-there were people dozing; nobody was even paying 
attention to  the speakers anymore. We had all made up our 
minds. There is only one reason that we are revisiting this 4 
amendment today: that is to give the powerful special interests 
who lost one more chance to change a few minds; one more 
chance to take a few members out to  dinner; one more chance 
to buy a few drinks, whisper their undying friendship into o w  
ears. 

The fact of the matter is, Mr. Speaker, Coy-Heckler was a 
good idea yesterday; it is a good idea today. Not one word of 
it has changed, and we should pass it again today. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Blaum. 
Mr. BLAUM. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I am glad that we are revisiting the Coy 

amendment today, and I think the longer this amendment 
hangs around this House, the worse it begins to smell. 

I t h i i  one problem that we have to realize, one problem we 
have to realize and to a businessman whom I was talking to 
today, is that nothing in this bill reduces the premiums that 
businesses have to pay for product liability insurance. As I 
said yesterday, we guaranteed that with the tort reform mea- 
sures we made in the auto insurance law. We made sure that in 
exchange for that tradeoff, we got a 10- or 20-percent reduc- 
tion in premiums. We have not gotten any of those agree- 
ments from the insurance industry in Pennsylvania with 
regard to  product liability. 

For that reason and in addition to the rest of the problems w 
with this Coy-Heckler amendment, but especially the fact that 
we have not guaranteed any reduction in premiums, I think 
we should vote this amendment down. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Gannon. 
Mr. GANNON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker. I have listened to the debate on this bill for 

the past 2 days, principally because I lost my voice. I know 
many were happy to hear about that. But I have to wn- 
gratulate the proponents of this legislation-and I do not 
mean Mr. Coy or Mr. Heckler; I mean the fellows out there in 
the lobby, the big-money guys-because they have accom- 
plished something here, and I think that was their aim when 
this bill was going to be debated by the General Assembly. 
They have taken something out of the General Assembly, and 
they had to take that out in order for this amendment to  pass, 
and what they had to take out was compassion. They have 
taken all compassion out of the debate on this issue, and that 
was indicated by one of the remarks that was made earlier by 
one of the members when he said, my gosh, nobody was 
paying attention; everybody had made up their mind; we have 
been inundated with information. That is true; we have, and I 
think the objective there was to take the compassion out. 

We are talking about numbers. When Representative 
Durham pointed out the Pinto issue, if you read that memo 
and what was being said there, there was no compassion. It w 
simply said that it was cheaper to make a car that was not 
safe. We could pay those burn victims, and we would end up 
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technically feasible, that is a stupid thing to do, that we the question recurring, 
cannot have a zero-risk society. By the same token, if you got 

Will the House agree to the amendments? 
n $15,000 automobile and by swnding another $25, you can 

with a plus on the balance sheet. The wmpassionate thing was 
to make a safer car, but it cost Ford a little more money to do 
that. It was cheaper to pay the burn victims. What does Coy- 
Heckler do? It even adds more protection. They do not have 
to worry about doing a memo like this. They do not have to 
concern themselves with cost benefit because there is no neces- 
sity. They have got the immunity of the Coy-Heckler amend- 
ment. 

So I think where we have to look, Mr. Speaker, is behind 
the numbers. They say Sm.000 per death - $200,000 per 
death. What we are talking about is a person - somebody who 
had a family and maybe children, somebody whose life was 
snuffed out in an automobie accident because Ford felt it was 
cheaper to make an unsafe car. We are talking about 667,000 
per injury - $67.000. We will pay that, but they are not talking 
about the person who has to lie in that hospital rig who has 
burns over 70 to 80 percent of his body, one of the most 
painful injuries that you can experience; they are not talking 
about the medical b i s ;  they are not talking about how that is 
going to impact on the family. What they have successfully 
done, Mr. Speaker, is taken the compassion out of the 
General Assembly, and I think if we put the compassion in for 
a moment, every one of us will vote against the Coy-Heckler 
amendment. 

I urge a "no" vote. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Lloyd. 
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaks, those of us who are supporting this amend- 

ment made a conscious decision not to try to belabor the point 
during the debate yesterday and today. We did that because 
we really did believe that most people had discussed this issue 
thoroughly and had probably heard a lot more about it than 
they ever wanted to hear. Unfortunately, the effect of that 
decision has been to allow the opponents to make a lot of 
statements which have ended up in newspaper articles and 
newspaper editorials that simply are not accurate. 

Mr. Speaker, it has been pointed out that under the Coy 
amendment, it would be possible for a defendant to defend in 
a case against a defective design on the basis of what it would 
have cost to fix that problem. This in fact was an issue of con- 
siderable discussion in the negotiations we had last week, and 
at my request, it was inserted into this amendment that the 
substantiality of the cost was to be considered rather than 
simply saying that if there were any costs. 

The balancing test that this amendment proposes is to allow 
the jury to say, in the case of a car- We all know that if we 
wanted to build a car for $100,000 and put roll bars on it and 
give everybody crash helmets, we could reduce the risk of 
highway accidents and the risk of serious injury or death. 
Most people, I think, would conclude that even though that is 

. . 
nake that car safer, there is no way i t h i s  world that;ou are I The following roll call was recorded: 

the balancing test and does not understand the dynamics of 
juries. 

Let us look at what is in the bill that came out of commit- 
tee. The bill that came out of committee, which had so much 
compassion, says that if it is technologically possible to make 
it safe, we do not care if it costs $1 million more for a car; you 
must do that or you will be liable. Now, I think that is a 
foolish rule, and I think that is a decision for bargaining and 
posturing, but I do not think that ought to be the law of this 
State, and the suggestion that we ought to give the jury the 
opportunity to weigh and balance seems to me to be a very 
sensible one and not something that ought to be the reason to 
hold the proponents of this amendment up to ridicule and 
charge them with being somehow interested in doing in the 
consumers of this State. 

Let us look at some of the other issues that were raised. We 
talk about being compassionate. What about the retailers? 
Did anybody read what is in this bill? Under this bill, if you 
are a retailer who did not make any change in the product 
whatsoever, did not make any promise other than what the 
manufacturer said whatsoever, you can be on the hook, 
liable, for the defect in that product for up to 1 year before 
you can go to the court and ask to get out of the case. That, in 
my opinion, is not compassionate; it is not reasonable, and 
the amendment allows that retailer to go to court immediately 
and make that petition. If the judge determines that the evi- 
dence justifies letting him out at the time, he still has the 
option to bring that retailer back in later on. You talk about 
product liability premium rates. I do not know if it is going to 
reduce the rate for that premium for that retailer in my dis- 
trict, but what I do know is that the retailers, the small busi- 
ness people of this State, deserve the peace of mind of not 
risking losing everything they have because of a defect in a 
product over which they had no control, and I thiik that is 
compassion. 

Now, as the opponents of this amendment are very well 
aware, there are numerous amendments to be offered to 
address what are the most significant problems perceived to 
be in this Coy-Heckler amendment. Some of those amend- 
ments may pass; some of those amendments may fail, but I 
am yet to be convinced that most of the people who are 
against this bill want any s t a b i t i o n  of rates whatsoever, 
and what they want is to drive the law more toward the 
lawyers and the lawsuits. I think that is not compassionate, 
and I think that is not sound public policy, and I think to say 
that people who agree with me are somehow irresponsible and 
are against the consumers is unfair, and I think that hopefully 
we are going to see an opportunity today to deal with this 
issue realistically and to pass a bill over to the Senate that 
strikes a reasonable balance. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

going to lox that case before the jury, and anybody who says 
that you are, in my opinion, just simply does not understand 
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YEAS-106 1 Mr. VEON. Mr. Smaker, ~arliamentarv inouirv. olease. 

Acosfa 
AUm 
Ard 
k l c y  
BwisIo 
Birmelin 
Bishop 
B k k  
B o M a  
B m d t  
Broujos 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
CarIson 
Ceuar 
Chadwick 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark. J. H. 
Clyma 
CoInfella 
Cde 
C o d  
Coy 
hvia 
Dempscy 
Dkttcrick 

Adolph 
Wf 
BeLYdi 
B~lfanti 
Billow 
Bkum 
k l c y  
eoyss 
Bunt 
Cdhgir011c 
cappbianea 
Cun 
Cawky 
Civna 
Clark. B. D. 
Cohm 
co* 
Cowell 

w e r  Kmney 
Donatucd h 5 r y  
Dorr Lee 
E v a  k h  
Fairchild Lloyd 
Fargo McCaU 
Farmer Markoxk 
me& Marsiw 
Flick Mayemik 
Foster Mdio 
Fox Merry 
Frcind Miller 
Gallm Moehlmann 
Gamble Morris 
Odn. Mowery 
Gladcck Murphy 
Godfhall Nailor 
-Y Noye 
H a w  P ~ ~ C I  
Heckler Phillips 
Hrrman P i w l a  
Hashey Pins 
Hcar Prmon 
Jackcon Rcinard 
Jadlowiec Richardson 
Jarolin Robbins 
Johnson 

NAYS85 

Durham Laughlin 
Frennnn Lcxovitr 
Gmmon LNdaSky 
G-rge Linton 
O i n i  Luwk 
Gruim McHale 
Gruppo MCN~UY 

McVary H-y 
Haluska 
Harper Miehlovic 
Haydm Mimaie 
Howlett Mrkonic 
Hugha Nahill 
Itkin O'Brien 
James 0la.u 
Joscpb Oliver 
Kaiser P U m  
Kasunic Pewone 
Kondrich PistcUa 
Kosimki PresJmann 
Kukovich Raymond 
LaGmna R c k  

NOT VOTING--0 

EXCUSED-I0 

Saumw 
Scheetr 
Schuler 
Semmel 
Smith, B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stish 
Strittmatter 
Stuban 
Tangretti 
Taylor, E. 7.. 
T i e  
Trich 
Van Home 
Vmon 
Wambach 
Weston 
WilliamJ 
Wilson 
womi* 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright. J. L. 
Yandrisnits 

Rieger 
Riiter 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Rybak 
Salwm 
Saimmti 
Snafmi 
Staback 
Taylor. F. 
Taylor, I. 
Telek 
Thomas 
TreUo 
Vson 
was3 
worn 

Cdniao Lashings PieMky Snyder. D. W 
DiDioni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F a  P c r i  

The question was determined in the affirmative, and the 
amendments were agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr. 
Venn, rise? 

. A ..r 

The SPEAKER. Tie gentl;man will state his inquiry. 
Mr. VEON. Would a motion to table be in order at this 

J 
time? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order. 

I MOTION TO TABLE 

Mr. VEON. Mr. Speaker, I would like to make a motion to 
table HB 916. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Veon, has moved that 
HB 916, with amendments, be tabled. The motion is not 
debatable. 

On the question, 
Wi the House agree to the motion? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-59 

Adolph Fox Lcxovitr P m n  
BeLvdi Frerman Levdansky Raymond 
BLpum Gannon McHale Riner 
Boww -me McNaUy Robinson 
CalMgirone Giglioni Maine Rybak 
Cappabianca Gruitza Melio Salocm 
Carn Haluska Miehlovic Taylor, F. 
Civera Howlm Miwaie Taylor, 1. 
Clark, B. D. Itkin Mrkonic Thomas 
Cohm Jama O'Brim Trello 
Cowell Kaiscr OLvr Trich 
D e L w  Karunic P c m ~ c a  Veon 
DcWese Kcsinski Petrone 
D a b  Kukovich PiStCIh O'DOM&, 
Donbrowski hghlin Prasmann 
Durham 

SWaLr 

NAYS-130 

Amna 
Men 
AWfadt 
Ard 
BPT1cy 
Baukto 
Belfanti 
Billow 
Birwlio 
Bishop 
Black 
Bormer 
soya 
Brand1 

Dimerick W ~ Y  
Distla Kondrich 
Donatucd LaGroRa ~ ~ ~~~~ 

D m  
Evans 

LansUy 
h e  

Fairchild Leh 
Fargo Linton 
Farmer Lloyd 
ride ~ u & k  
Flick M c C d  
Foster McVary 
F h d  Markaek 
GaUm Marsim 
Gamble Mavsmik 

Robb i i  
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Sourmsn 
Sehav. 
Sehuler 
Saimmti 
Semmel 
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
stairs 
S i W u e r  
Stish 

Broujos Odst M& Strinmaner 
Bunt Gladeck Miller Stuban 
Burd GcdshaU Mahlmann TvlgeRi 
Bums G ~ P P ~  Morris Taylor, E. Z. 
Bush HagPrty M o w w  TeIek 
CarIson Harper M W ~ Y  T w e  
Cawley WY Nahill Van Home 
Ccosar 
Chadwicl 
Clark, D 
Clark, J. 
ciymer 
CnlafeUa 
Cole 
ComeU 
Cortigan 
COY 
Daviss 
Dem~sey 

Haydm 
c Haw 
. F. Hcckler 
H. Hcrman 

Hmhey 
H a s  
Hugha 
Jackson 
Jadlowis 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
loscphs 

Nailor Vrwn 
Now Wambaeh 
Oliver Wam 
Pencl Weston 
Phillips Wfiams 
Picmla W h u  
Pins Wogan 
Rebu Womiak v 
Rdosrd Wright, D. R. 
Richardson Wright, J. L. 
Ricger yandricwits 
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NOT VOTING-2 

Saafini Staback 
EXCUSED-10 

Cnlaizw Lashings PiNw Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiais Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F.. D r r i  

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
motion was not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. LLOYD offered the following amendments No. 

A1113: 

falling out of the sky after they have flown for 22 or 23 years. 
Now, I do not know if that is because the planes were not 
manufactured properly or not-maybe it is not; maybe it is 
because they were not properly maintained-but it seems to 
me that the people who are left after their loved ones have 
been kiied in that k i d  of an accident ought to he able to get 
that manufacturer into that lawsuit without in effect having to 
prove the whole case up front. 
So I think the sensible thing to do is to strike the statute of 

repose. It would still be the law in this State that you have got 
to bring this action within 2 years after the action arises, and I 
think that is adequate protection when viewed against all the 
other things in the Coy amendment. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Heckler. 

8382 I talking in this bill about a statute of repose. That was one of 

Amend Sec. 4 (Subchapter Analysis), page 2, lines 50 through 
52 (~1102). by sviking out all of hes 50 and 51 "8383" in 
line 52 and inserting 

Amend Sec. 4 (Sec. 8382), page 7, lines 11 through 42 
(A1102). by striking out all of lines 11 through 41 and "5 8383" 
in line 42 and inserting 

6 8382 

Mr. HECKLER. Thank you, M;. Speaker. 
I would urge that the members, in considering Mr. Lloyd's 

well-reasoned arguments, recognize fust that we are no longer 

the much-discussed aspects of this bii as it was originally 
drafted. What Mr. Coy and I did in crafting this amendment 
was to remove any statute of repose. Now, as I mentioned yes- 

Mr. Lloyd. 
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, one of the issues in this b i i  with which I do 

not agree is the statute of repose. The purpose of this amend- 
ment would be to eliminate the statute of repose from the bid. 

Mr. Speaker, under current law and under the bill, in order 
for a plaintiff to recover, he has to prove that the defect 
caused the harm to him; he has to prove that he in fact suf- 
fered damage. T h m  are a f fmt ive  defenses available to the 
defendant -that the product was altered, that the product was 
misused - but the bottom line is that a plaintiff cannot recover 
unless he can prove that somebody did something that was 
wrong and that it hurt him. With the statute of repose, there 
would be no effect on that for the fist IS years of a product's 
life. For products such as asbestos and toxic materials, there 
would be no effect. However, for items such as production 
machinery in factories or equipment on a fann, which lasts 
longer than 15 years, or for things like airplanes, which last 
longer than 15 years, there would be a statute of repose. That 
statute of repose would say that if that product had been sold 
15 years ago, now it is presumed that there is no defect. 

Now, I am not clear what it is that the plaintiff would have 
to prove. He already has to prove that there was a cause and 
effect. He already has to prove that he was in fact harmed. 
What else does he have to prove to overcome that presump 
tion? 

The statute-of-repose language in the bill does not answer 
that question, and it appears to me that it in effect would 
make it very difficult for anybody to sue in the case of a piece 
of equipment in a factory or on the farm which malfunctions 
and takes out somebody's eye or takes somebody's arm off 
after 15 years. We also know very well that planes have been 

On the question, 
W i  the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the Chair recognizes . .  - 
presumption, which Mr. Lloyd discussed, that if the product 
has b a n  in the world for IS years, there is a rebuttable pre- 
sumption that it was not originally defective. 

Now, let us take the case of a IS- or 25-year-old airplane, as 
described by Mr. Lloyd, and it crashes, and there is no indica- 
tion of pilot error, and the family of the victims who were 
kiied in that plane crash want to pursue this matter, and they 
go to a lawyer, and the lawyer investigates this situation. If his 
experts and his investigation disclose that there has always 
been a defect in these airplanes, if he discovers that others of 
these airplanes are crashing and that crashing is related to this 
defect, then he very easily overcomes the presumption that 
there was some other reason. 

As a practical matter, this language-- And frankly, the 
business community of this State wanted a statute of repose. 
What we did is, fust of all, as Mr. Lloyd very accurately rep  
resented, got rid of anythiig with regard to toxics, with regard 
to asbestos, with regard to creeping situations where a person 
might not know that they had been exposed or where that 
exposure would be gradual. What we have left is a presump 
tion only that deals with equipment; that deals with the kind 
of materials that have been manufactured in most of your dis- 
tricts, probably, by many companies over many years. 

A punch press comes back 2Q or 30 years after it is manu- 
factured in a product liability case because somebody was 
injured. How in heaven's name can the defendant hope to 
prove that the product as he produced it 2Q or 30 years ago or 
even 15 years ago was not defective? If the plaintiff can show 
that it was originally defective, they get by this standard, but 
they have to have some evidence that that is the case. In the 
case of an airplane, we are saying that the presumption is that 

terday, our law has some other statutes of repose in existence; 
has had for years with regard to the construction of buildings, 
for instance. We did away with the statute of repose, which 
would have kmt m o l e  out of court. What we substituted is a 
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something happened during those I5 years, whether it was a 
failure to properly maintain it, whether it was some natural 
event which damaged it, but all it takes to overcome that pre- 
sumption is evidence that contradicts it - evidence that in fact 
there is a design flaw, evidence that in fact there was a flaw in 
manufacturing which has been identified or which the plain- 
tiff can identify. 

After 15 years, that minimal protection is not too much to 
afford only to the manufacturers who are dealing with, if you 
will, durable goods in our State. It is one that benefits the 
businesses in our State, offers a reasonable protection, but so 
we are very clear-and certainly Mr. Lloyd did not misstate it, 
but as has been pointed out, there are a lot of hysterical state- 
ments being made about this bill in general-this provision 
does not keep anyone out of court. If they have evidcnce that 
the defect existed in the manufacturing or in the design, they 
are in court, and they get to go to the jury. 

I would urge the defeat of the Lloyd amendment. 
The SPEAKER. The question recurs, will the House agree 

to the amendment? 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Veon. 
Mr. VEON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman, Mr. Lloyd. I think, made 

some very good and articulate points about the statute of 
repose. Unfortunately, I think that those remarks would have 
been more appropriate in opposition to the Coy-Heckler 
amendment. I obviously and always respect the gentleman, 
Mr. Lloyd's ability on the floor of this House, and I know 
that his intentions are good. 

Mr. Speaker, I thought that the time for compromise was in 
the Judiciary Committee. Those of us who worked on that felt 
that we came out of the Judiciary Committee with a compro- 
mise bid, and now is not the time for compromise. 

I am going to oppose this Lloyd amendment, and 1 hope 
that it makes a lead duck even heavier, and let us let this lead 
duck sink of its own weight at a later date. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman, Mr. Lloyd, seeking rec- 
ognition? The gentleman may proceed. 

Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, with regard to the comments that Mr. Heckler 

made about having to prove what had happened out there 
with regard to other planes and other products, those are all 
the things that you have to prove to win your case anyway, 
and to require that there be a special presumption, if that has 
any meaning at all, it has to be because people are trying to 
impose some superstandard of proof. Otherwise, there is no 
reason to have it. So I think that that amendment, in the 
respect that Mr. Heckler is discussing it, that he just simply is 
imwsing standards which are not necessary. and we ought to 

- -  -- 

either side says it wants to be. It seems to me that the prudent 
thing to do is to address each amendment as it comes up and 
decide for yourself whether you think it is a good idea or a 
bad idea. Do not be driven by the fact that somebody says, 
well, we have to be against this amendment; yes, we think this 
is a good idea, and if we were writing the bii, we would not 
put in a statute of repose, but if we cannot get everything we 
want, we do not want anything. I mean, I think that is not a 
sensible way for us to proceed on this floor. Our job is to leg- 
islate, and all I would suggest is, if that is the way the die is 
cast, I want the record to be clear, when it was time to cast the 
vote on f i g  some of those problems, who it was who was on 
the side of protecting the consumers and who it was, for what- 
ever reason, who decided not to be. Thank you. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-66 

Amsta 
Bclfanti 
B o w  
eowley 
Bunt 
Caltagirone 
Cappabianca 
Cam 
cawley 
Civen 
COhen 
CoLzfella 
COrrisM 
coweu 
COY 
IkLnca 
h l c y  

Adolph 
Men  
Anguadt 
rn 
Barley 
Battisto 
BelaIdi 
Billow 
Bimelin 
Bishop 
Black 
Blaurn 
BoYss 
Brandt 
Bmujos 
Burd 
Burns 
Bush 
Carlaon 
Casar 
Chadwick 

Dombrowski Lacovitz 
Fox Linton 
Eraman Lloyd 
Gamble Lucyk 
Oannon McHale 
Oeorge McVeny 
~ruitra Maine 
H W Y  Melio 
Haluska Michlovic 
Howlctt Micouie 
Hughes Murphy 
Itkin Nahill 
Kasunic P W c a  
Kosinski Reba 
Kukovicb Richardfon 
LaGrotta Riner 
Leh Robinson 

NAYS-I22 

Distler 
Donatucci 
Don 
Durham 
Evans 
Fairchild 
Fargo 
Fanner 
Eleagle 
Flick 
Foster 
Freind 
Gall01 
Gdst 
Gigliotti 
Gladcck 
Oodshall 
GNPPO 
Hnrpr 
H a y  
Haydm 

Kaiser 
Kemey 
Kondrich 
wry 
1augilIin 
Lee 
LNdansky 
McCall 
McNally 
Markwk 
Mvrico 
Mayemik 
Merry 
Miller 
Moehimann 
Moms 
Mowcry 
Mrkonic 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Brim 

Ryan 
Rybak 
Saloom 
Staback 
Stish 
Stuban 
Tangmti 
Taylor. F. 
r i ~  
TEUO 
Trich 
Van Home 
Wiams 
Wo& 

p m o n  
Raymond 
Reinard 
Robbins 
Roebuck 
Sawman 
Sch& 
Sehnler 
Scrimenti 
Semmel 
Sa.fini 
Smith. 8 .  
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder. G. 
Stairs 
Stdghna 
Strinmaner 
Taylor. E. 2. 
Taylor, J. 
Telek 
Vmn - . . - 

remove those standards. 
With regard to the comments of the gentleman. Mr. Veon, 

obviously, if the people ox :kc ksness cli;nmunity side and 
the people on the labor and ;.ie :,:a. lawyers side are going to 
vote against all amendments to try to fu defects in this bill, 
then we are going to pass a bill which goes beyond where 

Clark, B. D. Hayes O l a ~ l  Vroon 
Clark, D. F. Heckler Oliver Wambach 
Clnrk, H. Hem Perrcl was 
Clymer Hess Petrone Weston 
Cole Jackson Phillips Wilson 
ComeU Jadlowiec Piccola W0gan w 

James Pistella Wright. D. R. 
Danes Jarolin Pins Wright, J. L. 
D ~ ~ ~ P w Y  Johnson Pressmann Yandrisnits 
Dictterick Josephs 
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NOT VOTING-3 1 also introduces this concept into cases of breach of express or 

- ~~ 

defendant or the manufacturer could also introduce the 
The qustion was deterfined in the negative. and the concept that you were somehow negligent in using the 

amendments were not agreed to. product. I do not think this concept belongs in those cases 

Hershey Ricgcr Thomas 
EXCUSED-10 

Colaizw hhinger Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
M d e  Dininni Rudy Wright, R. C. 

F C ~  Perci 

implied warranty and other theories of law in addition to 
strict liability. A warranty is a promise, and what that means 
is that in a case where you buy a product that has a war- 
ranty-in some cases they are implied by law, but in many sit- 
uations they are express warranties, express promises-the 

- 

ne SPEAKER. onthat question, the Chair Mr. yesterday or today against the statute of repose or found such 

Rnrtner I great fault in the idea of introducing comparable negligence 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on thud consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. BORTNER offered the following amendments No. 

A1114: 

Amend Set. (Set, 7102), page lines 14 through 39 
(~1102); page 2, lines I through 26 (A1102). by striking out all of 
said lines on said pages 

Amend Sec. 4, page 2, line 27 (AllOZ), by striking Out "4" 
and inserting 

3 
Amend Set. 5 ,  page 8, line (AIlOZ), by striking out 

"5. Sections 3 and 4" and inserting 
4. Section 3 

Amend Bill, page 7, lines 5 through 10 (A1102). by striking 
out all of said lines 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendments? 

Mr. BORTNER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The amendment that I offer is offered in a similar vein to 

the amendment o f f e d  by Representative Lloyd. It may very 
well suffer the same fate. 

This amendment will remove a portion of the Coy-Heckler 
amendment which many people have spoken against and have 
been troubled by, and it is a section of the bill that I have 
found the most troubling, and that is the introduction of a 
new concept referred to as "comparative responsibility" into 
the law of not just products liability law but negligence. 

The rationale behind the prohibition against evidence of a 
plaintiff's contributory negligence has its root in the genesis 
of products liability law, which is a focus on the safety of a 
product. It is not the conduct of the plaintiff nor the manu- 
facturer which is on trial in a products liability action; it is, of 
course, the product itself, and if a product is found to be in a 
defective condition, lacking elements that would make that 
product safe, and the defect causes an injury to the plaintiff, 
then the manufacturer is responsible because he caused that 
harm. Negligence concepts really have no place in that analy- 
sis. I think by changing the focus of these cases, what we are 
doing is taking the inquiry away from the safely of the 
product by trying to reduce the responsibility of the person 
vho has made the unsafe product. 

I think that for those reasons the idea of comparative 
responsibility does not belong in products liability law. If you 
look at the amendment itself, you will see that this will also 
apply to a host of other kinds of trials or causes of action. It 

either. 
I guess finally I would argue and if you have noticed, this is 

not only changing or introducing a new concept in products 
liability law, it is changing a term, a term that I think is very 
well defined in the law. No longer will we be talking about 
negligence or comparative negligence; we will be talking about 
comparative responsibility. 1 am not sure what that means. 1 
am not sure what was intended by that. I do know one thing. I 
think the law involving negligence and comparative negligence 
has been fairly well developed. This would require courts to 
interpret a new theory, a new concept, and I am not sure 
where that would go, and I do not think it is necessary in a dis- 
cussion of products liability to take that very, very broad and 
very, very great step. 

I suspect that the same arguments against this amendment 
will be made that were made against the Lloyd amendment. It 
is very hard for me to understand how somebody who spoke 

into a products case could now vote against an amendment 
that would fix that portion of the law. I can only assume one 
thing-and frankly, I have come to this conclusion some time 
ago-and that is that some people are not really serious about 
the issue. If you are serious about the issue, then let us do 
what we are supposed to do; let us legislate. Let us take these 
issues up one at a time. If there is a part of the bill that ought 
to be fixed before it leaves the House of Representatives, let 
us do it while we still have it and while we still have responsi- 
bility for this piece of legislation. 

If you are concerned about this concept being in the b i ,  I 
would urge you to vote "yes" on this amendment. Thank 
you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Broujos. 
Mr. BROUJOS. Mr. Speaker, I think it is important that 

this House pay attention to the state of the law today on con- 
tributory negligence with respect to strict liability. 

In 1987, as recently as 1987, in the case of Gallagher v. Ing 
here in Pennsylvania, the court held-and that is an appellate 
court-that negligence is admissible in a strict liability case. 
Now, listen to these facts. The plaintiff died while driving a 
Porsche. He was driving at a high rate of speed. He came to a 
curve. He went off the curve, and he hit a wall, and he was 
killed. His family sued the manufacturer of Porsche, claiming 
product design problems - defective design. He had witnesses 
that observed the speed. He had a .18 alcohol content. A toxi- 
cologist said that he in fact was incapable of driving. That evi- 
dence was admitted and not even objected to by the plaintiff. 
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The court permitted that negligence testimony, and the strict 
liability case was defeated. 

Now, that is the state of the law today. The action was 
defeated because the negligence of the plaintiff was the cause 
of the accident. Consequently, you have to understand that 
right now the state of the law is such that a plaintiff is barred 
from recovay completely. The state of the law today in Penn- 
sylvania is that if a plaintiff is negligent in a strict liability 
case, he may defeat his own case completely. Comparative 
negligence 1- him in, and we tried to get across the idea that 
the concept of comparative negligence is more humane than 
preventing a plaintiff from having a recovery at aU because he 
has been negligent. 

Now, it does not hatter what you call it - assumption of the 
risk, negligence, product misuse, cause of action, cause of the 
accident. They are all degrees of negligence or action on the 
part of the plaintiff that defeat his claim. There certainly is a 
difference &ween assumption of the risk and contributory 
negligence, but essentially, it is conduct of the plaintiff that 
prevents his recovery. 

This amendment, as it is crafted now, permits the plaintiff 
to have a recovery, even though it diminishes the amount that 
he is going to recover by the degree of his own negligence, so I 
would ask for the defeat of this amendment. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-50 

Belfanti Fox Lloyd Rybrk 
BLSW ~ m m ~  L w k  ssloom 
Bomer Gannon McHale Staback 
h k Y  Gruitra McVmy Stiah 
Crllagimne Hw=v ~ a i n e  stuban 
C q p a b h ~ a  Halufka Mayernik Tanlprtti 
Cohm Harps Mclio Thomas 
Colafslla Husba O'Brirn T"& 
Cowell 
Daiey 
Dombrowski 
Durham 
Evans 

Amsta 
Adolph 
AUm 
w t  
&gaU 
Barley 
Baniat0 
BcInrdi 
Billow 
Birmclin 
Bishop 
Black 
Bow 
Brpndt 
Broujor 
Bunt 
Bud 
BUM 
Bush 
Carlson 
cam 
CPWW 

ltkii 
James 
Kukonch 
Lexontr 
Linton 

Lkweac 
Davies 
D e m m  
Diettcriek 
Distler 
Donamcci 
Dorr 
Fairchild 
Farso 
FaImeI 
measle 
Flick 

PeVarCa 
Reber 
Richardson 
Rittcr 
Robinson 

NAYS-136 

Kaiser 
Kasuoic 
K w e y  
Kondrieh 
Kosinski 
Laomna 
Lamtry 
Laushlin 
Lee 
Leh 
Levdansky 
M a  
McNally 
Markwk 
Marsim 
Mmy 
Michioric 
Mico7.de 
Mlkr 
Moehlmann 
Morris 
Mowery 

Wornink 
YandrkviU 

O'DonneU. 
SpeaLer 

Pins 
Pmmann  
Raymond 
ReinaId 
Robbins 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Sawmar, 
sehe*l 
schvln 
Saimenti 
Scmmel 
Saafi 
Smith. B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder, 0. 
s t a b  
-er 
Strittmatter 
Taylor. E. 2. 
Taylor, F. 
Tslek 

I 
Cessar 
Chadwick 
Civera 
Clark, B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J. H. 
Clymer 
Cole 
Comell 
conisan 
COY 
MLuca 

H a y  
Haydm 
Hayes 
Heckler 
Hmnan 
Hmhey 
H a s  
Jackson 
Jadlowiec 
Jarolin 
Johnson 
Jorsphr 

NOT 

Mrkonic 
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noyc 
Olas2 
Oliver 
Pmel 
PNone 
Phillips 
Picmia 
Pistella 

VOTING- 

T i e  
TreUo 
Van Home 
Vmn 
vmon 

w 
Wambach 
Wass 
Williams 
W i h n  
w o w  
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, 1. L. 

-5 

Howlctt Riegcr Taylor, 1. Waton 
Preston 

EXCUSED-I0 

CoLzizlo Lashinsr Piwsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Mpizle Rudy Wlight. R. C. 
Fee P a d  

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
amendments were not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the House agree to the bill on thud consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. FARGO offered the following amendments No. 

A0892 

I Amend Title, page 1, line 3, by inserting after "to" 
professional liability, 

Amend Sec. 1, page 13. line 27, by striking out "A 
SECTION" and inserting 

sections W 
Amend Sec. 1. page 13, by ins& baween lines 27 and28 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendments? 

AMENDMENTS WITHDRAWN 

The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the Chair recognizes 
Mr. Fargo. 

Mr. FARGO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I would like to withdraw that amendment. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks thegentleman. 

On the question recurring, 
Wi the House agree to the b i  on third consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. KOSINSKI offered the following amendments No. 

A0942 

Amend Bill, page 21, by inserting between lines 17 and 18 
Section 4. (a) AU insures must ffie for new product liabil- 

ity insurance rates within 30 days of the effective date of this act. 
These rates shall apply to all policies issued and renewed on and 
after October 1,1990. 

@) The rates charged by insurers under the f h g  required 
by subsection (a) shall be reduced by 25% for all coverages from 
rates in effect on and after January 1, 1991. 
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(c) Notwithstanding section 6, the provisions of this section 
and the remainder of this act are declared to be nonsevaable. If 
any provision of the remainder of this act or the application 
thereof to any person or  circumstances is held invalid, the provi- 
sions or annlications of this section shall be void. 

percent across-the-board rate, and everybody got concerned 
about how it was going t o  play back home. 

Mr. Pressmann just gave us the best argument there is for 
voting against this. Yes, there should be some reduction in 

----- -- -rr-- 
Amend Sec. 4, page 21, line 18.b~ striking out "4" and insurance rates, and no, I do not believe that the insurance 

inwting I companies are telling us the whole story, and yes. I could 
5 support an amendment like Mr. Kukonch's that requues dis- 

Set. Page lue 
by '.ling Out '"'* and 1 closure of data on product l b i l t y  c u I r u l d  support a . . 

6 
Amend Sec. 6, page 21, line 25, by striking out "6" and 

insrrting 
7 

On the question, 
W i t h e  House agree t o  the amendments? 

The SPEAKER. On the amendment, the Chair recognizes 
Mr. Kosinski. 

Mr. KOSINSKI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Very simple amendment. We have seen this before with 

auto insurance. 
When people who were for the Coy amendment called me 

on the telephone, they wanted just one thing; the bottom line 
was lower rates. Nothing within the Coy amendment guaran- 
tees lower rates. The Kosinski amendment guarantees a 25- 
percent rate rollback. 

Now, we had heard in the auto insurance controversy the 
same argument about constitutionality, and at that time I 
stated that such a rollback was constitutional. The courts have 
proven me correct in the auto insurance controversy. You will 
probably again hear the same arguments on the Kosinski 
amendment. I want you to stay with me, because if you 
believe in the Coy amendment and you believe that rate 
rollbacks will happen, why not guarantee it with the Kosinski 
amendment? Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Pressmann. 
Mr. PRESSMANN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, when we had hearings on this bill, when we 

had a representative of the Insurance Federation in front of 
us, I questioned him on this very factor, what kind of insur- 
ance breaks could we see, and his answer-and 1 am certainly 
paraphrasing-was, we may see a reduction sooner or later, 
maybe someday, and at no time would he ever tell us that 
there would be a reduction in insurance rates. And Mr. 
Kosinski was right. That is what I have heard from my con- 
stituents who have asked for this bill. They keep talking about 
their insurance rates, that the Coy-Heckler hill will bring 
down their insurance rates. So we are going to say here today, 
yes, if we are going to enact these laws, if we are going to take 
away the rights of the people, let us make sure that somebody 
gets something out of it and somebody gets some lower insur- 
ance rates. 

Vote "yes." 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Lloyd. 
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I guess this is a thankless task, because I tried 

unsuccessfully to persuade this House not to get us into this 
pickle with the Kosinski amendment on car insurance, the 25- 

requirement that the Insurance Commissioner reopen all the 
existing rates after this law goes into effect, but everybody in 
this chamber knows that you cannot mandate a 25-percent 
across-the-board cut in liability rates, effective January 1 of 
next year, and have any reasonable expectation that that is 
going to happen. - - . . 

The Kosinski amendment is nonseverable. It says that if the 
Kosinski 25 percent is knocked down by the courts because 
maybe the courts decide it should be 10 percent or 5 percent, 
the whole act falls. 

We ought to recognize this for what it is. What it is is a last- 
ditch effort to kill this bill. If that is what you want to do, 
then you vote for the Kosinski amendment, but just keep one 
thing in mind: The last time people tried to do that, they 
almost ended up with that being the law of this State, which 
was not something they wanted. 

So I suggest that today we act responsibly and we vote 
"no." 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Gallen. 
Mr. GALLEN. Would the gentleman, Mr. Kosinski, stand 

for interrogation, Mr. Speaker? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Kosinski, indicates he 

is willing to be interrogated. The gentleman may proceed. 
Mr. GALLEN. Could you tell us, Mr. Speaker, how you 

arrived at this 25-percent figure? 
Mr. KOSINSKI. Very simply. 
Mr. GALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. That is the end of 

the interrogation. 
Mr. KOSINSKI. Again, Mr. Speaker, you have the chance 

to pick between the numbers 1 and 100, but in this case, as we 
all know, the rate reduction may not be the final rate reduc- 
tion when we come out with the bill. As a very practical 
person who has been sitting on this floor for almost 8 years, I 
realize that once the Kosinski amendment is adopted, there 
will have to be tons of negotiation, and as Mr. Hayden and 
Mr. Freind did with the Casey auto insurance plan, 1 hope to 
be able to put some form of mandatory rate reduction in here. 

The 25 percent is not an arbitrary number. When you hear 
some industry people talk about how much less it should be, I 
feel the 25 percent is a reasonable number, is a reasonable 
goal, since we had the same proposed in auto insurance. Will 
it be 25 percent? I would not be willing to bet on that, but I do 
hope at the end of this whole battle to have some reasonable 
rollback when we finally pass the bill and send it on to the 
Governor. 

Mr. GALLEN. Thank you. 
That is the end of the interrogation, Mr. Speaker. I would 

like to make some brief remarks. 
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The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may 
proceed. 

Mr. GALLEN. Mr. Speaker, this is a sham. When we 
passed the automobile insurance law a couple weeks ago, the 
major flaw in the passage of that bill was the mandated rate 
reductions. I agree that that is what got sufficient votes to 
pass it, but what it did was completely dry up the market. 
Those people who were most in need to buy insurance cannot 
buy it because companies will not offer it. We are doing the 
same thing here. This is really a folly, and I think it is pander- 
ing to support this kind of amendment. Thank you, Mr. 
Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Freind. 
Mr. FREIND. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I genuinely love the maker of this amendment almost as 

much as I hate the amendment itself. It is phony now, just as 
it was phony when it was introduced to the auto insurance 
bill, and it darn near killed the auto insurance bill. It was the 
millstone that hung around our necks for 7 months. The only 
purpose of this amendment is to be a ripper amendment to kill 
product liability. 

I urge its defeat. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Broujos. 
Mr. BROUJOS. Mr. Speaker, is it not ironic that at a time 

when Eastern Europe and the loose Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics is turning to a market determination of price, that 
we in Pennsylvania are establishing price regulation? 

I would ask for a defeat of this amendment. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cohen. 
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Wi Representative Kosinski submit to interrogation? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates that he will. The 

gentleman may proceed. 
Mr. COHEN. Thank you. 
Mr. Speaker, when you introduced the 25-percent rate 

rollback to  Governor Casey's insurance bill, was there a rate 
reduction mandated in the bill at that time? 

Mr. KOSINSKI. Yes- Oh. When it was originally intro- 
duced, no. We put it on, and we heard much the same argu- 
ments that we have today - it is a sham; it is unconstitutional. 
But the final work product, because of Mr. Hayden and Mr. 
Freind and a number of other people, turned out to be a 10- 
percent mandatory reduction up to a 22-percent mandatory 
reduction, and that has passed constitutional muster in the 
Pennsylvania courts. 

I would rue the day when I would trust the insurance indus- 
try, the trial lawyers, or any other group in this State that says 
there would be rollbacks in the bill without putting it in that 
bill. This is a reasonable approach for every member here to 
go back to  their districts, to go back to their businesspeople. 
to go back to their constituents and say, I passed meaningful 
insurance reform and you will get the benefits. 

Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I have no further questions of Representative Kosinski. 

Could I make a statement? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may 
proceed. 

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Speaker, I agree with Representative 
Kosinski that this is not a sham. What this is is a bargaining 
chip. What this is is a bargaining chip that can lead to  rate 
reduction. 

At the time the 25-percent rate rollback was introduced last 
year, there was no mandated rate reduction in the bill. We 
heard all the arguments about how mandated rate reductions 
were totally impossible, and after arguing that, everybody 
finally agreed, well, maybe it is possible; maybe we could have 
a 10 percent instead of a 25 percent; maybe if we could have 
reduced area to sue, we could get it up to 22 percent. That 
would not have happened unless the legislature was willing to 
pass the first Kosinski amendment reducing it by 25 percent. 

I think this is a very responsible, very pragmatic move. I 
urge support of the Kosinski amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Heckler. 
Mr. HECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I have difficulty generating the mental agility to stay with 

the sponsor of this amendment and those who suddenly adopt 
his cause. Can the same people who argue that the Coy- 
Heckler bill is cruel, unfair to consumers, suggest that at the 
same time and in the same bill you should vote for a 25- 
percent rate reduction for business, the very people who are 
supposed to be benefiting from this? 

Be clear about the Kosinski amendment. The Kosinski 
amendment speaks about product liability insurance rates. 
These are not rates that you and I pay. These are not rates that 

w 
the constituents back home pay. These are rates that busi- 
nesses pay. 

Now, business has worked very hard, as I have said before, 
for 11 years to see this day and this issue considered. They are 
not asking you for this reduction. They simply want the lan- 
guage of the bill as it stands. 

This amendment-we all understand it-is a ripper amend- 
ment. It is designed simply to sink this bill, simply to create 
legal ramifications to this bill which will destroy it. If you care 
what the business community thinks, they do not want it, and 
if you are on the other side of this bill in being concerned that 
it gives the business community too much, voting for the 
Kosinski amendment will mean that you are voting to give the 
business community too much and to give them a 25-percent 
rate reduction in their insurance rates. 

This concept has never made sense and it certainly does not 
make sense in this context, and I would urge the defeat of this 
amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Reinard. 
Mr. REINARD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, if you want to be practical, as the maker of 

this amendment preached, one only has to look at the clear 
differences between automobile insurance and products liabil- 
ity. 

When we discussed the issue of automobile insurance, we 
made clear changes in two areas that effected the change and 
the rate reduction. 
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Number one, in order to get a 10-percent rate reduction, we 
tied the medical payments to 110 percent of medicare, which 
was a major change in the bi that cost and provided that 
rate-reduction change. We went a step further and said if you 
wanted 22 percent, then you also had to agree to give up your 
right to sue, much different than what we are dealing in here 
with products liability. You have to understand that a claim 
on a products liability has what they call in insurance a long 
tail. There are losses that are incurred in an everyday market- 
place that are not yet reported. There are losses that are 
incurred and reported but not yet paid or settled on a products 
liability claim. Then fmally when you reach the end of the 
long tail, you have a loss that is incurred, a loss that is 
reported, a loss that is adjusted and paid. That is what they 
call the long tail, and it is the difference when you deal with a n  
automobile or a fue liability type of a claim and a product$ 

Acosta 
Belardi 
Belfanti 
Biiow 
Blaum 
Bowley 
Boy- 
Calragirone 
CKn 
Cawlcy 
Civera 
Clark. B. D. 
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rlewecse 
Daley 
Donbrowski 
Donatucci 
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Frreayl 
Cannon 
Omrge 
Gruirza 
Halurka 
Harpr 
Howlett 
Hughes 
Itkin 
James 
Jarolin 
losephs 
Kaiser 
Kasunic 

YEAS--63 

Kosinski 
Kukovich 
Laughlin 
Larovitz 
Levdansky 
Linton 
McNaUy 
Michlovic 
Mrkonic 
O h  
Oliver 
petnrca 
Petrone 
Pistella 
PrcsEmann 
Richardson 
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Ritm 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
Rybak 
Saloon 
s"immti 
Snyder. G. 
Taylor, F. 
Taylor. J.  
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Treuo 
Veon 

Mr. LEE. Mr. Speaker, ~epres&tative Kosinski mentioned 
the fact that he has been here 8 years. Well, I have only been 
here 1 year, but I was here when we debated and passed auto 
insurance reform legislation in the past year, and I have to tell 
you I voted "no" against that, and as you recall, I made a 
peech on the floor that day. And that broke my heart, 

because I came here, a young guy; I thought we could have 
real automobile insurance reform, and I saw us take reform 
and just throw it away. I think it is a shame, because I am on 
the phone to people right now, and unfortunately, what I 
feared that day when we voted on that bill is really coming 
true. People cannot get auto insurance in Pennsylvania 
because no one will sell it. They cannot make any money off 
auto insurance. 

Once again, I guess my hopes were brought up again. I 
thought we had a chance for real product liability reform as 
well, and now we have the same k ie r  amendment - 25-percent 
mandated rate reductions. Restore my faith in the legislative 
process. Defeat this amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Coy. 
Mr. COY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
As the prime sponsor of the b i  and the person who has 

made the arguments about common sense in this legislation, I 
would like to say that the commonsense approach in this argu- 
ment is to vote "no." There is no question about the fact that 
the 25-percent f i r e  was simply pulled out of the air. There is 
no predictability about it. There were no detailed studies done 
about what that percentage of rate reduction will achieve. 

Once again, the commonsense approach is to vote "no," 
and I ask for the defeat of this amendment. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the House agree to the amendments? 

liability claim. 
In order to he practical, as the maker of this amendment 

talked about initially, one has to understand the clear differ- 
ences between the two types of coverages, I would recommend 
that the House vote against the Kosinski amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Lee. 

The following roll call was recorded: 

Adolph Dimerick Lee Ryan 
AUm W e r  Leh Samm 

Dorr Lloyd khecu 
A ~ N  Evans Lucyk sehuler 
Barley Fairchild McCaU Semmd 
Banisto Fargo McHale Saafini 
B i i  Farmer McVerry Smith, B. 
Bishov Reanle Maine Smith, S.  H 
 lack- 
Banner 
Bnndt 
Broujos 
Bunt 
Burd 
Bums 
Bush 
Cappabianca 
CarIran 
cessar 
Chadwick 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J.  H. 

~ l i c i  
Foster 
Frrind 
Galla 
Gamble 
Gcist 
Gladeck 
Godshall 
G N P P ~  
Hagmy 
H=Y 
Hayden 
Ham 
HecUn 
Herman 
Hershey 
H a s  
Jackson 
Jadlowiec 
J o h n  
Kenncy 
Kondrich 
LaGrotta 
Lanstly 

NOT 

Markoxk 
Marsico 
Mayernik 
Melio 
Merry 
Micozzie 
Miuer 
Moehlmann 
Morris 
M o w w  
Murphy 
Nahill 
Nailor 
Noye 
O'Brien 
Pmcl  
Phillips 
Piccola 
Pitts 
P d o n  
Raymond 
Reber 
Rdoard 
Robbins 

VOTING-1 

Staback 
stairs 
Sleighnet 
Stish 
Strittmatter 
Stuban 
Tangmti 
Taylor. E. 2. 
Telek 
Tigue 
Trich 
van Home 
v r w n  
Wambach 
w a s  
Weston 
Williams 
Wilson 
w o w  
womiak 
Wright. D. R. 
Wright. J.  L. 
Yandrisnits 

Colaiuo Lashinger Picvsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dininni Maiale Rudy Wright, R. C. 
Fee Paci 

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
amendments were not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Wi the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. SAURMAN offered the following amendment No. 

A115O: 

Amend Sec. 4 (Sec. 8375). page 5, lines 7 through 17 (A1102). 
by striking out all of lines 7 through 16 and "(c)" in line 17 and 
inserting 

@) 
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On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendment? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Saunnan. 
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Very briefly, this amendment would take out that section 

which I understand deals with the tobacco immunity, and 
because of my longstanding concern about the ill effects of 
tobacco, if in fact this would accomplish that, I would appre- 
ciate an a f f i t i v e  vote. 

It does not affect things like pharmacy products because of 
existing laws, which, because of the fact that that product's 
value outweighs its harm, would be immune to this action. 

I would ask for a 'fyes" vote. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Lloyd. 
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I oppose the amendment. If the gentleman 

wants to deal with tobacco, although I do not agree with him 
on that issue, Mr. Pressmanu's amendment would deal with 
that. This amendment goes far beyond that, because it takes 
out of the bid a provision dealing with inherently unsafe prod- 
ucts - products that no matter what you do, you cannot make 
them safer. 

This does not apply only to tobacco. This applies to guns; it 
applies to knives. It may apply to electricity after it gets past 
the meter. This is an amendment that sweeps much too 
broadly. In order for this provision to get triggered, you have 
got to be able to show as an affmative defense that in fact 

eliminating the protection that they have with the section in. 
So I d e f ~ t e l y  would oppose this amendment. Thank you. 

On the question recurring, b# 
W i t h e  House agree to the amendment? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-19 

Caltagimne Hughes Nahill 
Cam Itkin Oliver 
'&hen Linton F'rcssmann 
ComeU McHale Reba 
Fox Michlovic Ritta 
Frrrman 

NAYS-168 

Adolph Disllcr Kondrich 
AUen Dombrowskj Koriruki 
AWLWdt Donatum Kukovich 
A@ Dorr LaCrotta 
k k Y  Durham 
Banino Evans 

Langvy 
Laughlin 

Belardi Fpirchild Lee 
Belfanti F-0 Leh 
Billow Farmer h v i t r  
Birmelin W e  L~daarky 
Black Flick Lloyd 
Blaum Form Lufyk 
Bomer Frdnd MECall 
BowkY Gallm McNaUy 
BOW Gamble McVerry 
Brandt Cannon Maine 
Bmujor Geiu Markosek 
Bunt George hlarsim 

Riger 
RObbiru 
Robinson 
Roebuck 
RW 
Snloom 
Scheerz 
Sehuler 
Scrimenti 
semmcl 
Srmfi 
Smith, B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stain 
Steighner 
Stkh 

you cannot make the product any safer. Burd O i o n i  Mayernik Svilbnmer 
I suggest that we reject the amendment. 0lada-k Melio Stuban 

G&haJl Mmy 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Coy. 

T a n g d  
Cdmbiznca ONim Mimzzie Tavlor. E. 2. 

The other products that Mr. Lloyd mentioned are correct, 
and for those reasons and the fact that this does not spe- 
cifically take out one product but rather addresses the whole 

Mr. COY. Thank you, Mr. speaker. 
The gentleman, Mr. Lloyd, is exactly right. If all this 

amendment attempted to take out was tobacco or a reference 
to tobacco, the question would be one thing. This attempts to 
remove the whole seclion which deals with unavoidably 
unsafe products. 

Let me tell you about one of them. Let me tell you about 
penicillin. One out of a million people, upon using penicillin, 
will have a negative reaction to the use of that medication, but 
you absolutely do not know it until you take it for the f ist  
time. The question is, do you take that product out of the 
mainstream of the economy so that the 999,999 other people 
cannot have the use of that product because of the one nega- 
tive reaction? The answer, I think, in a public policy question 
is obviously no, you do not take that out of the whole main- 
stream of the economy. 

gamut of products which may be - may be - unsafe, I would 
ask for a negative vote on this amendment. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes MI. Godshall. 
Mr. GODSHALL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I also rise in opposition to this amendment. There is no 

question that this would affect every sportsman, every gun 
dealer, every gun shop you have in this State, because you are 

&&n = 
chpdwiek 
Ci- 

zk k.!: 
Clark, J. H. 
C l P W  
CoIpfe11a 
Cole 
corrigan 
CoWeU 
COY 
oeLusP 
D ~ W -  
Daiey 
Davia 
-paey 
Dimcrick 

0ru~F-a 
H W Y  
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-Y 
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Henhey 
Hcss 
Jackson 
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Johnson 
J w h r  
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Kasunic 
K - ~ Y  
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. . 
Miller Taylor, F. 
Mahlmann Taylor. J. 
Monis Tclck 
Mowery Thomas 
Mrkonic T w  
Murphy T ~ U O  
Nailor Trich 
Noye Van Home 
O'Brim Vwn 
OLw Vroon 
Pa+sl Wambaeh 
Petrarca wass 
Pdmne Waton 
Phiuipr Williams 
Piaala Wilson 
Pistsup w o w  
Pitts womiak 
Preston Wright. D. R. 
Raymond Wright, J. L. 
Reioard YandriseviU 

VOTING4 

Amm Bishop Howleft Richardson 
EXCUSED--10 

Colaiuo L a ~ h b c r  Pievsky Snyder. D. W. 
Dinioni M d e  Rudy Wright, R. C. 
FCC P a d  

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
amendment was not agreed to. 9 

On the question recurring, 
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Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 
amended? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recoanizes the gentleman. Mr. 

"Defendant or defendants against whom recovery is 
sought." Includes impleaded defendants. 

"Plaintiff." Includes c o u n t c r c ~ t s  and cross-claim- 
ant. - - 

Thomas. 
M ~ .  THOMAS. M ~ .  speaker, 1 would like to withdraw 

both of my amendments. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the gentleman. 

"Responsibility." Negligence. and in a produn liability 
action subject to Subchapter G of Chapter 83 (relating to product 
liability actions) also means the responsibility of a supplier under 
theories of liability other than negligence, including strict liability 
in ton. breach of express or implied warranty, or any other 

On the question recurring, 
Wi the House agree to the bill on third consideration as 

amended? 
Mr. REBER offered the following amendments No. ~ 1 1 8 2  

I such aproduct. 

yheory. 
Section 4. Chapter 83 of Title 42 is amended by adding a 

Subchapter to read: 
CHAPTER 83 

PARTICULAR RIGHTS AND IMMUNITIES 

Amend Bill, page 1, by inserting between lines 4 and 5 
The General Assembly fmds that there is a need for legislation 

to set forth certain rules governing product liability actions. The 
purpose of this legislation is to set forth clear rules so that manu{ 
facturers and other suppliers of products are held responsible for. 
injuries caused by defective products and are encouraged to make 
improvements in product safety while r -mng  that suppliers 
cannot be held responsible as insurers or guarantors of the abso: 
lute safw of their products. 

Amend Bill, page 14, fines 10 through 30; pages 15 though 
20, Lines 1 through 30; page 21, lines 1 through 19, by striking out 
all of said lines on said pages and inserting 

Section 3. Section 7102 of Title 42 is amended to read: 
5 7102. Comparative [negligence] responsibility. ' 

(a) General mle.-In all actions brought to recover damages, 
for [negligence resulting in] death or injury to person or property; 
the fact that contributory responsibility is attributed to the plain- 
tiff [may have been guilty of contributory negligence] shall not 

a by the plaintiff Or his legal where 
such [negligence] responsibility was not greater than the [causal 
negligence] responsibility of the defendant or defendants against 
whom recovery is sought, but any damages sustained by the' 
plaintiff shall be diminished in proportion to the amount of [neg- 
ligena] -attributed to the plaintiff. 

(b) Recovery against joint defendant; contribution.-Where 
is against Inore than One each defen- 

shall be liable for that propoflion of the total dollar amount 
awarded as damages in the ratio of the amount of his [causal neg- 
figen-1 r-ponsib'ity to the amount of [causal negligence1 
m n s i b i t y  attributed to all defendants against whom recovery 
is allowed' The plaintiff may recover the full amount Of the 
allowed recovery from any defendant against whom the plaintiff 
is from Any who is 
to pay more than his percentage share may seek contribution. 

(c) Downhill skiing.- 
(') The General Assembly finds that the Of down- 

hill skiing is practiced by a large number of citizens of this 
Commonwealth and also attracts to this Commonwealthlarge 
numbers of nonresidents significantly contributing to t h e  
economy of this Commonwealth. It is recognized that as in 
some other sports, there are inherent risks in the sport of 
downhill skiing. 

(2) The doctrine of voluntary assumption of risk as it 
applies to downhill skiing injuries and damages is not modi- 
fied by subsections (a) and (b). 
Id) "'luntary assumption Of risk in product liability 

actions.-lhe doctrine of voluntary assumption of risk as it 
applies to product Liability actions as defined in section 8373 

'elating to def~ t ions)  is not modified by subsections (a) and (b). 
[(d)] @ Defmitions.-As used in this section, the following ' 

words and phrases shall have the meanings given to them in this 
subsection: 

I * * 
SUBCHAPTER G 

PRODUCT LLABILIn AND WORKPLACE SAFEn 
Set, 
8371, title of subchapter, 
8372. Scope of subchapter, 
8373. Def~tions. 
8374, Basic limitBtions on theliability of suppliers, 
8375, Product design. 
8376. Warnings or instructions about products. 
8377, Altmtion or modification of products. 
8378, 
8379. Admissibility of evidence of adherence to government or 

industry standards. 
8380. Inadmissibility of evidence of subsequent improvements 

or measures. 
8381. L i t a t i on  on liability for punitive damages for harm 

caused by products regulated by the Federal Food and 
Drug Administration. 

8382. Presumption and standard of proof as to the existence of 
defect after expiration of 15 years. 

8383, Employers, liability for intentional 
8371, Short title of subchapter. 

This subchapter shall be known and may be cited as the 
Product Liability Act. 

8372, Scope of subchapter, 
This subchapter does not and is not intended to set forth all of 

the proof required or all of the defenses available in product lia- 
bility actions, It is intended only to codify, clarify and establish 
the lidting principles set forth herein and to make those limiting 
principles applicable to all liability actions, irrespective 
of the legal theory or statute on which the product liability action 
is based, Except insofar as subchapter sets forth a 
burden of proof or other limitation on liability, it shall not be 
constmed to limit the tbeories upon which liability may be based 
or to impose burdens of proof or other obligations upon plain- 
tiffs in addition to those imposed under otherwise applicable law. 

8373, Definitions, 
The following words and phrases when used in this subchap- 

ter have the meanings given to them in this unless the 
context clearly indicates othenvise: 

.,Defendant.,, Includesimpleaded defendants, 
"Harm." Death or injury to person or property. 
..Plaintiff,,. Includes counterclaimants and cross-claim- 

ants, 
"Product liability action." Any action or claim against a 

supplier for recovery of damages for harm alleged to have been 
caused by a product (including any action or claim for wntrihu- 
tion or indemnity), including, but not limited to, actions or 
claims based on strict liability in tort, negligence, breach of war- 
ranty or 

s supplier,,, A who manufactures, sells or otbenvise 
supplies a product and is engaged in the business of Suppl~ing 
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5 8374. Basic limitations on liability of suppliers. 
(a) General rule.-In a product liability action. a supplier of 

a pibb~ct  shaU not be liable if the plaintiff does not prove that the 
product was supplied by that supplier in a defective condition 
;n-onahlv dannerous for its intended use as a result of: 

missal from a product liability action on the basis of this sub- 
section or otherwise, and this subsection is not intended to 
preclude any other defense available to a nonmanufacturing 
supplier in a product liability action. W 

6 8375. Product desim. 
(1) .a ma?& deviation of the product from the design I - (a) General rule.Zln a product liability action, the product 

soaifications. fonnulae or ~crfonnance standards of its man- shall not be found to be in a defective condition unreasonably 
ifacturer or from othe& identical units manufactured to 
the same specifications, formulae or standards; 

(2) the design of the product; 
(3) the failure of the supplier to provide adequate 

warning or instruction about the product; or 
(4) the failure of the oroduct to conform to an exoress 

dangerous for its intended use as a result of the design of the 
product if: 

(1) the plaintiff does not prove that at the time the 
product left the control of the manufacturer there was a feasi- 
ble alternative design of the product which would have pre- 
vented the harm for which recovery of damages is sought 

6 )  -~dditional basic limitation applicable to nonmanufac- 
turing supplias.- 

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2). a supplier of a 
product who did not manufacture the product in whole or in 
pan shall be liable in a product liability action only if the 
nlaintiff oroves one or more of the followina in addition to 

factu~rcprcsentation which was made by that supplier about 
that oroduct and on which there was reasonable reliance. 

at th; time the product left the control df the manufacturer, 
the technical, medical and scientific knowledge relating to 

. that alternative design was developed, available and capable 
of use in the manufacturing of the product; or 

without substantially impairing tb& intended "se or desi- I ability of the product. An alternative design is feasible only if, 

(2) notwithstandingproof by the plaintiff of the exis- 
! tence of an alternative design as set fonh in paragraph (I), the 

(i) The supplier exerdsed substanti2 control over 
the design, testing, packaging or labeling of or the pro- 
viding of waning or instruction about that aspect of the 
produn which caused the ham for which recovery of 
damages is sought. 

(ii) The supplier altered or modified the product, 
and that alteration or modification was a substantial 
factor in causing the harm for which recovery of damages 
i e  *ottsht. 

r ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  . 
other elements required by this subchapter or otherwise appli- 
cable law for imwsition of liability on that su~olier: 

taking into consideration such factors asthe subst&tiality of 
its cost and of its potential for causing harm other than the 
harm for which recovery of damages is sought. 
(b) Inherent or unavoidably unsafe aspens of products.-A 

( supplier proves that, as of the time the left the control 
of the manufacturer, that alternative design was not practical, 

suppier shall not be liable in a product liability action based on 
the design of a product for harm caused by an inherent or 
unavoidably unsafe aspect of the product. An inherent or 
unavoidably unsafe aspect of a product is an aspect incapable, in 
lipht of the state of the technical. medical and scientific knowl- -- - - --. -. - 

(iii) The s u ~ ~ l i e r  had. at the time that supplier s u p  I edge available at the time the product left the control of the man- 
plicdth; actual knowledge of the prod;ct defffl I uf&urer, of being eliminated or made safe without substantially - 
which caused the h a m  for which recovery of damages is rmpmrmg the rntended use or desirability of the product. 
sought. 

fiv) The sundier made an express factual revresen- 
tation about tha<&pect of the pr&uct which cai& the 
harm for which recovery of damages is sought. 
(2) Paragraph (1) shall not appli if: 

(i) valid in personam jurisdiction fannot be 
obtained in this Commonwealth over either a manufac- 
turer of the product or any other supplier described in 
paragraph (1Ki) though (iv); or 

(iil the court determines that neither a manufac- 
turer'0.f the produa nor any other supplier described in 
paragraph (l)(i) through (iv) would be able to satisfy a 
iudpmcnt if found liable in a nroduct liabitv action. . - ------- 
(3) A nonmanufacturing supplier shall be dismissed 

from a product liability action without prejudice upon ffing 
of an affidavit stating: 

fil that all information in the wssession of the SUD- 

plier'&ncerning the identity of th; manufacturers i d  
other suooliers of the oroduct at issue has been ~rovided 
to the piiintiff; and - 

lii) that the su~plier is not described in paragraph . . . - .  
(l)(i jtirough (iv). 

The f~ of such affidavit sM1 have the effect of tolling or 

(c) NO effect on liability for failure to warn.-The limita- 
tions established by this section shall not affect any liability of the 
supplier for failure to provide adequate warning or instruction 
about the product. 
5 8376. Warnings or instructions about products. 

(a) General rule.-In a product liability action, the product 
shall not be found to be in -a defective condition unreasonably 
dangerous for its intended use as a result of the failure of the s u p  
pli& to provide adequate warning or instruction about the 
product if the supplier provided information with respect to the 
danners or safe use of the nroduct which a reasonably prudent 
person in the same or sirnil& circumstances would havebiovided, 
applying the expertise reasonably expected of a supplier and 
taking into account the characteristics of and the ordinary knowl- 
edze common to the class of persons to whom the information is 
to-be conveyed. A warning dr instruction is provided when it is 
communicated in a manner reasonably calculated to convey the 
information: 

(1) to intended users or consumers of the product; 
(2) to the extent that it is not practical and feasible for a 

supplier to convey information directly to intended users or 
co&mers. to those persons who can reasonably be e x w e d  
to act in accordance with the information for the protection 

davit fded hereunder are inaccurate, or that no manufacturer 
or other supplier described in paragraph (l)(i) through (iv) is 
both subject to valid in personam jurisdiction in this Com- 
monwealth and able to satisfy a judgment if found liable in a 
product liability action. the court shall, upon motion of a 
party, immediately reinstate the claims against such supplier. 

(4) Paragraph (3) is not intended to preclude any other 
means by which a nonmanufacturing supplier may seek dis- 

extending the statute of limitations as to the supplier filing it. 
If the mun determines that the statements made in any affi- 

(3) in the case of prescription drugs or other products 
required by law to be used or consumed only at the direction 
of certain persons, to those persons qualified to direct the use 
or consumption of such products. 
(b) Unnecessary warnings or instrunion.-A supplier shall w 

not be liable in a product liability action for failing to provide 
information about the product which was: 

I of users or consumers or who can reasonably be expected to 
convey the informat~on to users or consumers; or 
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(1) known by the person to whom the warning or I tive pursuant to conditions established by the FDA and aoolica- 
instruction would have been provided; or packaging add labeling regul&ons. 

(2) ordinary knowledge common to the class of persons for punitive damages shall not apply if 
to whom the warning or instruction would have been pro- 
vided. 
(c) State of knowledae.-A s u ~ ~ l i e r  shall not be liable in a 

prd"ct liability action fo; failing toprovide information about 
the product which that supplier did not know and, in baht of the 
technical, medical and scientific knowledge available at the time 
the supplier supplied the product, could not reasonably have 
known. 

(d) Governmentally reauired warning or instruction.-If a . . 
warning or instruction conforms to the requirements of a Federal 
or State statute or agency regulation or the terms of a product 
approval by a ~ c d e r 2  or stat; agency. there shall be a rebuttable 
presumption that an adequate warning or instruction was pro- 
vided 4 t h  respect to the matters concerning the dangers andiafe 
use of the product dealt with by such warning or instruction. 
5 8377. Alteration or modification of 

A supplier shall not be liable in a product liability action for 
harm c&&d by an alteration or modification of the product by a 
person other than that supplier if the alteration or modification 
was not reasonably foresaable by the supplier or if there was not 
a practical and technically feasible means by which the supplier 
wuld have prevented, deterred or controlled the alteratibh or 
modification or otherwise prevented the barm caused by the alter- 
ation or modification. 
5 8378. Product misuse. 

the plaintiff proves that the product manuf~cturcr intentio&lly 
withheld or misrepresented information required to be submitted 
under the regulations of the FDA, which information was mate- 
rial and relevant to the harm for which recovery of damages is 
sought. For the purposes of this section, the terms " d ~ ~ s . "  
"devices," "food" and "food additive" shall have the meanings - 
given in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 
5 8382. Presumption and standard of proof as to the existence 

of defect after expiration of I5 years. 
(a) General rule.-Except as provided in subsection a ) ,  in 

any product liability action against'a supplier for harm all4;d to 
have b a n  caused by the use or consumption of a product after 
the expiration of that supplier's period-of repose applicable to 
that product, there shall be a rebuttable presumption that the 
product was not in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous 
for its intended use at the time that supplier supplied the product. 
A "supplier's period of repose" shallmean theperiod ending 15 
years after that supplier supplied for use or consum~tion the 
product alleged to have caused the harm for which recovery of 
damages is sought or, if that supplier did not supply the product 
for use or consumption, the period ending 15 years after the 
product was fist supplied for use or consumption by a subse- 
quent supplier. 

(b) Exceptions.- 
(1) This section shall not a ~ ~ l v  to a oroduct liabilitv 

A supplier shall not be liable in a product liability action for action if harm caused by the did not manifest itself or 
harm cawed by misuse of a product if the misuse was not reason. I could not reasooablv have been discovered at or immediatelv 

I 
~ ~ ~~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ,  -~~~ 

the weight, if any, to be given to such evidence. be lost if the employer intentionally causes injury to an employee. 
5 8380. Inadmissibility of evidence of subsequent improve- For Dumoses of this section. an emolover intentionallv causes 

ably foreseeable by that supplier or if there was not a practical 
and technically feasible means by which the supplier could have 
mevented or deterred the misuse or otherwise prevented the harm 
caused by the misuse. 
5 8379. Admissibility of evidence of adherence to government 

or industry standards. 
Evidence that the aspect of the product alleged to have caused 

the hanu wmplied in material respects, at the time the product 
left the control of the manufacturer, with standards, conditions 
or specifications established, adopted or approved by a Federal 
or State statute or by any agency of the Federal or State govern- 
ment with authority over the design, packaging, labeling, per- 
fomance or approval of the product, or with industry-wide stan- 
dads, practices or customs relating to the product shall be admis- 
sible in a product liability action. The trier of fact shall determine 

ments or measures. 
When, after a supplier has supplied a product alleged to have 

following the time i t  which the product was used or con- 
sumed. 

(2) If a supplier makes an express warranty about a 
product and the express warranty explicitly refers to a time 
beyond that supplier's period of repose for that product, this 
section shall not apply to an action for breach of that express 
warranty to the extent that the express warranty explicitly 
extends beyond that supplier's period of repose. 
(c) No extension of limitations.-This section shall not 

extend the period within which any civil action or proceeding may 
be commenced under any provision of law. 
5 8383. Employers'liability for intentional harm. 

(a) General rule.-The immunity from suit against the 
employer under the act of June 2, 1915 (P.L.736, No.338), 
known as The Pennsvlvania Workmen's Comoensation Act. shall 

caused harm, improv&ents are made or measures areetaken with 
respect to that product or any similar product which, if made or 
taken previousli, would have made the harm less likely to occur, 
evidence of those subsequent improvements or measures is not 
admissible against the supplier in a product liability action to 
prove that the product was defective. Evidence of subsequent 
improvements or measures may be admitted when offered for the 
purpose of impeachment. 
5 8381. Limitation on liability for punitive damages for barm 

caused by products regulated by the Federal Food 
and Drug Administration. 

Punitive damages shall not be awarded in a product liability 

- ,  
i n j u j  tdan employee only if:' 

(I) the employer acts with the specific purpose to cause 
injury or death to an employee; or 

(2) the employer directs or assigns an employee to work 
under a specific unsafe working condition despite the 
employer's actual knowledge that the specific condition is 
substantially certain to cause injury or death to the employee. 

Dama~es.-In cases in which liabilitv of an em~lover is 
alleged under &e standards for loss of immukty set fo ih  in this 
section punitive damages shall not be awarded. and anv w m m -  
satory damages shall be reduced by the amount of benefits paid 
by the employer pursuant to The Pennsylvania Workmen's Com- 
pensat ionx.  - 

Section 5. Sections 3 and 4 of this act shall ~ D P I Y  to any 

)remarket approval or licensure by the Federal Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos- 
metic Act (52 Stat. 1040. 21 U.S.C. 5 301 et seq.) or the Public 
Health Service Act (58 Stat. 682,42 U.S.C. 5 201 et seq.) and was 
approved or licensed; or is generally recognized as safe and effec- 

action if a drug or device or food or food additive which caused 
*he harm for which recovery of damages is sought was subject to 

inserting 

actlon commenced on or after the effective date of this a;. I Amend Sec. 5, page 21, line 20, by striking out "5" and 

6 
Amend Sec. 6, page 21, line 25, by striking out "6" and 

inserting 
7 
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suffer an injury and then have to prove that that injury is I ~~m F m a n  McHalc Tanmati 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the amendments? 

The SPEAKER, On the amendment, the Chair recognizes 
the gentleman, Mr. Reber. 

Mr. REBER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
w. speaker, to make your task a little bit easier and cer- 

tainly we all of our tasks a little quicker today, I ,,,ill 
your attention to of the amendment, This is 

the section which is the so-called workplace safety aspect, 
nere was discussion of this yesterday, and I think if the pro- 

of this particular legislation, M ~ .  Coy and 
Heckler, are true to their responses yesterday, they would say 
that this is an agreed-to amendment. But 1 suspect we are 
going to have an opportunity to hear some type of rebuttal to 
what went on yesterday and the dialogue that took place yes- 
terday. 

If you take a look at section 8383, you will recall that this is 
the sectjon that removes the immunity from suit where an 
employer intentionally causes injury to an employee. If you 
recall the debate yesterday, I was concerned about 
(1) and subseaion (2) of sedion 8383 on page 7 where the use 
of the words -serious injury" is implanted into those two set- 

tions and in paragraph (a) it only references '6injury,u the 
bottom line being, it would appear to me, as this language is 
drafted, the only time an intentional injury can be recoverable 
is if in fact the injury is serious. 

I do not know what "serious" means. The bill in its current 
form is devoid of any definition of "serious injury." That in . . 
and of itself, I think, is justification for adopting this amend- 
ment. But more importantly, I think it is absolutely ridiculous 
that someone should be permitted to be hurt intentionally and 

serious, that a simple injury, whatever it might be, is not 
actionable and is certainly not recoverable. 

If you recall, earlier Representative McHale spoke about 
the punitive damage aspect as being abhorrent in this section. 
1 fmd this actual concern also being equally abhorrent. I think 
this is, frankly, in my mind, nothing more than a technical 
amendment. If it is not anything more than a technical 
amendment, I think you are looking at a document that is 
trying to perpetrate a fraud on all of us. 

I would respectfully request your consideration to adopt 
this particular amendment to make any intentional action that 
causes injury an actionable cause for which recovery can be 
had. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Heckler. 
Mr. HECKLER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I am going to ask for the attention at least of those of you 

who may be concerned or give some credence to Mr. Reber's 
arguments, because this is going to involve looking at the lan- 
guage of which he complains so that you will understand it. 

Let me say fist that Mr. Reber is incorrect, that this lan- 
guage was drafted specifically to allow a worker who is 
injured, not seriously injured but just plain injured, to go 
outside of the workers' compensation system and sue his or 
her employer in certain limited situations. Those limited situa- 

tions are described in (1) and (2). and they are described based 
on the intent, the mental state, of the employer. 

Now, that mental state has to be either to deliberately harm W 
or to cause serious injury or death. Those terms are defined 
elsewhere in our law, certainly in the Pennsylvania Crimes 
Code among other places, so it should not be tough for a 
court or a jury to understand what those terms mean. But the 
point that is essential-and I can just ask you to look at this 
section and interrogate me if you have got any questions once 
YOU have read it carefdy-the first section says "injury"; 
YOU can recover for any injury. The state of mind that you 
have to show to get out of workers' comp is that there was an 
, 
Intent to injury. 

I would suggest that the Reber amendment going into this 
bill would devastate our workers' compensation system. I 
urge its defeat. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recog&- Mr. 'hadwick. 
Mr. CHADWICK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

removing a single word from the Coy-Heckler amend- 
m a t ,  the maker of this amendment causes the potential for 
the complete destruction of our workers' compensation 
system. Imagine, if you will, a worker around a woodpile who 
inevitably gets a splinter. That is an injury, and he could sue. 

The fact of the matter is, this completely rips away virtually 
all the protections under workers' compensation and it would 
destroy the system. I urge we vote "no." 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House a m  to the amendments? W - -~ 
The following roll call was recorded: 

Y E A S 4 3  

Bortner 
Bowley 
Caltagirone 
Czppabianca 
Cawlcy 
Civera 
Cohm 
Cornell 
Lhmbrowski 
Durham 
FOX 

Awsta 
Adolph 
AUm 
Anpadt 
&gall 
Barley 
Battist0 
Belfanri 
Billow 
Birmclin 
Bishop 
Black 
Bhum 
Boy- 
Braodt 
Broujos 
Buot 
Burd 
Burns 
BuJh 

~ om, Maine 
Gruitra Michlovic 
Harper Miwme 
Hushes Oliver 
Itkin Reber 
James Rieger 
Kosinski Rittcr 
Kukovich Robinson 
Linton Rybak 
Lloyd Staback 

~ p s e y  Kmney 
Dintnick Kondrich 
Distkr LaGmna 
Donatucci LangVy 
Don Laughlin 
Evans La 
Fairchild Leh 
Farz0 ~ ~ s m v i t z  
Farmer Levdansky 
neagle ~ucyk  
Flick Md)all 
Foster McNally 
Freind McVeny 
Gallen Markosek 
Gamble Marsiw 
GeiR Mayemik 
W r g e  Melio 
G i o t t i  Merry 
Gladeck Miller 
GodshaU Moehlmann 

- - - - ~ ~  
Taylor, 1. 
Thomas 
r i e  
Trich 
w o w  
Womiak 
YandrhiU 

Prrumann 
Reston 
Raymond 
Rdnard 
Robbins 
Roebuck 
Ryan 
Saloom 
Saurman 
Seheetl 
%hula 
Scrimenti 
Scmmel 
Serd i i  
Smith, B. 
Smith, S. H. 

w 
Snyder, G. 
stain 
ste*cr 
Stish 



1990 

CarLson 
Carn 
Ccasar 
Chadwick 
Clark. B. D. 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J. H. 
a y m u  
Cohfda  
Cole 
Corrisan 
Covcu 
Coy 
DeLuca 
D e w a x  
Daley 
Davies 
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Gnrw  orris Svinmatter 
Hagsny M o w w  stuban 
Haluska Mrkonic Taylor, E. 2. 
Hasay Murphy Taylor, F. 
Haydm Nahill Tdelck 
Hayes Nailor TreUo 
Heckler Nays Van Home 
Herman O'Brien Vson 
Hershey Olssr Vroon 
H a s  Penel Wambach 
Jacksan P*rarca W a s  
Jadlomcc PNone Wssfon 
Jarolin Phillips William 
Johnson Picmla Wilson 
1-b Pistclla Wright, D. R. 
Kaiser PitU Wright. J. L. 
KsJunic 

NOT VOTING-2 

Richardson 

EXCUSED-I0 

hm Pievsky Snyder, D. W. 
Maiale Rudy Wright. R. C. 
P a d  

The question was determined in the negative, and the 
amendments were not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
W i  the House agree to the bii on third consideration as 

amended? 
Bill as amended was agreed to. 

The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three dif- 

afford to such thugs statutory protection from punitive 
damages. If there is any situation that cries out for punitive 
damages, the egregious conduct described in subsection (a), 
the intentional causing of serious injury or death, justifies the 
imposition of punitive damages. Those are not the people 1 
want to protect. 

I urge you to vote "no." 
The SPEAKER. Will the House suspend. 

DECISION OF CHAIR RESCINDED 

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the Chair rescinds its 
announcement that this bill is on final passage and agreed to 
on three different days. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bill on thud consideration as 

amended? 

The SPEAKER. The Chair is about to recognize the gentle- 
man, Mr. Trich, who will be offering an amendment which 
was originally circulated under the name "Mr. Veon." 

(conferenceheld,) 

The SPEAKER. The House is now prepared to go to fmal 
passage on this bill. 

On the question recurring, 
Will the House agree to the bid1 on third consideration as 

amended? 
 ill as amended was agreed to, 

ferent days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 

The Chair recognizes Mr. McHale. 
Mr. McHALE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

Saurman 
Schetu 
Schulcr 
Srmmel 
h f m i  
Smith, B. 
Smith. S. H. 
Snyder, G. 
Staback 
Stairs 
Steighner 
Stish 
Strillmatter 
Stuban 
Tangrctti 
Taylor, E. Z 
Telek 
Tigue 
TreUo 
Trich 

- 
The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three dif- 

ferent days and agreed to and is now on fmal passage. 
The question is, shall the bill pass fmally? 
Ameeable to the ~rovisions of the Constitution. the yeas 

Mr. Speaker, I recognize the members are anxious to vote. 
I, too, want to move forward to the vote, but I want to point 
something out to the membership of the House. 

During earlier debate it was anticipated that we would see at 
least one, or as one speaker referenced, perhaps as many as 
four amendments which would address the concern that I 
pointed out in subsection 8383@). For whatever reason, those 
amendments have not been offered. I actually and sincerely 
expected that they would have been. They were not. There- 
fore, as we vote on final passage of HB 916, the section that I 
was concerned about earlier stands intact, and before we vote, 
one more time I would urge the members to look at subsection 
@) at the bottom of page 7, section 8383, because what that 
section literally says is this, and I am now quoting from that 
section: If "...the employer acts with the specific purpose to 
cause serious injury or death, ..." or if "...the employer 
directs or assigns an employee to work under a specific unsafe 
working condition despite the employer's actual knowledge ..., .. . .,. . ~ ~ . ~ ~  
that the specific condition is substantially certain to cause I  hadw wick Heckler Perrel Van Home 

- 
,d nays will now betaken. 

YEAS-125 

Acosta DiRterick W r y  
Distler Laughlin 

AWtadt Donatucci L a  
kal Don Leh 
M e y  Evans ~ l o y d  
Batti"o Fairchild Lucyk 
Bellanti Fargo McCall 
Bhelin Fanner Mark0rek 
Black Reagle Marsico 

Egz nick Maycmik 
Foster Melio 

B,,,~~, Fox Merry 
Bunt Freind Miller 
BUrd Gallen Mochlmann 
Burns Gamble Morris 
B,h Gcist Mowery 
Carlson Gladeck Murphy 
Cam Godshall Nahill 
cawley Hasay h ail or 
Ce,,, Haves Nove 

serious injury or death, ..." that employer will now be Civera Herman Phillips Vroon 
Clark. D. F. Herrhcy Piecola Wambach 

shielded, if we pass this House bill, from punitive damages. Clark, J,  H, Hcss Pitts Wars 
I did not come to Harrisburg to protect someone who inten- Clymer Jackson Preston Weston 

tionally tries to harm or kill his employees. Thank God we 
have few such people, few such employers here in the Com- 
monwealth. For the life of me I cannot understand why we 

g p  Jadlowiec Raymond Wilson 
Jamcr Reinard 

co,ell 
Wogan 

Johnson Richardson Womiak 
Comgan Kenney Rieger Wright, D. R. 
COY Kondrich Robbins Wright, J. L. 
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Ds* 
D C ~ W  

Adolph 
BeLvdi 
Billow 
Biiop 
Blam 
BOWW 

Roebuck Ypndrimitr 

Kosinski Pinella 
Kukovieh PrrJrmann 
Lesmvitz Reber 
Levdansky Ritter 
Linton Robinson 
McHnle Ryan 

noyes. H*Y 
Caltagirone Haluska 
Cpp~pbizn- Harpn 
Clark, B. D. Hayden 
Cohm Howlett 
Cowdl Hughes 
DeLvea ltkin 
new- Iarolin 

McNally Rybak 
McVeny Salwm 
Maine Srrimati 
Michlovic Taylor, F. 
Mimrde Taylor, J. 
Mrkonic Thomas 
O'Bria Vmn 
Olau Williams 

since been reconsidered in the Senate and passed by the neces- 
sary two-thirds vote, the objections of the Governor to the 
contrary notwithstanding. ‘J 

On the question, 
Shall the bill become law, the objections of the Governor to 

the contrary notwithstanding? 

The SPEAKER. For the information of the members, this 
is a motion to override the veto of the Governor on SB 498. 

On that question, the Chair recognizes Mr. Veon. 
Mr. VEON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I rise to ask the members of this House to 

override the Governor's veto of SB 498. Mr. Speaker, I do so 
somewhat reluctantly, given my support for the Governor in 

foreign l i m e  during suspension or revocation and for certain Speaker, there are other important provisions in this 
indemnification payments; providing for registration of limou- 
sines. dealers of motor carrier vehicles and desin- bill that we won after a long, hard fight. I think that by allow- 

- - . . --- - - ~ - ~ -  ~ ~ 

Mcy ~owphs Oliver 
Dombmwski Kaiser Panrca 0'Do~eU. 
Durham Kasunic Pdrone Spsaka 

NOT VOTING-0 

EXCUSED-I0 

Colaiuo Pisvsky Snyder, D. W. 
Dinioni mw ~ d e  ~ u d y  Wright, R. C. 
Fee Pexi 

The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirma- 
tive and the bill passed finally. 

Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 

SENATE MESSAGE 

VETO OF SB 498 

me clerk of the senate, being introduced, presented SB 
4911, p~ 1908, as follows, together with the objections 
of the Governor, viz: 

An Act a-ding Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania Con- 
solidated Statutes, further providing for payment of fees and 
taxes when applying for a certificate of title; providing for com- 
mnd drivers; further providing for buses, for antique and 
classic vehicles, for exemptions from licensing, for classes of 
liccnws, for school bus drivers, for issuance and content of 
driver's lianse, for production of a driver's license or evidence to 
avoid artain penalties, for revocation or suspension of operating 
privilege, for schedule of convictions and points, for of 
lianse, for chemical testing to determine amount of alcohol or 
controlled substance, for occupational limited licenses, for judi- 
cial review, for violations concerning licenses, for driving under 

nated agents of tihe Department of Transportation to be agents lng a veto, we jeopardize those issues. 
for the De~anment of Revenue for certain pumoses relating to 1 '  Mr. S~eaker, as to the most important provisions and most 

the 5 years that 1 have been in office. And 99 percent of the 
time I have in fact agreed with Governor Casey on issue after 
issue, but on this issue, for several reasons, I will have to 
respectfully disagree with the Governor's veto and ask the 
members to override that veto. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to submit four particular reasons 
that we ought to override this veto. I think as members of this 
House know, members of the Senate on Monday, by a vote of 
43 to 5, overrode the Governor's veto. They had the opportu- 
nity to review the Governor's comments, review his objec- 
tions, and by the same margin that the bill passed a month 
ago, they overrode the Governor's veto. 

Mr. Speaker, I ask for an override because besides the 
objections of the Governor, besides the issue that he objects 
to, which by and large has been the issue of an occupational * 
license or a bread-and-butter license-and even on those 
points the Governor has agreed in concept with allowing a 
bread-and-butter license but has disagreed with some of the 
specifics of the language in our bill-aside from that issue for 
a second, there are other important provisions in this bill that 
we cannot afford to lose. We debated for almost 5 or 6 hours 
on the floor of this H~~~~ on issue after issue, ~h~~ were hard 
fought, and we they were hard won. 

We have employee protection for the f is t  time ever for 
intrastate drivers. We have a fair testing procedure that will 
allow truckers to take the test, take a fair test, and get 
licensed, not punished, 

Mr. Speaker, for the first time ever we have an indemni- 
fication of a driver who gets a citation for an equipment 
failure caused by an employer - a significant advance for the 
drivers in this state. 

. . 
the motor carria road tax identification marker; further pr&id- I obiections of the M;. speaker, the GOV- 
ing for penalties for operation of certain vehicles without er"or and 1 have an honest disagreement the language in 
required identification markers, for reckless driving, for driving 
under the influence of alcohol or controlled substance, for this bill. 1 think the members of this House need to very 
enforament amemenis and for reoorts bv courts: and orovidine clearly understand on Page 19 of SB 498, line No. 18, the most 

~~ - ~~ ~. . - 
for careless driving. I important sentence of this bill for allowing you to join with 

With the information that said bill had been passed by both 
Houses and vetoed by His Excellency the Governor, and has 

- 
me in overriding the Governor's veto: "The Department" of 
Transportation "may issue an occupational limited license 
under the provisions of this section to a driver whose driver's 
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license has been suspended." Mr. Speaker, we made it a 
"may" provision for the very reason that the Governor 
~bjects to. 

Mr. Speaker, if anyone is given a license under this bill for 
hit and run, if anyone is given a license for passing a school- 
bus, that license will be given by the Department of Transpor- 
tation without the agreement, without the consent, of this leg- 
islature. We specifically made it a "may" provision to take 
care of any possibility, any eventuality for which the Depart- 
ment of Transportation would deem it necessary to prevent 
someone from getting that occupational license. We believe 
very strongly that by regulation, the Department of Transpor- 
tation can take care of any objections and any problems that 
they deem necessary to take care of. 

Mr. Speaker, for those reasons I would ask for an override 
of the Governor's veto. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Steighner. 
Mr. STEIGHNER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, we have debated this issue at length in the 

past, and I promise the House to be brief. We have been down 
this unsafe road before, and I think it is important that the 
members realize, however, what it is that we are voting on. 

This is not merely a vote to sustain or to override the Gover- 
nor's veto. This is a major public policy by this chamber to 
decide whether or not to put the Commonwealth's most 
unsafe, most hazardous drivers back on the highways of this 
Commonwealth, drivers who have received automatic revoca- 
ions and suspensions for major violations in Pennsylvania, 
violations that include but are not limited to: Racing on the 
highways. Passing a schoolbus while the red lights are 
flashing. Drug offenders under this legislation can receive, 
again, an occupational driver's license. Fleeing police, you 
can receive a new license under this bill. Turning off your 
headlights to avoid identity and while driving under suspen- 
sion, under this bd you can receive a new license. 

My good friend from Beaver, Representative Veon, men- 
tioned that there was a safeguard put in this legislation that 
said that the Department of Transportation "may." Mr. 
Speaker, we have included that in similar legislation in the 
past, and we have consistently lost that in the Pennsylvania 
courts. We have lost that language in the case of the Board of 
Pharmacy v. Cohen. We have lost that language in Common- 
wealth Court in the case of Marion v. Green. We have lost it 
again in the Commonwealth Court in Hardiian v. the 
Department of Public Welfare. The courts have ruled that 
that is a violation of due process and have consistently ruled 
against that language. Unless the violation is specifically men- 
tioned in the legislation, the courts will not uphold it and have 
not. 

I ask you simply to consider the closing of an editorial in 
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette: "A bread-and-butter provision 
is one thing, unbounded dispensation is another." I ask the 
House to force the corrective language and to force the com- 
promise that was mentioned earlier. 1 ask the House to vote 
"no" and sustain the Governor's veto. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Ryan. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, this bill passed the House 195 to 

1 just a few legislative days ago. Nothing has been changed. I 
think we should just override the veto. If there are problems, 
we can correct them next week. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Blaum. 
Mr. BLAUM. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose this ill-advised motion to 

override the Governor's veto. I supported this bill when it 
passed the House of Representatives and I support the bread- 
and-butter license, but when it left the House of Representa- 
tives, Mr. Speaker, there were very severe problems with it, 
and I and others pointed that out to the people. Everybody 
knew this bid was going to conference committee and that is 
where those corrections would be made. It never got to a con- 
ference committee. It went from the Senate right to the Gov- 
ernor, and he had to veto it. It comes back to us, and there is 
absolutely no reason, no reason for us to be overriding the 
Governor's veto. We can take his suggestions, insert them 
with our language into another piece of legislation, and as the 
minority leader points out, pass it next week - over to the 
Senate and signed by the Governor and it is law. 

Let me tell you what is missing. Attorney General Preate 
put together a drug package for this Commonwealth. Part of 
that package attacks what is known as the casual user of drugs 
and suspends their driver's license for the use of drugs or any 
drug offense in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The 
Governor saw that. He said, whoa; wait a minute; under this 
legislation they are allowed to get a bread-and-butter license 
for no matter what reason. If they have a commercial driver's 
license, Federal regulations may take care of them, but for 
everybody else who commits a drug offense, if we override the 
Governor's veto, tomorrow they will be able to go and get a 
bread-and-butter license. That is wrong. That is to be cor- 
rected. You and I can correct that. But today there is a motion 
to override. That does not make sense. I do not know whose 
agenda we are operating under, hut it is not the people of 
Pennsylvania in providing safe highways for them. 

I believe that we can pass a great piece of legislation, Mr. 
Speaker, and everyone who is interested in this bill will be 
made whole and happy. But let us not today pass a bid over 
the Governor's veto with just that one glaring loophole in it. 
There are others. There are others, but that one glaring 
loophole that allows drug offenders in Pennsylvania to get a 
bread-and-butter license is sickening. 

Do you know-and I know you have heard me talk about 
this an awful lot-the underage drinkers are prohibited from 
getting a bread-and-butter License under this bid. We have 
prohibited them from getting a bread-and-butter license. We 
have not prohibited drug users from getting a bread-and- 
butter license. That is a loophole. That was supposed to be 
corrected in a conference committee, but it made it all the way 
to the Governor's desk, and Governor Casey did the right 
thing, Mr. Speaker, and now- Governor Casey did the right 
thing; the Senate did not, and once again it is up to us to do 
what is right, to sustain this veto and pass corrective legisla- 
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tion which provides for the commercial driver's license and 
the Federal funds, which establishes the bread-and-butter 
licmw and does not let drug users, does not let drug u r n  get 
a bread-and-butter license in Pennsylvania. 

The Governor did what is right; let us do what is right. Vote 
"no" on this wrong, ill-advised motion. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Freeman. 
Mr. EREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman, Mr. Veon, stand for a 

brief period of interrogation? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates that he will. The 

gentleman may proceed. 
Mr. EREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, in your opening comments regarding the issue 

of a bread-and-butter license, you touched on the aspect of it 
being a "may" provision. There seems to be a lot of mis- 
understanding regarding that section of the biu. I spoke 
recently with a member of the Governor's staff. They seemed 
to indicate to me that the "may" provision dealt solely in an 
administrative capacity; in other words, that the "may'' pro- 
vision allows the administration to determine how to present 
the bread-and-butter license but that they feel they would be 
compelled under the language of this bid to still issue a bread- 
and-butter lianse to those categories specifically spelled out 
in the bii. I was wondering if the gentleman could possibly 
address that issue. 

Mr. VEON. Mr. Speaker, the way that I would address that 
issue is twofold. Number one, obviously I disagree with their 
legal interpretation of what this bill allows them to do; and 
number two. I would suggest to the members that the reason 
the "may" provision is in there in the fust place and not 
"sball" is besause the Department of Transportation asked 
that I make it a "may" provision. So on the one hand, they 
want me to make it a "may" provision; on the other hand, if 
you make it a "may" provision, that does not give them the 
necessary discretion. 

I mean, I have never been able to get a straight answer as to 
how they intend to have it both ways. Quite simply my posi- 
tion is, and I am not an attorney, but we have talked to attor- 
neys that feel very comfortable that this "may" provision 
gives the department more than enough discretion to deny an 
occupational license to those people that they would like to 
deny them to and that we would like to deny them to. 

Mr. FREEMAN. Mr. Speaker-and this is primarily for 
the legislative intent of this legislation-is it your opinion that 
the administration has the right under this language to cate- 
g o r i d y  deny a bread-and-butter license to anyone who seeks 
it if they so choose to take that action? 

Mr. VEON. Mr. Speaker, the answer would be yes. 
Mr. FREEMAN. I thank the gentleman. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Foster. 
Mr. FOSTER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I rise to ask the members of this chamber to sustain the 

Governor's veto. I do so, and I ask every member who might 
think of this as an opportunity of taking a political shot to 
consider whether we want to play on the field of highway 
safety a game of politics. 

It is just too much to look at these serious offenses where 
people might be dowed to go back on the highways after 
having committed them and we do nothing to correzt it here W 
when we have ample time to correct it. It is not as if this were 
June 30 or November 30 of this year. We can surely wait 3 
weeks and take this amendment that I have right in my hand 
and offer it to the appropriate vehicle, and there are vehicles 
aplenty to which to offer this amendment. 

We can do the job of the bread-and-butter license and do it 
right. Why do we insist on doing something halfway when by 
waiting just a couple of weeks we can do it right? 

I had the tragic circumstance of having a number of 
members, about three or four people from my district, killed 
in a tragic accident recently in which the offending party was 
guilty of some of the said offenses here, and unfortunately, 
his license was restored to him through a technicality. Now, 
tell the parents of those people and the wives and brothers and 
sisters that it was only a technicality and it will not happen 
again. Mr. Speaker, do not let it happen once with this. 

Sustain the Governor's veto, and particularly to my fellow 
Republicans, resist the opportunity to take a political shot. 
Do it and do it right, and then send it to the Governor. You 
will have plenty of time for political shots later on. The cam- 
paign is 6 months long. Do the right thing this afternoon. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Saurman. 
Mr. SAURMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, two things. First of all, I think you have heard 

the problems with the bread-and-butter license as it currently 
exists. I would like to point out one other thing. One of the W 
most objectionable things as far as I am concerned is a 
bureaucracy that is not responsible to the voters, and that is 
exactly what the Depamnent of Transportation is. How are 
you going to tell your constituent that Joe down the street was 
able to get his license back because the department thought, 
that is all right, but Mrs. Smith right next door to you cannot 
because the department thought she was not entitled to it. 

This body has to determine who can and who cannot get 
that license. We have to take that responsibility, and we are in 
severe difficulty if we pass it on to someone else and give up 
the control that we have. The strength of our traffic Motor 
Vehicle Code has been that there are no shortcuts. There are 
no ways that you can send somebody or take someone of 
influence and get that license back. If we want the license 
back, let us establish the conditions under which it g m  back 
and all of us deal on the same basis, not give the arbitrary 
option to a bureaucrat who does not have to respond to the 
electorate. 

Thank you. Let us sustain the Governor's veto. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Belfanti. 
Mr. BELEANTI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, for the past 2 days I was pushing the prison 

proposal, which was strongly endorsed by the Governor, and 
I am a personal supporter of Governor Casey, but there are 
times when the Governor is incorrect. I believe this bread-and- w 
butter license is something we should have done 10 years ago 
or 5 years ago. And there may be some quirks, as pointed out 
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vote that legislation. 
I would ask for a vote of "no" on the override. 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order and may 
proceed. 

Mr. KUKOVICH. The other votes we have had today have 
brm actually easy for me. This one is a tougher one. I would 
like to see if we could correct this problem, and it does appear 
that if we do vote to override, that opportunity will be lost. 

I would suggest-and I just changed my mind 
on this jun almost at this moment-that we sustain the 
ernor's veto to force a compromise, probably that should 
have been made weeks ago, and I am not sure where the blame 
falls on this. Assuming it should fall on the Governor's 
Office, so be it. I would suggest rather than take this kind of 
drastic action, we move to sustain the Governor's veto, force 
us to come back, comct this problem with legislation-there 
is a vehicle on the calendar to do so--correct it to the satisfac- 
tion of all of us, and the week after Easter when we return, 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Wass. 
Mr. WASS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, may I interrogate Mr. Blaum? 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is seeking to interrogate 

Mr. Blaum. The gentleman indicates he is willing to be inter- 
rogated. The gentleman may proceed. 

Mr. WASS. Thank you. 
Mr. Speaker, I heard you mention in your testimony that 

there was a vehicle available and we could accomplish this 
very quickly, that we could have a meaningful bread-and- 
butter license in the near future. Is that true? 

Mr. BLAUM. That is my understanding, Mr. Speaker, and 
I believe that is the belief of the Governor's Office as well. 

Mr. WASS. Are you talking about months or weeks? What 
are you talking about? 

MOTION TO TABLE 

Mr. WASS. Mr. Speaker, I would like to move that this biffl 
be tabled until we have the vehicle before us to provide for a J 
bread-and-butter license. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair understands the gentleman's 
motion to be a motion to table. The Chair is not in a position 
to wide that motion in to a time when another bill is going to 
be 0" the *end% so the Chair will take the gentleman's 
motion as a motion to table, in which case the motion is in 
Order. 

The gentleman, Mr. Was ,  has moved to table SB 498. The 
motion is not debatable. 

on the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

Mr. WON. Mr. Speaker, parliamentary inquiry. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Veon, has a parlia- 

, mentary inquiry, which he should state. 
Mr. VEON. Mr. Speaker, if the motion to table were suc- 

cessful, my parliamentary question is, at what time would a 
motion be in order to bring up the veto override? 

The SPEAKER. Such a motion would be in order at any 
time between now and the end of this legislative session. 

Mr. VEON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. WASS. Mr. Speaker, for the record? 
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman rise? w 
Mr. WASS. To make a statement that embraces my 

motion. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is not in order. This motion 

is not debatable. 
Mr. BLAUM. Pardon me? 
Mr. WASS. What is the amount of time? Are you talking 

about this month, next month? 
Mr. BLAUM. Almost immediately; I mean, as soon as we 

come back. You know, this afternoon, but I assume not today 

On the question recurring, 
the House agree to the motion? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-72 
but as soon as we come back. This can be done. There is no 
reason to pass a law that allows drug users to get a bread-and- 
butter license. 

Mr. WASS. Thank you very much. That ends my inter- 
rogation. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

Belardi 
Bishop 

Foster Laughlin Saimmti 
Freempo Levdansky Smith, B. 

Bhum Freind Lloyd Smith, S. H. 
Borne' Gamble Lucyk Snyder. G. 
Bowley &st McHale Staback 
Broujos Godshall McNally Stsishner 
Cappabianca Gnrppo Maine Stkh 
Cawley ~ a y d e n  Mclio stuban 
Clark, D. F. Hayes Michlovic Tanmt i  

Mr. WASS. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry, please. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point of par- 

liamentary inquiry. 
Mr. WASS. Can this vote be delayed until we have a mean- 

ingful bread-and-butter bill before us? 
The SPEAKER. Can the vote be delayed? There are a 

variety- 
Mr. WASS. Excuse me. Can It be cabled? 
The SPEAKER. Yes; as a matter of the rules, it can be 

tabled. 

ColafeUa ~&kler  Mowery ~ a y i i r ,  F. 
tole Hershey Mrkonic Tclek 
CoweU Has Murphy T'w 
COY Hughcs NOW Van Home 
DcLuca Itkin Pnrone Wass 
oary Jarolin Piccola Williams 
Dombrowski Johnson Pistella Wright. D. R, 
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n&e LaGrotta Saloom Yandrixvits 
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Angstad1 Distln Lee Robinson 

Donatucci Leh Roebuck 
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Lacovitz Ryan 
Linton R Y ~ &  
McCall Saurmyl 
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Markosek Schvla 
Uysico Scmmel 
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Mury 
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'.. . - 1 immediately to SB 682 and this amendment. and wemne  
The question was determined in the negative, and the would be happy and the people of Pennsylvania would be safe 

bii and they would sign such a biU. There is a draft of an 
amendment to that bill which would be satisfactory. 

Mr. BUNT. Thank you. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Hayes. 
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
If I could follow up on what the gentleman from 

Montgomery, Mr. Bunt, was asking and what the gentleman 
from Westmoreland. Mr. Kukovich, was answering, there is 
already on the calendar SB 682, as the gentleman, Mr. 
Kukovich, indicated, and there is already in the public domain 
an amendment. It has not been circulated yet, but there is this 
amendment to SB 682 which would come as close as any 
amendment can come to satisfying all the concerns that have 
been expressed here today by those on both sides of the so- 
&led bread-and-butter issue - those who want bread and 
butter and those who have exvressed concerns as to the 
current state of the bread-and-butter provision as found in the 
legislation immediately before us. 

So here it is, Mr. Speaker. If it is the will of the House to 
NOT VOTING-2 

Giioni Riegn 
EXCUSED-10 

Colainn Pievsky Snyder. D. W. 
Dininni W e  Rudy Wright, R. C. 
F-. --A 

move with dispatch with regard to the commercial driver's 
license provision, which this General Assembly must enact in 
order to conform with Federal law, and if it is the will of the 
General Assembly to simultaneously enact a bread-and-butter 
license that at the same time has proper restrictions in it, it can 
be done. We could leave this veto override question and move 

the contrary notwithstanding? 

wtim was not agreed to. 

On the question recurring, 
Shall the bill become law, the objections of the Governor to 

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman, Mr. Bunt, seking recog- 
nition? 

Mr. BUNT. I am, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is recognized and may 

proceed. 
Mr. BUNT. Mr. Speaker, the dialogue that existed in the 

interrogation of Mr. Steighner and Mr. Kukovich, would Mr. 
Kukovich be available for interrogation? 

The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates that he is. The 
gentleman may proceed. 

Mr. BUNT. Mr. Speaker, do you know of a bii that may be 
in committee that may be the vehicle to be utiIized to have a 
working bread-and-butter license? 

Mr. KUKOVICH. I am sorry; I could not quite hear that. 
There is SB 682 on the calendar, which would be germane to 
such an amendment. 1 could not hear the rest of your ques- 

on the roads on which they drive. 

PARLlAMENTARY INOUIRY 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Pistella. 
Mr. PISTELLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I rise for a parliamentary inquiry, please. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his parliamentary 

inquiry. 
Mr. PISTELLA. For the edification of the members, the 

question that is before us is a motion to override the Gover- 
nor's veto. What would be the options of voting? In other 
words, if one were to vote in the affmative, would that be to 
override the veto and in the negative to sustain the veto? 

The SPEAKER. The question that will be put to the House, 
when and if we reach that point, wilI be those in favor of the 
bii becoming law will vote "aye"; those in favor of sustaining 
the Governor's veto will be voting "no." 

Mr. PISTELLA. So those who wish to sustain the Gover- 
nor's veto would vote in the negative. Is that correct? 

The SPEAKER. That is correct. 
tion. 

Mr. BUNT. What is the bii number? 
Mr. KUKOVICH. SB 682, I believe. 
Mr. BUNT. What would be the Governor's position to the 

entire issue of bread-and-butter licenses? 

Mr. PISTELLA. And the number of votes needed to be 
cast to ovemde the veto-- 

The SPEAKER. Would be 134. 
Mr. Thank you. 

Mr. WKOVICH. I cannot speak on behalf of the Gover- 
nor. I am not privy to all those negotiations, but I do know 
from some contacts I have had during the last 24 hours, it 
seems that they would be amenable to an amendment to that 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Melio. 
Mr. MELIO. I do not want to belabor the issue, Mr. 

Speaker. I just want to encourage my colleagues to vote to 
sustain the Governor's veto. Thank You. 
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The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Veon. 
Mr. VEON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Just to darify the gentleman, Mr. Hayes' comments, not 

everyone would be satisfied with that version being offered 
today, and I would have to oppose that version being offered 
today if it were offered on the floor of the House. 

Mr. Speaker, last but not least, again, for all the reasons 
articulated here, I would ask for a vote to override the Gover- 
nor's veto. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Ryan. 
Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, before we got staned this after- 

noon and around the time we took our luncheon break, there 
was an effort made to put together an amendment that might 
address the issues of concern raised by the Governor. Now, 
the gentleman, Mr. Veon, told me at that time-and it was 
generally accepted by everyone--that we would have this 
amendment and we would offer it to a bill that would be 
brought out on the calendar or was on the calendar-I forget 
which-and we would let them both ride through at the same 
time, as I recall. This afternoon, when we came back from the 
luncheon break, Mr. Veon came over to see me-and I 
suppose he had already becn over to see the Democrat 
leaders-and I never read the amendment-and he said that 
the amendment that was presented to him was absolutely 
unacceptable. 

Now, the reason 1 tell this story is because I look and I 
how,  as everyone else does, that we have got to get a wm- 
mercial driver's license law in place or we stand to lose some 
$20 to $40 million a year from the Federal Government, and 
none of us want that to happen. AU of us absolutely believe 
that one of these days we will get such a bill that will address 
the issues that the Federal Govenunent raises to us. However, 
I think it is the kind of a bill- The commercial license is easy, 
but it is also a tantalizing teaser being pulled through the 
ocean of this legislature, and everybody who wants a bread- 
and-butter license is going to snap every time that lure goes 
by. 

Now, if we continue with problems with the Governor, if 
we continue with problems with each other trying to get a con- 
sensus, I think the bottom line could very easily be that we 
foul ourselves up--we will be wanting to go home for the 
summer holidays; we are going to want to do the budget; we 
are going to want to do Easter; we are going to worry about 
primaries-and let that slip by. The other thing I caution you 
about, when we say we can get rid of this thing in an after- 
noon, is the Senate today-I think it was today or Monday of 
this week-they overrode 45 to 3 this very bi that is before 
us, so to think that you simply take any old bill back over to 
the Senate just because it passed here and the Senate is going 
to pick it up and say, yes, that is a great bi let us join you, I 
think is foolish. 

Now, what we have, we have like the worst of all worlds. 
We have got an opportunity to put into law to save the $20 to 
$40 million by overriding the Governor. At the same time, we 
are taking care of the bread-and-butter license, which was 
195-to-1 importance to a lot of us the other day. We have an 
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incentive also to correct any deficiencies that a majority of us, 
in both the House and the Senate, agree are deficiencies, and 
we can do that almost immediately, content with the howl- w 
edge that the $40-million loss of Federal funds is protected 
and the bread-and-butter license is protected. 

I am suggesting in this case that we should override not for 
political purposes but for the reasons I just said. If it were 
political purposes, I assure you, brother Hayes would not 
have made the last speech, unless he has changed allegiance. 
and I do not think that is the case. You talk about a standup 
guy, here he is, but nevertheless, we have a difference on this, 
and that is fair. 

I think we have an opportunity to address this issue in all 
fashions. I am suggesting we go ahead and override. 

The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman, Mr. Burd, seeking recog- 
nition? 

Mr. BURD. Yes, I am, Mr. Speaker. 
The SPEAKER. The gentleman is recognized and may 

proceed. 
Mr. BURD. Mr. Speaker, I was not going to rise on this 

issue, but my name had been mentioned as being the sponsor 
of a bread-and-butter license that passed this House of Repre- 
sentatives a year or so ago, after I had worked on it for about 
3 or 4 years in order to answer all the concerns of all the 
members of this House of Representatives, to be sure that all 
their questions were answered as far as the so-called unsafe 
driver being allowed to get back out onto the highway again. 

Well, let me tell you something. After those 3 or 4 years of 
hard work, when my bill passed this House, it went over to the 
Senate and immediately bogged down, and the Senate chose, 
in their wisdom, not to even allow it back out of committee 
again, so therefore, the 3 years of hard work that I had gone 
through and the strain and pain that this organization here 
went through in order to put their hard votes up on the line to 
help responsible drivers in the State of Pennsylvania who had 
lost their licenses for moving violations to get a license back so 
that they could drive to work and back and forth or truck- 
drivers or high-mileage drivers and the whole thing- What I 
am saying to you is, this measure has already gone through 
the Senate. Now, if we take the chance-- And Mr. Hayes has 
mentioned that we have a vehicle and we have an amendment 
that will answer all those concerns. Well, they may answer all 
of our concerns, but are they going to answer all the concerns 
of those people in the Senate? 

Now, not because my name is Burd but I am saying to you, 
a bud in the hand is better than one in the bush, and I am 
thinkiig to myself, we have already got this thing passed, let 
us override this veto and make this thing law and start doing 
something for the responsible drivers. I have heard enough 
about the irresponsible drivers. You have got bad doctors; 
you have got bad tmckdrivers; you have got bad lawyers; you 
have got bad legislators, but for heaven's sake, there are a lot 
of good ones out there, too, and let us talk about them for a 
change. Let us help some of the responsible people for a " 
change. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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The SPEAKER. The question is, shall SB 498 become a 
law, the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwith- 
.tanding? 

Those in favor of the bill becoming law will vote "aye"; 
those opposed, "no." 

On the Question recurring, 
Shall the bill become law, the objections of the Governor to 

the contrary notwithstanding? 

The following roll call was recorded: 

YEAS-106 

Adolph Durham Lsscovitz Robbins 
AUm Evans Lsvdansky Robinson 
Ansnadt FWO Mc€aU Rosbuck 
Amdl Farmer McN& Ryan 

The SPEAKER. On the question of the bid becoming law, 
the objections of the Governor to the contrary notwithstand- 
ing, the ayes are 106; the nays, 84. The veto of the Governor is 
sustained. 

LOCAL GOYERNMENT COMMITTEE MEETING 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Gamble, who 
announces a meeting of the Local Government Committee in 
the rear of the House. 

VOTE CORRECTIONS 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Caltagirone. 
Mr. CALTAGIRONE. Thank vou. Mr. Sneaker. 

Black Cannon Micorde Staback 
Bormer Gdst Miusr Stairs 
soyea G i i o n i  Moeblmann Tangmti 
Bunt Gtadcck M o w m  Taylor. E. Z 

~a-ley Flick MCV~+ ~ ; b a k  
Bclardi Fox Marsiw Saimmti 
Belfanti Freeman Maymik Saafimi 
Bi~mslin Gallm Merry Snyder, G. 

Bwd 
Bums 
Gal-ne 
C a r h n  
cam 
m 
Civera 
Clark. B. D. 

- -- - - p~ ------- ~. . 
I would like to be recorded in the positive on amendment 

1164 to HB 21 16. 
The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be 

M ~ k o i c  
Nahill 
Nailor 
O'Brim 
Oliver 
penel 
Pevarca 
PineUa 

 ailo or; F. 
Taylor. 1. 
Thomas 
Tigue 
TreUo 
Trich 
V a n  
V m n  

spread upon the record. 
The Chair recognizes Mr. Michlovic. 
Mr. MICHLOVIC. Thank vou. Mr. S~eaker. . . 

I rise to correct the record. 
On amendment 11 14, the Bortner amendment, to HB 916.1 

was incorrectly voted in the negative. 1 would like to be 
recorded in the affumative. Thank you. 

The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be 
soread unon the record. 

Banino 
Billow 
Bishop 
Blaum 
Bowley 
Brandt 
Broujos 
Bvsh 
Cappabianca 
CawkY 
Chadwick 
Clark, D. F. 
Clark, J. H. 
Clymer 
Colafella 
Cole 
C0miga.U 
Cowtu 
COY 
Danes 
Dempsey 

AcoRa 

alaizzo 
Dininni 
Fet 

-oh& Kaisn pats Wambaeh 
Kasunic Waton omdl Pmrnaun  

lkLuca KFnnci Raymond Williams 
DeWessc Kondrich R e k  Wogan 
D a l ~  Kosimki Rcinard 
Distkr La"&,, R i c h a r h n  OO'Donnell, 
Donatued Leh R i g n  Speaker 

NAYS-84 

Dietterick Johnson 
Dombrowski Jossphs 
Don Kukorich 
Fairchild LaGrotta 
ncasle L~ngfry 
Foster La 
Frdnd Linton 
Gamble Lloyd 
Gwrge Lucyk 
GNPPO McHak 
Haluska Maine 
H a 9 3  Markoaek 
Haydm Meiio 
Ham Michlonc 
Heckler Moms 
H e m  Murphy 
Hershey Noye 
Hughcr O h  
ltkm Petmne 
l a m a  Phillips 
Jarolin Piccola 

NOT VOTING-] 

~ --- ~~~~ 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Leh. 
Mr. LEH. Mr. Speaker, I would like to be recorded in the 

negative on amendment No. 1113 to HB 916. My switch mal- 
functioned. 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes Mr. Thomas. 
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Speaker, I would like for the record to 

Larhingcr Piwsky 
Maialc Rudy 
Paci 

h a t a n  
Ritm 
Saloom 
S a u r m ~  
Scheetr 
Schuler 
Semmel 
Smith. B. 
Smith, S. H. 
Steighnet 
Stish 
Strittmatta 
Stuban 
Telek 
Van Home 
wass 
Wilson 
Worniak 
Wright, D. R. 
Wright, J. L. 
Yandrisevits 

Snyder. D. W. 
Wright, R. C. 

reflect a ''no" vote on amendment 11 13 to HB 916. 
The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be 

spread upon the record. 
The Chair recognizes Ms. Bishop. 
Ms. BISHOP. Mr. Speaker, I rise to correct the record on 

amendment No. 1150 to HB 916. 1 wish to be recorded in the 
negative. 

The SPEAKER. The remarks of the lady will be spread 
upon the record. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Jarolin. 
Mr. JAROLIN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
I would like to correct the record from yesterday on amend- 

ment 1164 to HB 21 16.1 would like to be recorded in the posi- 
tive. 

The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be 
spread upon the record. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Ryhak. 
Mr. RYBAK. Thank you. Mr. Speaker. 
To correct the record. On SB 498, the motion to override 

the Governor's veto, my switch malfunctioned and registered 
in the affirmative. It should have been in the negative. Thank 
you. 

The SPEAKER. The remarks of the gentleman will be 
spread upon the record. 
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BILL TABLED I Motion was agreed to, and at 4:35 p.m., e.d.t., the House 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the majority leader. 
Mr. DeWEESE. Mr. Speaker, I move that SB 498 be placed 

upon the table. 

On the question, 
Wi the House agree to the motion? 
Motion was agreed to. 

VOTE CORRECTIONS I 

adjourned. 

w 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the lady, Mrs. 
Harper. 

Mrs. HARPER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
Mr. Speaker, I just reAved this printout on the last vote, 

the motion to override the Governor's veto on SB 498, and I 
would like to be recorded "yes." 

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the lady, Mrs. 
Laughlin. 

Mrs. LAUGHLIN. Mr. Speaker, thank you. 
My button malfunctioned on final passage of HB 916. I 

wish to be recorded in the negative. 
The SPEAKER. The Chair thanks the lady. The remarks 

will be spread upon the record. 

Any further business from the majority leader? From the 
minority leader? There will be no further business before the 
House today, except the receipt of reports of committees and 
an adjournment motion. 

BILL REPORTED FROM COMMITFEE, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED I 
HB 2432, PN 3348 (Amended) 

By Rep. GAMBLE 
An Act amending the act of May 28.1937 (P. L. 955, No. 265). 

known as the "Housing Authorities Law," further providing for 
competitive bids and for purchases that are not subject to adver- 
tisement and bidding. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER I 
The SPEAKER. Without objection, all remaining bills and 

resolutions on today's calendar will be passed over. The Chair 
hears no objection. 

ADJOURNMENT I 
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman, Mr. 

James. 
Mr. JAMES. Mr. Speaker, I move that this House adjourn 

until Tuesday, April 17, 1990, at I p.m., e.d.t., unless sooner 
r d e d  by the Speaker. 

On the question, 
Will the House agree to the motion? 
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